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Abstract

This dissertation focuses on the problem of motion planning for agile autonomous vehi-

cles. In realistic situations, the motion planning problem must be solved in real-time, in a

dynamic and uncertain environment. The fulfillment of the mission objectives might also

require the exploitation of the full maneuvering capabilities of the vehicle.

The main contribution of the dissertation is the development of a new computational

and modelling framework (the Maneuver Automaton), and related algorithms, for steering

underactuated, nonholonomic mechanical systems. The proposed approach is based on a

quantization of the system's dynamics, by which the feasible nominal system trajectories are

restricted to the family of curves that can be obtained by the interconnection of suitably

defined primitives. This can be seen as a formalization of the concept of "maneuver",

allowing for the construction of a framework amenable to mathematical programming.

This motion planning framework is applicable to all time-invariant dynamical systems

which admit dynamic symmetries and relative equilibria. No other assumptions are made

on the dynamics, thus resulting in exact motion planning techniques of general applicability.

Building on a relatively expensive off-line computation phase, we provide algorithms viable

for real-time applications.

A fundamental advantage of this approach is the ability to provide a mathematical

foundation for generating a provably stable and consistent hierarchical system, and for

developing the tools to analyze the robustness of the system in the presence of uncertainty

and/or disturbances.

In the second part of the dissertation, a randomized algorithm is proposed for real-time

motion planning in a dynamic environment. By employing the optimal control solution

in a free space developed for the maneuver automaton (or for any other general system),

we present a motion planning algorithm with probabilistic convergence and performance

guarantees, and hard safety guarantees, even in the face of finite computation times.

The proposed methodologies are applicable to a very large class of autonomous vehicles:

throughout the dissertation, examples, simulation and experimental results are presented

and discussed, involving a variety of mechanical systems, ranging from simple academic

examples and laboratory setups, to detailed models of small autonomous helicopters.

Thesis Supervisor: Munther A. Dahleh

Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering

Thesis Supervisor: Eric Feron

Title: Associate Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, considerable interest has been shown in, and relevant resources have been

devoted to, the design, development and operation of unmanned aerial, underwater, and

ground vehicles. Unmanned spacecraft have been orbiting the Earth, and other objects in

the solar system, for decades.

The purposes of such unmanned vehicles are extremely diverse, ranging from scientific

exploration and data collection, to provision of commercial services, and military reconnais-

sance and intelligence gathering. Other areas of applications could in the future include

law-enforcement, search and rescue, and even entertainment.

Unmanned vehicles make it possible to perform critical tasks without endangering the

life of human pilots. Moreover, the designers have more freedom in the development of the

vehicle, not having to account for the presence of a pilot, and the associated life-support

and safety systems. This potentially results in cost and size savings, as well as increased

operational capabilities, performance limits, and stealthiness.

At present, most of such systems are operated remotely by human operators, from

dedicated control stations. However, as the capabilities of such systems develop, and their

complexity reaches unprecedented levels, there is a strong perceived need for an increased

level of automation, in order to improve the system's efficiency, reliability, and safety, and

to reduce the total life cycle cost.

1.1 Motion Planning

A basic problem which has to be faced and solved by autonomous vehicles, on which this

dissertation will focus, is the problem of motion planning. By motion planning we mean

the generation and execution of a plan for moving from one location to another location in

space to accomplish a desired task, while at the same time avoiding collisions with obstacles

or other undesirable behaviors. Moreover, it is desirable that the plan makes optimal use

of the available resources to achieve the goal optimizing some "cost" measure.

In realistic situations, the motion planning problem must be carried out in real-time,
in a dynamic, uncertain and possibly hostile environment. The fulfillment of the mission

objectives might also require the exploitation of the full maneuvering capabilities of the

vehicle.

The problem of motion planning has attracted the interest of different communities,
including researchers in the area of nonlinear control, robotics and artificial intelligence.

In the last 30 years considerable effort has been devoted to research in this area, and has

17



resulted in a dramatic improvement of the capabilities of motion planning algorithms. The
interest is motivated both by the relevance of the problem to practical applications and its
theoretical challenges.

1.1.1 Problem Formulation

In this section we will define the classes of problems that we will address in the rest of
the dissertation. To clearly define the problems we are interested in, we need to introduce

briefly some concepts and notation which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

The motion planning problems we will consider are defined over a time-invariant me-
chanical control system S (representing for example the dynamics of a vehicle), whose state

is completely determined by a set of parameters x, the state, belonging to a state space
X. The state of the vehicle evolves over time, as the vehicle moves subject to the control

inputs u, according to a law which is usually expressed through a set of Ordinary Differ-

ential Equations (ODEs), such as dx/dt = f(x, u). Starting from some initial condition

x(to) = xo, and under the action of a given control signal u : t -4 u(t), the state at time t

can be written as x(t) = 4u(t, xo). The function 4u represents the state flow of the system;
it is also known as transition function.

The basic problem of steering of a mechanical system can be stated as follows:

Problem 1.1 (Motion Planning in a Free Environment) Given a mechanical control

system S, and the initial and final conditions xo, xj c X, find a control input signal
u : t -* u(t) such that xf = #u(tf, Xo).

In many cases of interest, though, the choice of possible input signals is limited in the
sense that there are some constraints on the evolution of the state of the system, for example

to ensure safe operation of the vehicle (e.g. the flight envelope constraints for aircraft and

rotorcraft, speed limits for ground vehicles). Such constraints can typically be encoded by

inequalities of the form

F (x (t), u (t)) < 0, 11

where F can be a vector of constraints, and the inequality should be read component-wise.

This kind of constraints, to which we will refer as flight envelope constraints, is closely

related to the vehicle and its dynamics. For this reason, we can also refer to this class
constraints as "internal constraints". What this means in the context of this dissertation is
that flight envelope constraints share some of the fundamental properties of the dynamical

system, namely its symmetries (to be defined in section 2.2). We can now formulate a more

meaningful problem:

Problem 1.2 (Constrained Motion Planning in a Free Environment) Given a me-

chanical control system S, and the initial and final conditions xo, x5 G X, find a control

input signal u : t F-4 u(t) such that x5 = #u(t5,xo), and F (pu(t,xo),u(t)) < 0, for all

t c [to,tf].

In the above two problems, we are not concerned with the "quality" of the generated

trajectory, as long as it satisfies the boundary conditions, and the flight envelope con-

straints. However, for practical applications, it is desirable to characterize the quality of

the solution according to a meaningful performance measure, usually referred to as "cost" of

the generated trajectory. The nature of the motion planning problem will thus move from
that a feasibility problem to that of an optimization problem. Examples of widely used
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cost functions include: the time required for the execution of the trajectory, its length, the
deviation from a reference trajectory, control effort, or a combination thereof. All of these
performance measures can be obtained by defining a cost functional on the state-control
trajectory, as follows:

- tf
J(x(.), u(-)) := j (x(t), u(t)) dt, (1.2)

to

and biasing the search of feasible trajectory towards cost-efficient trajectories. Hence we
have the new problem:

Problem 1.3 (Optimal Motion Planning in a Free Environment) Given a mechan-
ical control system S, the initial and final conditions xo, xj X, and a cost functional
J(x(.), u(-)), find a control input signal u : t -4 u(t) such that xf = #(tf, xo), J(#$u(, xo), u())
is a global minimum for J, and F (#,(t,xo),u(t)) 0, for all t 6 [to,tj].

Up to this point, we have not considered "external constraints" on the vehicle, that
is, constraints that are not directly related to the vehicle itself and its dynamics, and as
such do not share its properties. Such external constraints can encode obstacle avoidance
requirements, where we can give the word "obstacle" a broad meaning to include physical
obstacles and other vehicles, as well as threats, no-fly zones, or other regions in the state
space which are "forbidden" to the vehicle. Such obstacle avoidance constraints can be
encoded as a set of pointwise in time, possibly time-varying, constraints on the state of the
vehicle, of the form

G (x(t), t) 0. (1.3)

Notice that the dependence on time allows the modelling of moving obstacles.

In certain applications of interest, we can also have integral constraints on the state and
the input, of the form

I (X(T), u(r)) dT < 0. (1.4)

The most obvious of such constraints is given by fuel consumption. As additional examples
of integral constraints we can mention: stealthiness requirements, introduced to keep the
probability of detection along a trajectory within some limits, and thermal control require-
ments on spacecraft (e.g. to avoid pointing radiators towards the Sun for too long).

We can now formulate a very general class of motion planning problems as follows:

Problem 1.4 (Motion Planning) Given a mechanical control system S, and the initial
and final conditions xo, x5 c X, find a control input signal u : t v- u(t) such that x=

#u(tj, xo), F (#u(t, xo), u(t)) 0, G (#u(t, xo), t) 0, and ft I (#(T, Xo), u(T)) d-r < 0, for
all t G [to,t'].

The problem outlined above is just a feasibility problem, since its solution requires
the computation of any trajectory satisfying the constraints and the boundary conditions.

Most often, in practical applications, we are also interested in optimizing some performance
measure, for example in terms of a cost functional such as the one given in (1.2):

Problem 1.5 (Optimal Motion Planning) Given a mechanical control system S, ini-
tial and final conditions xo, xf C X, and a cost functional J(x(.), u(.)), find a control input

signal u : t v-4 u(t) such that x5 = #u(tf, xo), J(#2(-, xo), u(.)) is minimized, F (#u(t, xo), u(t))

0,G(#u(t,xo),t) 0, and f: I (#(T, xo), u(r)) dT 0 for all t E [to, tf.
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1.1.2 Nonlinear Control

The nonlinear control community has concentrated on the problem of steering underactu-

ated, maximally nonholonomic (i.e. controllable) mechanical systems in a free environment,
that is on Problems 1.1-1.3. Application of nonlinear control tools and ideas to this set of

problems generated powerful and elegant methods for steering a robot between arbitrary

configurations, which will be very briefly described in the following.

Optimal Control

Perhaps the best formulated general method for addressing motion planning problems is

the use of optimal control [21, 6]: through the introduction of an arbitrary cost functional

Problems 1.1 and 1.2 can always be reduced to Problem 1.3. A recent survey of such an

approach for trajectory generation appeared in [12]. In the following we will concentrate on

a local coordinate-based representation of the systems dynamics; a coordinate-independent

expositions of the optimal control problem for mechanical systems on Lie groups can be

found in [63, 139].

Given a cost functional of the form (1.2), the basic steering problem, including con-

straints on the input, can be tackled using techniques from variational calculus, by forming

a controlled Hamiltonian, in the following way (dropping the explicit dependence on time

of x,u, and A):

R(x, A, u) = y(x, u) + A Tf (x) (1.5)

where the vector A is known as the costate vector. Under suitable technical assumptions (e.g.

continuous differentiability of the Hamiltonian [6, 78]), the optimal controls are determined

by the application of the celebrated Minimum Principle of Pontryagin [106], according to

which the optimal control minimizes the Hamiltonian X. Denoting the optimal state and

control trajectories by the superscript (.)*, we have

u* = arg min H(x*, A*, u). (1.6)
uU

The equation above, together with the condition 7H(x*, A*, u*) = 0, the initial and final

conditions on x, and the state and costate dynamics:

dx* OR

dA* R_

completely determines the optimal trajectory. If an optimal control law u* is used, the

minimum value of the cost functional (1.2) is a function only of the initial state, expressing

the optimal cost-to-go J*(x) from the initial conditions x. The optimal cost-to-go function

is also referred to as optimal return function in the literature [21].

A related methodology is based on Bellman's principle of optimality [9], according to

which any portion of an optimal trajectory is also an optimal trajectory. The principle of

optimality is the foundation of dynamic programming [11], and in our case leads, under the

assumption of continuous differentiability of the optimal cost-to-go function J*(x) , to the

following version of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation:

min (y(x, u) + V J*(x)T f (x, u)) = 0, (1.7)
usu
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(where VJ*(x) is the gradient of J*(x)), and the following expression for the optimal control:

U arg min (y(x, u) + V J*(X)T f (x, u)). (1.8)
uU

Notice that from the above equation we can infer the equivalence between the costate

vector A and the gradient of the optimal cost-to-go J*(x) (and hence the sensitivity of the

cost-to-go to changes in the initial conditions).

The same approaches, based on variational calculus, the Pontryagin's principle, and

dynamic programming, can be used, at the cost of some additional complexity in the set

up of the equations, to solve problem including state constraints.

The equations presented in this section provide, in principle, a computable solution to

the full optimal control problem. However, practical implementation of these methods for

non-trivial systems, and especially for real-time applications, is far from being feasible.

The variational approach requires the solution of a two-point boundary value problem,
which has to be done numerically, without any guarantees on convergence and convergence

rate; a very good initial guess is usually required, and still the problem can be considerably

difficult from the numerical point of view. Using the collocation approach [28, 12], the two-

point boundary value problem can be converted into a nonlinear program; however, the

resulting nonlinear program is non-convex, and as a result, also in this case, no guarantees

on the convergence and convergence rate of numerical algorithms are available.

The solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial differential equation requires an

amount of storage space (and computation time) that grows exponentially with the number

of dimensions of the state space (the so-called "curse of dimensionality"), and so is feasible

only for systems with a state space of a "small" dimension.

Since the optimal control approach is not practically feasible for real-time control of

non-trivial systems , other tools and ideas have been introduced, which can better exploit

the structure of the problem.

Differential Flatness

Differential flatness is a property enjoyed by some mechanical systems which was first in-

troduced and studied by Fliess, Levine, Martin and Rouchon [35, 112], and which results

in very efficient methods for steering nonlinear systems in real-time [137].

Writing the system dynamics as J = f (x, u) (where the dot represents differentiation

with respect to time), we say that the system is differentially flat if it is possible to find a

set of flat outputs z = ((x,u,it,... ,u)), z e Rm (where m is the number of independent

control inputs), such that it is possible to recover the complete state and control trajectory

from any trajectory of the flat outputs, and a finite number of its derivatives:

x = x(z,±,z,...,z1),

u = u(z,iE,...Izi).

If a system is differentially flat, then the steering problem can be solved by finding val-

ues of the flat outputs at the initial and final conditions, connecting them with a time-

parameterized, sufficiently smooth curve, and then recovering the control input history. Dif-

ferentially flat systems include controllable linear systems, and nonlinear systems which are

feedback linearizable (either by static or dynamic feedback [49]), and as such include a very

large set of mechanical systems of interest, including approximations of aircraft [90, 89, 41]
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and rotorcraft [138, 62]. Unfortunately though, no general method is available yet to ascer-
tain differential flatness of a given system.

Moreover, even for differentially flat systems, currently there is no straightforward way
of taking into account the flight envelope constraints (1.1). Research in this direction
is currently very active; computationally efficient but possibly conservative methods for
generating feasible trajectories for differentially flat systems have been introduced very
recently in [34, 94].

Other nonlinear control methods

The nonlinear control community has, in the recent years, produced several other tech-
niques for addressing the problem of steering nonholonomic systems. We will mention and
provide pointers to the reference material for just a few of the main methods; a review
and a discussion of most of the following techniques is available in the nonlinear control
textbook by Sastry [114]. The method of steering by sinusoidal inputs, at integrally related
frequencies, has been introduced by Murray and Sastry to steer systems which are feedback-
equivalent to chained form [96]. Small-amplitude sinusoidal forcing was also used by Bullo,
Leonard et al. for steering underactuated Lagrangian systems on Lie groups[24]. Laferriere
and Sussmann developed a general algorithm based on the application of constant inputs
and the Campbell-Baker-Haussdorf formula [66]; the algorithm is exact for nilpotent sys-
tems, and provides approximate steering for general systems. Monaco and Normand-Cyrot
apply multi-rate control for systems that admit an exact sampled model [95].

While all these methods provide valuable insights and a sound theoretical basis for
steering of nonholonomic systems, their application is based on assumptions which are
not always satisfied. In fact, many mechanical systems of interest are not Lagrangian,
differentially flat, nor nilpotent, and cannot be reduced to strict-feedback or chained form.
Moreover, the above mentioned techniques do not generally take into account limitations and
constraints deriving from the physical implementation of the controlled system. Actuator
position and rate saturation, and constraints on the states (such as those arising from
the necessity to keep the system in "safe" operating conditions) are not generally directly
addressed. Finally, these methods concentrate on the construction of feasible trajectories
between two points, regardless of the "quality" of the resulting motion plan, in terms of
cost functionals of the form (1.2).

As a matter of fact, the problem of stabilization and control of general underactuated
mechanical systems is still considered a major open problem [128, 110].

Steering by Control Quanta

A fundamentally different idea, namely motion planning through "control quanta" was

recently introduced by Marigo and Bicchi [84]. Even though independently developed, the
control quanta method is based on some of the same principles behind the control framework

that will be developed in this dissertation.

The control quanta method is applicable to driftless control systems which can be written
in strictly triangular form, and provides approximate (yet to an arbitrary precision) steering
of the system to the goal configuration. A driftless system is said to be in strictly (block)
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triangular form (ST) if its dynamics can be represented as follows:

zi = fi(X2,.
z2 = f2 (X3,...,zX)T u

(1.9)

p1 = Un-1(Xp T

where x = [x, X2,... , Xp]T E Rfnlxn2x...xn -- Rn, and u c Rp . The ST form represents a

very large class of nonlinear driftless systems; in particular it includes systems in chained

form and nilpotent systems. Notice that the system (1.9) is characterized by a "cascade" of

symmetry groups, in the sense that the dynamics of xi+ 1 , . . . , x, are invariant with respect

to translations on xi, ... , xi, for i < p (more on symmetries in Chapter 2).

A control quantum is defined as a function nU : [0, Tq] -> U (where the superscript is

used to indicate the "index" of each control quantum), such that the execution of nU over

a time interval [0, Tq] leaves the state components xi+1 ,. . . , x, unchanged. On the other

hand, the execution of Uq will result in a net vector displacement (drift) Aq for the states

xi, . . ., zi. Given a collection of control quanta ul, u2 1..) 1u, through a repeated application

of control quanta the system will be moved on Rni )n 2 x...xn , and the reachable set will have

the structure of a lattice. It has been proven in [86] that, depending on the selection of

control quanta, the reachable set (for xi, . .. , xi) will either be everywhere dense, or nowhere

dense.

To fix ideas, consider the following simple example, in which two control quanta are

used to control the system known as the Brockett's nonholonomic integrator.

Example 1.1 (Control Quanta) Consider the system:

X1 U2 - X2Ul

U1

x 2 U2.

Consider the following set of control quanta (for a fixed k > 0):

u 1 (t) = [sin(t), cos(t)]T

2(t) = v [sin(t),-cos(t)]I
T

over the interval [0, 2ir].

We want to analyze the reachable set from zero initial conditions. The execution of one

control quantum results in no net displacement for x 1 and x 2 , but causes y to change by the

following amount:

A 2  = -2k7r.

The reachable set (for y) is then nowhere dense if k is rational, everywhere dense otherwise.

In the case in which the reachable set is everywhere dense, the control quanta method

does provide approximate steering to arbitrary precision. However, the time required to get

arbitrarily close to a given point can grow to infinity.
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The method that we will present in this dissertation is applicable to a more general class
of nonlinear systems, including systems with drift. Moreover, by exploiting the additional
degree of "slackness" provided by natural trajectories of the system (the relative equilibria,
to be defined in Chapter 2), we can provide exact steering in finite time. However, if the
system does not admit non-trivial relative equilibria, the framework that will be presented
in the following reduces to a version of the control quanta methodology.

In this dissertation, we will provide a framework and algorithms for autonomous ve-
hicle motion planning that are applicable to all time-invariant dynamical systems which
admit dynamic symmetries and the associated natural trajectories, or relative equilibria
(to be defined). No other assumptions are made on the dynamics, thus resulting in an
exact motion planning technique of general applicability. Under suitable assumptions, the
technique results in almost optimal trajectories, and satisfies actuator and state constraints
by construction. Building on a relatively expensive off-line computation phase, we provide
a motion planning algorithm that is viable for real-time practical applications.

1.1.3 Motion planning with obstacles

The nonlinear control tools for steering nonholonomic systems do provide a sound theoretical
basis for motion planning, but do not take into account "external" constraints, such as
obstacles in the environment. The problem of planning a trajectory in an environment
cluttered by obstacles has been the object of considerable interest in the robotics and
artificial intelligence community; most of the activity has focused on holonomic, kinematic
motion problems (i.e. Problem 1.4, with no differential constraints).

Motion planning research is a well-established discipline in robotics [68, 67, 74, 70].
Roughly speaking, it is possible to identify three general approaches to the motion planning
problem, namely: cell decomposition methods, roadmap methods, and artificial potential
field methods [68].

The cell decomposition methods rely on the partition of the configuration space* into
a finite number of regions, in each of which collision-free paths can be found "easily".
The motion planning problem then is translated into the problem of finding a sequence of
neighboring cells, including the initial and final conditions [76].

In roadmap methods, a network of collision-free connecting paths is constructed, which
spans the free configuration space. The path planning problem then reduces to finding
paths connecting the initial and final configuration to the roadmap, and then selecting a
sequence of paths on the roadmap. There are several methods for building such a roadmap,
among which we can mention visibility graphs [77, 32] and Voronoi diagrams [99].

Finally, in artificial potential field methods, a collision-free trajectory is generated by
the robot moving locally according to "forces" defined as the negative gradient of a potential
function [58, 48, 8]. This function is designed to provide attractive forces towards the goal,
and repulsive forces which push the robot away from obstacles (the potential function is
bowl-shaped with the goal at the bottom, and obstacles are represented by peaks). Notice
that this class of methods is based on the definition of a feedback control policy (i.e. the
control is computed at each instant in time as a function of the current state), as opposed

*A configuration of a robot identifies the position of all of its points with respect to an inertial reference
frame. We will assume that such a configuration can be described by a finite number of parameters. The
configuration space is the set of all possible configurations of the robot. If the system is purely kinematic,
the state space and the configuration space are equivalent. See Chapter 2.
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to the open-loop approach of the previous two classes. The problem with this formulation

is the possible existence of local minima, in which the robot might become trapped. An

artificial potential function which does not have local minima is said a navigation function,

but computing such a function is in the general case as difficult as solving the motion

planning problem for all initial conditions [111]. As a matter of fact, notice that the optimal

cost-to-go function J*(x) (defined in Section 1.1.2) is a navigation function.

The algorithms for motion planning must be evaluated in terms of completeness and

computational complexity. An algorithm is said to be complete if it returns a valid solution

to the motion planning problem if one exists, and returns failure if and only if the problem is

not feasible: this is what we will call a correct termination for a motion planning algorithm.

The computational complexity of some basic formulations of the motion planning problem

has been studied in detail. The so-called "generalized mover's problem", involving path

planningt for robots made of several polyhedral parts, among polyhedral obstacles has

been proven by Reif [109] to be PSPACE-hardt. An algorithm for path planning in a

configuration space of dimension n, with obstacles defined by m polynomial constraints of

degree d has been established by Schwartz and Sharir [116]; the time complexity of the

algorithm is (twice) exponential in n, and polynomial in m ("geometrical complexity")
and in d ("algebraic complexity"). The most efficient algorithm currently available for

solving the same problem, due to Canny [27], is singly exponential in n. The above results

strongly suggest that the complexity of the path planning problem grows exponentially in

the dimension of the configuration space.

Kinodynamic Motion Planning

Moreover, kinematic, holonomic path planning is not enough for many problems of interest,

particularly problems involving "agile" autonomous vehicles, for which we have to take into

account the additional constraints on the vehicle's motion arising from its dynamics, or

from non-holonomic constraints (that is, non-integrable constraints on the state and its

derivatives).

Even though in some cases it is possible to force a dynamical system to follow trajectories

generated by a kinematic model, this is not true in general. Even in the case in which this

is possible (explicit conditions are given in [23]) , forcing the system to follow an arbitrary

trajectory could result in very slow trajectories. For example, a helicopter can, in principle,

fly along a piecewise-linear trajectory, but it has to stop at every corner. Similar arguments

arise in the presence of non-holonomic constraints: for some non-holonomic systems it is

possible to approximate arbitrary paths, but usually this requires the execution of complex

sequences of small-amplitude movements about the reference path (e.g. [69, 74]; see also

the references on steering of nonlinear systems), which could possibly result in a large loss

in terms of performance of the final trajectory.

If, on the other hand, the output of a kinematic planner is used as a reference trajectory

for an "inner loop" consisting of a tracking control law, the discrepancies between the

planned trajectory and the trajectory actually executed by the system can be relevant,

and lead to collision with obstacle even in the case in which the planned trajectory was

tHere we distinguish between motion planning and path planning; by path planning we mean the gener-

ation of collision-free trajectories without taking into account dynamics or non-holonomic constraints.

IThe complexity class PSPACE includes decision problems for which answers can be found with resources

(memory) which are polynomial in the size of the input. The run time is not constrained. The complexity

class NP is known to be a subset of PSPACE; moreover, it is believed to be a proper subset [117].
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collision-free. This is true, for example, in cases in which the characteristic dimensions of
the environment (e.g. the size of the obstacles, and of the gaps between them) and of the
vehicle's dynamics (e.g. the turning radius at some nominal velocity) are comparable.

As a consequence, it is desirable that motion planning strategies take fully into account
the dynamics of the vehicle. In other words, it is desirable that the output from the motion
planning be executable by the system dynamics: this is the object of a recent direction in
motion planning research, usually referred to as kinodynamic motion planning.

Clearly, such a problem is at least as difficult as the path planning problem. More-
over, constraints deriving from the system's dynamics, or from non-holonomic constraints
cannot be represented as "forbidden zones" in the state space (i.e. the space encoding
the configuration of the vehicle, as well as its velocities). There is strong evidence that
any deterministic and complete algorithm for the solution of kinodynamic motion planning
problems will require at least exponential time in the dimension of the state space of the dy-
namical system, which is usually at least twice the dimension of its configuration space. As
a consequence, available algorithms are implementable in practice only for systems of very
small dimension. Since the state space of aerospace vehicles is at least 12 (when vehicles
are modelled as rigid bodies), one has to resort to heuristic techniques, or seek alternative
formulations of the problem.

Randomized Motion Planning Algorithms

In order to circumvent the computational complexity of deterministic, complete algorithms,
a new class of motion planning algorithms, known as Probabilistic RoadMap (PRM) plan-
ners, was introduced by Kavraki, Kolountzakis, and Latombe [54], and Svestka and Over-
mars [101]. These algorithms were subsequently refined in [57, 55, 44, 47]. The PRM
path planning architecture was first introduced as a fast and efficient algorithm for geo-
metric, multiple-query path planning. The original PRM planner is based on an off-line
pre-processing phase and an on-line query phase. The pre-processing phase is aimed at con-
structing a graph of feasible paths in the entire configuration space (the roadmap), which
would make future queries "easy" to solve. The on-line query phase selects an appropriate
path from the already computed roadmap, together with the computation of two "short"
paths to connect starting and ending points to the closest nodes (or milestones) of the
roadmap. The PRM algorithm has been proven to be complete in a probabilistic sense,
that is, the probability of correct termination approaches unity as the number of milestones
increases. Moreover, performance bounds have been derived as a function of certain char-
acteristics of the environment (i.e. its expansiveness, tied to the rate at which the set of
points which can be connected to the roadmap grows with the size of the roadmap) which
prove that the probability of correct termination approaches one exponentially fast in the
number of milestones [46].

However, for many path planning applications, building a roadmap a priori may not be
required, or even feasible (e.g. for planning in a dynamic, rapidly changing environment).
In addition, the basic roadmap algorithms neglect the vehicle dynamics: the vehicle usually
needs to navigate along a piecewise linear trajectory with very sharp turning points. To
address both points, a variant on the initial randomized motion planning algorithm was de-
veloped by introducing the concept of Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [71, 72, 65].
The RRT algorithm consists of building on-line a tree of feasible trajectories by extending
branches towards randomly generated target points. While in the PRM approach the idea
was to explore the configuration space exhaustively in the pre-processing phase, RRTs tend
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to achieve fast and efficient single-query planning by exploring the environment as little as

possible. A significant feature of the RRTs is that the resulting trajectories are by definition

executable by the underlying dynamical system. In addition, under appropriate technical

conditions, the RRT algorithm has been proven probabilistically complete [65], that is, the

probability of finding a path from origin to destination converges to one if such a feasible

path exists.

In Hsu et al. [45] a new incremental roadmap building algorithm is introduced that

provides not only probabilistic completeness, but also recovers performance guarantees on

the algorithm. That is, the probability of the algorithm finding a solution if one exists

converges to one exponentially fast with the number of random samples used to build the

tree. One difficulty pointed out by the authors, however, lies with the fact that algorithm

performance relies upon uniform sampling of milestones in the reachable space of the tree.

Practical implementations (which have reportedly demonstrated excellent performance [45])

rely upon uniform sampling of the system's control inputs instead, which in general does

not guarantee uniform sampling of the workspace.

Motivated by these recent developments, a new randomized, incremental path planning

algorithm is proposed in this dissertation. This incremental roadmap building algorithm

is able to effectively deal with the system's dynamics, in an environment characterized by

moving obstacles. Central to this algorithm is the assumption that an obstacle-free guidance

loop is available, which is able to steer the system from any state (including configuration

and velocity) to any desired configuration at rest, assuming that there are no obstacles

in the environment. This guidance loop enables uniform sampling of the workspace while

generating trajectories that are executable by the dynamical system. As a consequence,

it is shown that this path planning algorithm satisfies the technical conditions elicited by

Hsu et al. [45] and therefore offers guaranteed performance, in the form of bounds on the

convergence rate to unity of the probability of correct termination. Considering real-time

computation issues, the path planning algorithm provides safety guarantees in the sense that

it provides intermediate milestones with guaranteed buffer time before a collision occurs.

If possible and practical, the buffer time can be extended to infinity, thus resulting, in

principle, in hard safety guarantees on the generated plan. Moreover, in the case in which

the obstacle-free planner is optimal with respect to some meaningful cost, it is possible

to implement branch-and-bound algorithms to bias the search for a solution in order to

maximize the performance of the computed solution.

1.2 Hierarchical systems

As we have just seen, general motion planning problems can be split up into two sub-

problems that are themselves considered to be extremely difficult: steering of an underac-

tuated mechanical system and generation of an obstacle-free path. The level of complexity

of the motion planning problem will thus be daunting in the general case. A common way

of dealing with highly complex systems - not necessarily autonomous vehicles - is based

on a hierarchical decomposition of the problem, into a sequence of problems that can be

solved more easily (the "divide and conquer" principle). Consequently, this will result in

the introduction of a hierarchy of control and decision layers, each of them responsible for

the solution of a sub-problems.

5As a matter of fact, recall that the basic assumption for our own motion planning algorithm is the

existence of an obstacle free guidance loop: we have already introduced a hierarchical structure.
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In the context of autonomous flying vehicles, Stengel [129] identifies three main layers
in the hierarchy, namely:

" Strategic layer: This layer includes a number of declarative functions, which are
responsible to assess the current status of the system and the operational scenario,
with the goal of defining, and prioritizing, the mission objectives. Task scheduling
and generation of way-points are examples of activities in this layer.

* Tactical layer: This layer includes procedural functions which aim at devising plans
to achieve the goals set by the strategic layers using the available resources. The tradi-
tional functions of guidance, navigation, and possibly adaptation and reconfiguration
can be included in this layer.

" Skill layer: This layer includes all the reflexive functions performed by the control
system, i.e. all of those actions which an expert pilot would perform without a con-
scious effort, to execute the plan devised by the tactical layer. At this level the control
system interacts directly with the physical plant (the vehicle). Activities traditionally
defined as control, regulation and estimation are included in this layer.

Such a decomposition is attractive from a conceptual point of view, and provides the
means for achieving computational tractability for very complex problems: systems based on
such a decomposition have been successfully developed, and in general perform satisfactorily.
However, there are some shortcomings which are inherent to the introduction of arbitrary
hierarchical structures, which relate to the difficulty of the formal analysis and verification
of the complete system.

First of all, the stability and the performance of the interconnection of several layers of
dynamical systems are difficult to prove in the general case. Usually, arguments based on
time-scale separation are invoked, which aim at decoupling the dynamics of the different
layers. However, and especially when high levels of performance are desired, such a sepa-
ration might not exist (or, conversely, artificial conservative limits have to be imposed on
the achievable performance levels). Also, if the system must be able to react to changes in
a dynamic and uncertain environment, this assumption is likely to be violated.

Another source of possible problems is the lack of hierarchical consistency. In general,
commands that are generated by one of the hierarchical layers might not be executable by
the lower layers. In this case, the higher layers in the hierarchy expect too much from the
lower layers. The mismatch between commands and actual implementation can lead to un-
desirable behaviors, such as collision with obstacles, or instability of the overall closed-loop
system. Also in this case, the problem becomes more pressing if high levels of performance
are desired. Current research work aims at establishing conditions under which hierarchical
abstractions of continuous systems are consistent, in the sense that all behaviors commanded
by a hierarchical layer are actually executable by lower layers [103, 104).

One of the key ideas in this dissertation is the construction of a consistent hierarchical
structure that respects the natural dynamics of the system. Instead of forcing an arbitrary
hierarchical structure - which will be difficult to analyze and verify - a consistent hier-
archy, and hence a consistent abstraction, is constructed "from the ground up", exploiting
the fundamental properties of the system's dynamics.
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1.2.1 Hybrid Hierarchical Systems

The recent increase in computational power and storage capacity, not only for desktop

computers, but also for embedded processors, motivates an ever-increasing interest in the

development of software-driven systems, including autonomous vehicles. While digital com-

puters have been used for a few decades to perform the functions associated with the skill

layer, namely regulation/control and estimation, and some limited forms of guidance and

navigation, now the capabilities exist to expand the role of software and computers to the

higher hierarchical layers. The interaction that occurs at the highest abstraction levels

between physical, continuous systems, and software-driven systems, creates a new set of

challenging problems in systems and control theory.

In particular, we are concerned with dynamical systems which evolve on a state space

that includes both a continuous and a discrete component. These systems are commonly

referred to as hybrid systems in the recent literature [3, 18, 79].

In our case, the dynamics of the physical plant (e.g. an autonomous vehicle) are inher-

ently continuous, and as such are described by ordinary differential equations. Even though

digital computers are typically used for control purposes, very often the software encoding

the reflexive functions runs at a very high rate, and the skill layer is also modelled as a

continuous system. Even in the cases in which it is required to model the skill layer as a

discrete-time system, the effects of the finite word length are generally neglected, and the

state space is considered to be continuous. However, higher control functions, such as those

included in the "strategic" layer (e.g. task scheduling, goal selection, etc.), are implemented

by logical decision-making agents, usually operating on a discrete set of state and decision

variables. Often, even some functions of the procedural layer, such as guidance, include

discrete elements, represented for example by mode switches between different operating

conditions (e.g. cruise, land, take off, hover, etc.).
Hybrid control systems have been the object of a very intense and productive research

effort in the recent years, which has resulted in the definition of very general frameworks

(for example, see [18, 79, 82] and references therein). General hybrid systems, derived from

arbitrary hierarchical decompositions, however, can be extremely difficult to analyze and

verify, and results can be obtained only for limited classes of systems [2, 43, 40].

On the other hand, in many cases of interest, it is convenient to keep in mind that the

"hybridness" of the system derives from the design of the control system, and is not inherent

to the plant to be controlled5. In other words, the introduction of discrete dynamics, or

logic, in the controller implementation is a design choice. In all these cases, it is convenient

to exploit the degrees of freedom available in the control design process to build a hybrid

system in such a way that it offers safety and performance guarantees by design, at least in an

idealized situation, as defined by a nominal or clearly identified model of the vehicle and its

environment. In other words, instead of imposing an arbitrary hierarchical structure on the

system, which could result in a very difficult analysis problem, it is desirable to exploit the

designer's insight into the nominal behavior of the system. Consequently, the analysis and

verification problems of the hybrid system are translated to a robustness analysis problem,

which can be addressed using the relevant tools from systems and control theory [29, 140,

16, 80, 136, 81].

In addition to the already mentioned references, other hybrid control architectures have

been developed in the recent past for control of aerospace vehicles, in particular helicopters,

'Naturally, there are many notable and important exceptions, as in the case of legged robots, or systems

including switches and other hard nonlinearities
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tilt-rotor aircraft, and Vertical/Short Take-Off and Landing (V/STOL) vehicles. These ve-
hicles are characterized by completely different dynamics during hovering and forward flight,
making the introduction of a hybrid control structure a natural choice. The applications
of hybrid control to aerospace vehicles found in the literature can be roughly divided into
two main classes. A first class includes those applications in which the hybrid system plays
the role of a flight mode manager: a discrete logic governs transitions between behavioral
modes like take-off, hover, cruise, and search [60, 61, 118]. The formal verification of this
kind of hybrid systems can be extremely hard, and is often foregone in favor of simulations
[75]. Other hybrid system architectures proposed for air traffic conflict resolution have a
rigorous mathematical foundation, but do not always provide feasible trajectories for the
system [136, 134], and as such cannot be applied for motion planning at scales at which the
dynamics of the vehicle are important. In a second class of applications the main objective
of the hybrid control architecture is ensuring the correct execution of maneuvers involving
transitions between different operating conditions, by controller switching. In these papers
the main objective is the tracking of a pre-planned trajectory [91, 137], maintaining the
vehicle inside an assigned flight envelope [135, 100].

In the present work, the hybrid controller is responsible for both the generation and
the execution of a feasible trajectory, or flight plan, satisfying the mission requirements
while optimizing some performance criterion. Our main objective is the definition of a
robust control architecture and algorithms, to address the motion planning problem for an
autonomous vehicle, in the presence of obstacles, and exploiting to the maximum extent
the vehicle's dynamics.

1.3 Maneuver Automaton

In much of the aerospace literature, the expression "maneuver" is often mentioned, and
used to refer to some building blocks for solving guidance and control problems [120, 7, 124,
41, 132, 17]. Indeed, the analysis of human-piloted flight test data shows that experienced
pilots fly by interconnecting consistent and repeatable "maneuvers". Flight test data were
collected from an instrumented radio-controlled helicopter, during the execution of acro-
batic maneuvers. In figure 1-1, adapted from [36], the state and control histories recorded
during the execution of "barrel rolls" || maneuvers are reported: as it can be seen successive
executions of the barrel roll maneuver resemble one another very closely.

Moreover, humans tend to think of trajectories by means of aggregate notions, such as
specific "maneuvers" and not as the detailed time-histories of position, velocity, and angular
rates. Indeed, it can be appealing to implement a control framework in which both the state
and the decision variables are based on such aggregate notions: for example, the state can
be described as "flying straight and level at 50 knots", and a possible decision could be the
request to "establish a steady turn rate of 30 degrees per second to the right", or even to
"execute a loop" (and this is in short what we will do in Chapter 3).

However, to the author's knowledge, there is no formal definition of maneuver in the
literature; in particular, there is no definition of maneuver that allows the construction of a
framework for mathematical programming, and consequently the computation of "optimal"
sequences of maneuvers, with respect to some well-defined cost. One of the main contribu-
tions of this work is a formalization of the concept of maneuver, and the introduction of a

During a barrel roll maneuver, the vehicles rolls about its velocity vector, resembling the motion inside
a horizontal barrel
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Figure 1-1: Maneuvers are often repeatable.

maneuver-based framework for the solution of optimal control problems. Inspired by the

above considerations, a possible approach to reduce the computational complexity of the

motion planning problem for a nonlinear, high dimensional system, is based on a quantiza-

tion of the system dynamics. By quantization of the system dynamics we mean that that we

restrict the feasible nominal system trajectories to the family of time-parameterized curves

that can be obtained by the interconnection of appropriately defined primitives.

These primitives then constitute a "maneuver library" from which the nominal tra-

jectory will be constructed. At the core of the control architecture lies a hybrid Maneuver

Automaton, the states of which represent feasible trajectory primitives for the vehicle. Each

constituent subsystem of the hybrid controller will be responsible for the maneuver execu-

tion. The task of the automaton will be the generation of complete, feasible and "optimal"

trajectories, via the interconnection of the available primitives. Apart from the observed

reduction in computational complexity, one of the objectives of this approach is the ability

to provide a mathematical foundation for generating a provably stable hierarchical system,

and for developing the tools to analyze robustness in the presence of uncertainty in the

process as well as in the environment.
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1.4 Statement of contributions

The main contribution of this dissertation is the development and the analysis of the Ma-
neuver Automaton, which is proposed as a new modelling tool for planning the motion of
autonomous vehicles. By implementing the full, continuous dynamics of the vehicle, (usu-
ally described by a set of Ordinary Differential Equations), as a hybrid control system, we
are able to achieve the following:

* A compact representation of an important subset of the system's dynamics, by which

all the relevant information about the state of the vehicle is encoded by a small set of
parameters. This representation is instrumental in reducing the computational com-
plexity of motion planning, but also can be seen as the result of a "model reduction"

exercise, aimed for example at increasing the semantic value of the state information.
This can be helpful in addressing issues like multiple vehicle coordination with limited

communication resources.

" A consistent and asynchronous hierarchical decomposition of the system: all reference

trajectories generated by the maneuver automaton are by construction executable by
the physical system. Moreover, the rate at which decisions are made at the level of the
maneuver automaton is not directly related to the natural frequencies of the physical

system, or to the bandwidth of the "low-level" feedback control loop. Consequently,
what we achieve is the first truly integrated, hierarchically consistent guidance and

control architecture for aerospace and other vehicles available in the literature. With
such an architecture high-level concerns like safety, and obstacle avoidance and ul-
timately mission success, and low-level concerns like stability, are consistently dealt

with, within the same framework.

" A computationally tractable formulation of optimal control problems, even for high-
dimensional systems. We show that the motion planning problem can be reduced to
a control problem over a reduced space, which nonetheless encodes all the relevant

information about the system.

" A formulation exploiting some of the natural, fundamental properties of the dynam-

ical systems of interest (symmetries). Since the only assumptions on the system's
dynamics rely on these properties, the formulation we propose does not require the
introduction of approximations or simplifications on the dynamics model (at least in
a nominal situation).

* A formulation which is by nature amenable to both model-based control design and
experiment (flight-test) based design; this is particularly useful for aerospace systems

with complex dynamics, for which the development of a very accurate model is un-

feasible or possibly even undesirable.

The advantages listed above are obtained at the expense of imposing additional constraints

on the vehicle dynamics or, in other words, on the reference trajectory generation process.

These additional constraints come from the fact that the reference nominal trajectories

are constrained to be the output of the hybrid system encoding the maneuver automaton.
When addressing optimal control problems, and motion planning issues, we run into respec-

tively sub-optimality and path-incompleteness (with respect to the notion of completeness
in Section 1.1.3). However, we provide some insight about the following questions:
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" What is the optimal quantization, that is, what is the optimal choice of the set of

trajectory primitives in the maneuver automaton, which will result in the least penalty

on the optimal achievable performance?

" Conversely, given a choice of trajectory primitives, and the specification of a maneuver

automaton, what is the resulting loss in achievable performance?

One of the problems we have to address in the construction of a Maneuver Automaton

is the design of appropriate maneuver tracking feedback control laws. While there are many

control law design methods in the literature that are widely used for aerospace vehicles, there

are none which are able to track all trajectories of an air vehicle in a seamless fashion, or

without introducing ad-hoc solutions. Most control design methods for aircraft trajectory

tracking rely on some minimal parameterization of the configuration of the vehicle. In

such cases, tracking acrobatic maneuvers, in which an air vehicle undergoes large attitude

variations, can be made impossible or cumbersome because of artificial singularities, induced

by the choice of the parameterization. We present a control design method for aggressive

maneuver tracking for small helicopters, which, by operating directly on the configuration

manifold of the vehicle (the group of rigid motions in the three-dimensional space) achieves

the following:

* Asymptotic (locally exponential) tracking of all feasible trajectories.

" Bounded tracking in the presence of bounded disturbances.

* An invariant formulation of the control laws exploits the natural symmetries of the

system, and results in constant gains in body axes.

The final part of the dissertation is devoted to the development of motion planning

algorithms in a dynamic environment. Arguably the most exciting advances in the mo-

tion planning literature have come in the recent years from the introduction of randomized

motion planning algorithms, briefly described in Section 1.1.3. The development of conver-

gence and performance guarantees of these algorithms depends on uniform sampling of the

workspace, something which was devoted to an idealized procedure in the literature [45],

but was dismissed in favor of uniform sampling in the input space in practical implementa-

tions. By employing the optimal control solution in a free space developed for the maneuver

automaton (as well as any other optimal control solution for a general system), we show:

" How to implement a randomized algorithm with uniform sampling of the reachable

space, through on-line scheduling of (possibly optimal) control policies.

" How to use the optimal control solution in a free environemnt to guide the search for

an optimal motion planning solution through branch-and-bound arguments.

" How to ensure safety in a dynamic environment, in the face of finite computation

time.

1.5 Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we will present some background

material on mechanical control systems, and will present models for the dynamics of some

systems and vehicles of interest.
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In Chapter 3 we will introduce the Maneuver Automaton framework, and will analyze
its properties. Moreover, we will address the problem of optimal control (and hence of
motion planning) in an obstacle-free environment.

In Chapter 4 we will address the problem of building a Robust Maneuver Automaton
for a system with disturbances and/or uncertainties in the plant or in the environment.
In particular, in Chapter 5, we will provide a control design method that is applicable to
aggressive maneuvering of small autonomous helicopters.

In Chapter 6 we will address the problem of real-time motion planning in a dynamic
environment (e.g. an environment characterized by moving obstacles). Finally, in Chapter 7
we will draw some conclusions, and present some ideas for future research in the area.
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Chapter 2

Models of Mechanical Control

Systems

This chapter provides some background on mechanical control systems. We will provide

models of various classes of mechanical systems, with a particular emphasis on models

of vehicles for which motion planning algorithms will be examined in the dissertation.

The key idea is that mechanical control systems are a very structured class of nonlinear

control systems, arising from principles of geometric mechanics [4, 87]. As a consequence,
mechanical control systems often enjoy some properties that can simplify the design of

control laws.

The presentation of the models will be based on a Lagrangian mechanics formulation;

for systems whose configuration belongs to a Lie group, we will also give the corresponding

dynamics formulation. First, we will introduce some background and basic concepts of

Lagrangian mechanics. Second, we will extend these concepts to the case in which the

system admits a Lie group representation. Third, we will define and examine one of the

fundamental properties of mechanical systems (symmetry), which will be at the basis of

the motion planning framework that will be developed throughout this dissertation. Last,
we will proceed to the analysis of some mechanical systems that will serve as application

examples, ranging from simple academic examples and laboratory setups, to detailed models

of small autonomous helicopters.

2.1 Mechanical Control Systems

In this section we introduce a general framework for describing the dynamics of mechanical

control systems, based on the Lagrangian mechanics formulation. Complete expositions can

be found in [1, 87, 1151.
Given a mechanical system, we need to identify uniquely the position in an inertial

reference frame of all its particles. We will assume that the position of all particles of

mechanical systems of interest can be determined via an element of a finite-dimensional

manifold Q, that we will call configuration manifold, or configuration space. Any element

q c Q will define a configuration of the mechanical system. If the manifold Q is locally

diffeomorphic to an n-dimensional Euclidean space R', then we can define a coordinate

chart as a local diffeomorphism x : Q -+ R" which associates to an element of the manifold

a set of n real numbers (the coordinates).

If we denote by C (Q) the set of all smooth real-valued functions on Q, then we can
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define the tangent space TqQ to the manifold Q at the configuration q as the set of all
derivations on C(Q) at q. The tangent space TqQ is an n-dimensional linear space, and
its elements are tangent vectors. The tangent bundle TQ is defined as the union over all
q E Q of the tangent spaces TqQ; the tangent bundle is a smooth manifold of dimension 2n,
and each of its elements is characterized by two entries (q, v), where q c Q, v c TqQ.

The set of all linear functions T -> R is itself a linear space, known as the dual of TqQ, or
cotangent space, and is denoted by T*Q. The cotangent bundle T*Q is defined as the union
over all q c Q of the cotangent spaces T*Q. We can think of a vector v E TqQ as velocity,

and of a covector p c T*Q as momentum; the natural pairing (p, v) then corresponds
to energy; alternatively, elements of T*Q can be thought as forces, and the pairing with
velocities corresponds to power.

Formally, the kinetic energy of a mechanical system is a Riemannian metric on Q, that
is a smooth map that associates to each tangent space an inner product ((-, -)); correspond-
ingly, we can define the inertia tensor Mq as a mapping from TqQ to its dual, so that

((, v))q = (Mq(v), v). In coordinates, if velocities are represented by vectors in R", the

inertia tensor can be represented by a positive-definite n x n matrix M(q).
Following [22], we define a mechanical control system in the following way:

Definition 2.1 (Mechanical Control Systems) A mechanical control system is defined

by the following objects:

1. an n-dimensional manifold Q, the configuration manifold, with local coordinates q

{qi, q2, ... -, gn}.-

2. A Riemannian metric Mq : TQ x TQ -> R on Q, describing the kinetic energy.

3. A function V : Q -> R, describing the potential energy.

4. A map B : TQ -> T*Q, describing the action of non-conservative forces on the

mechanical system.

5. An (nu + n,) -dimensional codistribution F = span { F1 (q), F 2(q) . F(nu+nw)(q)}

defining the input directions.

6. A compact input set U x W c R'u x R"w. The control input are partitioned into a set

of control inputs u c U, and a set of disturbance inputs w E Wt.

The Lagrangian of the system can be written as:

L(q,) = I((q, 4)), q- V(q).

Equivalently, assuming that the Riemann metric on Q can be represented with the positive

definite inertia matrix M(q) c R"X", we have

L(q, 4) = -4TM(q)4 - V(q). (2.1)
2

The Euler-Lagrange equations, which describe the dynamics of the system, will then be

given by [4]

d8OL &L (22

dt& 0- Dq= B(q, 4) + F(q)ui. (2.2)

YIn the following, to simplify notation, we will assume n, = 0 and WN = 0, unless otherwise specified (as

in Chapter 4)
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In coordinates, the above equations are written as follows:

4i +±"k+Bj(q, ')+ u,)

where the Christoffel symbols Ik are defined as:

k - BMg 0Mmi OMig
F. := - Z(M 1)mk m + m +

2 qqi q qm

For simple Lagrangian systems B(q, 4) is identically zero. However, since many mechan-

ical systems of interest, especially vehicles, are subject to significant non-conservative forces

and moments, such as those due to friction, or air drag, we need to maintain the capability

to deal with these generalized forces.

2.1.1 Underactuation and nonholonomy

A system is said fully actuated if the dimension of the codistribution F, that is the number

of independent input directions, is the same as the dimension of the configuration manifold

Q. Accordingly, a system is said underactuated if the number of independent control inputs

is smaller than the dimension of the configuration manifold Q.
If a system is fully actuated, it can be easily steered along any given curve on the

configuration manifold, i.e. it is controllable. Feedback linearization [49], or other techniques

can be used to derive in a relatively easy way a control that steers the system exactly along

the desired trajectory. This is not true in general for an underactuated system. However, an

underactuated system can be locally controllable if it enjoys the property of non-holonomy

[114]. A (second order) nonholonomic constraint is a non-integrable constraint of the form

v(q, 4, j) = 0. The existence of nonholonomic constraints translates into the fact that the

system can be locally steered along a manifold of dimension larger than the number of

independent control inputs. If the degree of non-holonomy of the system is sufficiently

large, the system is indeed locally controllable (Chow's theorem). In this case it will be

possible to track any curve on the configuration manifold.

Thus, while non-holonomy is very often seen as a nuisance, since it complicates the pro-

cess of generating feasible trajectories for the system (and makes parallel parking difficult),

from an engineering perspective non-holonomy is a beneficial property to be exploited, since

it allows the reduction of the number of actuators on the system, or vehicle. Even though

parallel parking can be difficult for a novice driver, it allows engineers to design simpler

vehicles, without redundant actuators: If the rear wheels could steer, parking would be

easier, but the vehicle would be unnecessarily complex. Interesting examples of purpose-

ful introduction of nonholonomy in robotic systems can be found in [19, 126, 851. In the

following, we will assume that all mechanical systems we consider are underactuated, but

maximally non-holonomic, and hence controllable. Details on controllability conditions for

underactuated systems can be found in most modern textbooks on nonlinear control, e.g.

[98, 49, 114].

2.1.2 Mechanical control systems on Lie Groups

For many systems, in particular vehicles, the configuration manifold Q has the additional

structure of a (matrix) Lie group. In such cases, it is often possible to exploit the additional
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properties deriving from the Lie group structure to simplify the dynamics equations. For a
concise, yet rigorous and detailed discussion of this subject, see [97].

In many cases of interest the dynamics equations are greatly simplified if written in a
special reference frame, the body frame, which is rigidly attached to the system itself. The
configuration of the system is identified by the matrix g, belonging to a matrix Lie group
G. If we consider a smooth curve g(t) describing the evolution of the configuration over
time, its rate of change a(t) can be expressed as a = g( (for a left-invariant system [97]).
The vector ( represents the velocity in body frame. The vector ( is an element of TeG, the
tangent space to G at the identity e E G; in this case g assumes the role of a tangent map,
relating vector fields on TeG to vector fields on TgG. The tangent space at the identity TeG
can be given the structure of a Lie Algebra, which will be denoted by g.

A Lie algebra is a vector space endowed with a skew-symmetric bilinear operation, the
Lie bracket [-, -], satisfying the Jacobi identity [[i, 77], (] + [[(, (), 7)] + [[77, (], ] = 0. We will
also use the notation ad q [: , = ]. Let g* denote the dual space of g, and ad* the dual
operator of ade, defined by (w, ade r) = (ad* w, r) for all w E g*, , E g. We will also make
use of the operator Adg ( : g -> g which transforms velocity vectors from the body reference
frame (in the configuration g) to the inertial reference frame. In other words, if q = Adg (,
then we can write a = g = 77g.

In a matrix Lie group, the group operation is matrix multiplication. The corresponding
Lie algebra is also a matrix Lie algebra, with the Lie bracket operation given by matrix
commutation: adg r,= [=, ]= - 7(. We also have that Adg ( = gcg 1 . The pairing (p, ()
can be written as Tr(pT(). We can define the exponential map exp : g - G as the matrix
exponential of elements of the Lie algebra. The local inverse of the exponential map is the
logarithmic map; such a map provides a local chart on G, near the identity.

Again, following [22], we define:

Definition 2.2 (Mechanical control system on a Lie group) A mechanical control sys-
tem S on a matrix Lie group is described by the following objects:

1. An n-dimensional matrix Lie group G, defining the configuration manifold.

2. An inertia tensor E : g --+ g* on the Lie algebra g, defining the kinetic energy.

3. A potential energy V : G -+ R.

4. A map b : G x g -+ g*, describing the action of non-conservative forces, in a body-fixed
frame.

5. A set of covectors f {f,.. ., nu+n C g*, defining the input force directions, in
a body-fixed frame.

6. A compact input set 1A x W c Rnu x Rn'.

Note that in the above the inertia tensor does not depend on the configuration variables.
Given the scalar function V defined on G, and a smooth time-parameterized curve

- : t - g(t), we indicate by dV E T*G the covector such that the time derivative of V
along y is given by (dV, 4). We can define the dual g* to the tangent map g (here we think
of g as an operator from TeG to TgG) in the natural way, that is (g*dV,() (dV, g(). It
is possible to show (see [22] for a derivation) that Eq. (2.2) translates into the following
equations:
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g = g( (2.3)

i =E~, ( n = Fiad* [( - g*dV + b(g, () + fi . (2.4)

The first equation above describes the kinematics of the system, whereas the second equation

(also known as Euler-Poincar6 equation) describes its dynamics.

To simplify notation, we can define the state of the system as the couple x = (g, (). Such

state belongs to a 2n-dimensional manifold X = G x g, where n is the number of degrees

of freedom of the system. We can also rewrite the dynamics equations in the compact form

= f (x, u).

2.2 Symmetry

A fundamental property of many mechanical systems, and arguably one of the defining

properties of vehicles, is given by the existence of symmetries in the system's dynamics.

Roughly speaking, a symmetry is a group action on the state under which the dynamics

are invariant. More precisely, consider a group H C G and define its left action IQ on the

state x = (g,() in the following way: IQ : H x X -> X, 'I(h, (g,()) = (hg,(). In the

following, we will use the notation Wh(-) as a shorthand for I(h, .). If we assign an input

history u : R -+ U, we can integrate equations (2.4) from the initial conditions xo, to obtain

the state flow, that is a mapping #u : R x X -> X, x(t) = 4u(t, xo) which describes the

evolution of the state under the assigned input. We say that H is a symmetry group if the

state flow #u(t, .) and the group action Th commute*:

Definition 2.3 (Symmetry group) Consider a mechanical control system on a Lie group.

A group H C G is said a symmetry group if

'P o #u(t, Xo) -- #(t, 'h (o))

for all h c H, xo E X, t c R, and for all control signals u : R --+ U.

The following condition is helpful in finding symmetry groups for a mechanical control

system:

Proposition 2.1 (Condition for symmetries) Given a mechanical control system on a

Lie group, a group H C G is a symmetry group if and only if the Euler-Poincari equa-

tion (2.4) is invariant with respect to the group action Wh, that is E(g,(,u) = E(hg,Iu)

for all h c H, g c G, ( c g,and u c U.

A special case of the above condition consists of the invariance of the Lagrangian with

respect to the symmetry group action in the case of conservative, autonomous systems. In

coordinates, if the Lagrangian L does not depend on one of the coordinates qi (which is

then said cyclic, or ignorable), then the corresponding generalized momentum pi := 2 is

conserved, that is pi is an integral of motion. This leads to a simplification of the effective

*An additional symmetry group for time-invariant systems is translation in time; a system is said time

invariant if translation in time commutes with the state flow
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dynamics, since the dimension of the overall system can be reduced by two. Reduction
by symmetry is an extremely powerful technique to simplify the analysis of mechanical
systems [4, 87].

If control inputs are available, it can be possible to artificially make one or more of the
coordinates cyclic. In other words, it can be possible to modify the overall force field in
such a way that it becomes integrable (i.e. it looks like it is derived from a potential), and
no longer depends on one or more of the coordinates (see also the method of controlled
Lagrangians [14]). If this is the case, one would expect a substantial simplification in the
control problem. Nonetheless, it has been argued [113] that symmetries have not been
used as much in control theory as they have in physics and mechanics (with some notable
exceptions, e.g. [13, 22, 24]).

In Chapter 1, we introduced a class of internal constraints (1.1), which share the sym-
metry properties of the system's dynamics. By this we mean that the functions describing
the internal constraints are invariant with respect to group action on the symmetry group
H:

F(x,u) = F('h(x),u)

for all h e H.

In this dissertation, we will make extensive use of the concept and the properties of
symmetries to identify "natural" trajectories of mechanical control systems (in the following
and in Chapter 3), and to define and design invariant feedback control laws (in Chapters 4
and 5).

2.2.1 Relative equilibria

Assume that a mechanical control system admits a symmetry group H, and consider the
associated Lie algebra 0. It might be possible to set the initial conditions xo = (go, (o) and
find a constant control input uo in such a way that:

" the velocity expressed in the body frame is constant: E(go, (o, uo) = 0.

" the velocity expressed in the inertial frame is an element of the Lie algebra of H (and
hence its exponential is an element of H): Adg(o) = 7o E f.

In such a case, it is easy to verify (remember that for a matrix Lie group Adg( = gg"
and the definition of symmetry group) that the evolution of the system will be given by:

9(t) exp(iot)go,

We call such a trajectory a relative equilibrium of the system. Along these trajectories the
velocities in body axes ( and the control inputs u are constant: in the aerospace literature

such relative equilibria are also known as trim trajectories.

Notice that for simple Lagrangian systems, existence of relative trajectories follows from
Noether's theorem in the presence of cyclic coordinates. For non-conservative systems,
there is no such direct relationship between symmetries and relative equilibria. However,
it is possible to argue that all human-built vehicles are built in such a way that relative
equilibria do indeed exist. If this were not the case, pilots should always be adjusting the
control inputs, even in nominal situations (i.e. in the absence of wind gusts, bumps in the
road, etc.); this would easily result in excessive workloads.
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2.3 Examples

In this section we will present a few examples of vehicles or benchmark systems for which

we will address the motion planning problem in the rest of the dissertation.

2.3.1 System with integrators

As a simple example, consider a mechanical control system with no potential forces, and

configuration-independent non-conservative forces and control inputs. The dynamics are

described by the following equations:

q=p

f (p, u)

where q, p c R"n . The configuration manifold is G = R', and the group operation is the

vector addition (G is an Abelian Lie group). The Lie algebra g is R' itself, with the trivial

Lie bracket [pi, p2] = 0, for all P1, P2 E R'.

It is readily seen that any group action that translates q leaves the dynamics unchanged:

the symmetry group H coincides with the configuration manifold G. Relative equilibria

correspond to couples (p, U) such that f(p, ii) = 0, and result in trajectories of the form

q(t) = qo + pt, p(t) = p (the exponential map on (R', +) is the identity map).

2.3.2 Three degrees of freedom helicopter

Consider the three degrees of freedom (3-DOF) helicopter setup shown in Fig. 2-1. The

setup consists of a helicopter body carrying two propellers, which can be commanded in-

dependently. The body of the helicopter is attached to an arm, and is free to rotate about

the axis of the arm. The arm, in turn, is attached to the ground via a spherical joint.

If we make the assumption that the center of mass of the helicopter body lies on the

longitudinal axis of the arm, and neglect the moment of inertia of the arm about its longi-

tudinal axis (i.e. we consider the arm to be a long and thin rod), we can think of the whole

assembly as a rigid body rotating about a pivot point located on the spherical joint. The

configuration will hence be defined by a rotation matrix R c SO(3). The group SO(3) is

known as the special orthogonal group in 3 dimensions, and is the set of all 3 x 3 matrices

with determinant equal to +1. The associated Lie algebra so(3) is the set of skew-symmetric

matrices in R3
x

3

If we define the "hat" operator : R 3 
- so(3) as follows:

,y:= x x y V, y c R3  (2.5)

where x represents the vector cross product, we can identify so(3) and R3. In other words,

: represents the 3 x 3 matrix which has the same effect on a vector y as vector cross

multiplication by x. If x = [X1 , X2 , X3]T, then

0 -X3 X2

X=3z 0 -zi

-X2 Xi 0

The kinematics of the system are described by N RL9, where w C R3 is the angular

velocity in body axes.
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Figure 2-1: Three degrees of freedom helicopter.

In the following, we will neglect the gyroscopic effect due to the angular momentum of

the propellers, and also aerodynamic drag effects (negligible at low speed). The system is

subject to gravitational forces, defining the potential energy V(R) = -mgTRA, where m

is the mass of the system, g is the vector defining gravity acceleration, and A is the vector

defining the position of the center of mass with respect to the pivot point, in body axes.

The dynamics of the system are given by

JL = ad*, Jw - R*dV + f (u),

that is:

J& = -w x Jw + mA x RT g + f(u), (2.6)

where J = diag{Ji, J2 , J3} represents the moments of inertia with respect to the pivot point

(in a suitably chosen body frame).

The torques in body axes are given by:

f(u) = [d(u 2 - Ui), l(Ui + U2), 0 ]T, (2.7)

where d is the distance from the propellers to the main arm, and 1 is the moment arm of

the propellers with respect to the pivot point.

As it can be recognized from Eq.(2.6) the dynamics are invariant with respect to ro-

tations about a vertical axis (R-lg is the only term involving the configuration of the

helicopter). The symmetry group is in this case the group S1 c SO(3) of rotations about

a vertical axis.
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Trim trajectories can be found by solving for W = 0, and imposing the constraint that

Rw has the form rqo = [0, 0, Qo]T. In coordinates:

(J 2 - J 3 )W2W3 = d(ui - U2 )

(J 3 -J1)W1W 3 - mgAcos#cos0 l( i u+ 2 )

(Ji - J 2 )WiW 2 + mgA sin # cos 0 = 0.

In our case, relative equilibria are given by trajectories along which

cos0 0 sinO 1
R(t) exp(/ot) 0 1 0

-sino 0 cosG _

= [-V'sin0,0, cosG] T

1 J3 -- 12
U1=U 2  = ( (mgAcos0+ 2 osin20.)

2.3.3 Small autonomous helicopter

The small helicopter model that we will use here is based on the models presented in [62, 38].

A similar model has been widely used in the nonlinear control literature, in the three degrees

of freedom case, as a VTOL aircraft model [42, 114]. More details on helicopter dynamics

can be found in [51, 107, 102.
The dynamics of small model helicopter can be adequately described by the rigid body

equations [97]. The configuration of the vehicle will be described by an element g of the Spe-

cial Euclidean group in the three-dimensional space, denoted by SE(3). Using homogeneous

coordinates, a matrix representation of g c SE(3) is the following:

9 R p
9= ~0 1

where R E SO(3) is a rotation matrix and p E R3 is a translation vector. The kinematics

of the rigid body are determined by

where (, denoted as twist, is an element of the Lie algebra se(3) associated with SE(3). A
matrix representation of an element ( E se(3) is

0 0

where w and v are respectively the angular and translational velocities in body axes, and

the skew matrix c is the unique matrix such that cu = w x u, for all u E R3. As mentioned

in the previous section, through the use of the "hat" operator, we can identify Se(3) and

R'. The dynamics equations will be given by:

ff = ad* f - g*dV + B(g, () + f(u).

The adjoint operators can be written in the following way:

ad(wv) = I' 01

R pR
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Figure 2-2: Helicopter model.

Finally, the Euler-Poincar6 equations become:

J = -W x Jw + #(g, () + T(u) (2.8)

my = -w x my + mR-lj + b(g, () + f (u), (2.9)

where J and m are the vehicle's rotational inertia tensor and mass, § is the gravity accel-

eration, and T, # and f, b represent the control and non-conservative torques and forces in

body axes.

We can use the following form for the control force and moment in Eq. (2.8):

{ f = u4 [0,0, - IT+ (ul,u 2 ,u 3) (2.10)
T = [U1, U2 , u3 ]T

In the above, we have defined:

0 -62 0 ~ Ui

S(u1,U2,U3) = E 0 -E3 U2

0 0 0 _ U3 -64(U4),

where:
Ui : -zmrTbi

U2 := -zmrTai

U3 := ko+kTT 5 + XtrF

and:
1 - 31El := Zmr

E2 - Zmr

E3 := Xtr

E4(T) :=ko+kT
1 .5
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where T is the main rotor thrust, ai, b1 are respectively the pitch and roll rotor flapping

angles, F is the tail rotor thrust, -zmr and -xt, are the moment arms of the main and

tail rotor with respect to the helicopter center of mass, and ko, kT are the coefficients in

the approximate expression of the main rotor reaction torque (which can be obtained, for

example, through momentum theory, as in Johnson [51]). We will assume that T,ai,bi,
and Ft are directly controlled through the collective and cyclic main rotor pitch commands,
throttle setting, and tail rotor collective pitch command.

The non-conservative forces and moments include aerodynamic drag, dihedral, and at-

titude damping terms:

-Mq(()w 2 + Mu(()vi

- Nr ( )W3 .

F-X,(()v11
b= -Y ()v2 -

Again, we notice that in Eq.(2.8) the only term that depends on the configuration (R,p) is

the term containing the gravitational force, mR-'g. As a consequence, the dynamics of the

helicopter are invariant with respect to translations, and also with respect to rotations about

a vertical axis. The symmetry group in this case can be identified with the four-dimensional

group R 3 X S 1 (or, equivalently, with the group SE(2) x R of rigid body motions on the

plane composed with vertical translations). All trim trajectories will be the composition of

a screw motion h(t) c H, given by the exponential of an element i of the Lie sub-algebra

f c se(3), and a constant rigid body motion go. The screw motion h(t) corresponds in the

physical space to a helix traversed at a constant speed and sideslip angle. For aerial vehicles,

such helices are usually described by the parameters {V, -y, 4, 13 , where V is the magnitude

of the velocity vector, y is the flight path angle (describing the angle at which the vehicle is

climbing or descending), 4 is the turning rate, and finally 3 is the sideslip angle, measuring

the amount of "skidding" of the vehicle, i.e. the ratio of lateral vs. longitudinal motion.

To make the above clearer, we will give some details on the matrix representation. The

elements of the symmetry group H are represented in matrix notation as:

cos@ -sin@0 0 x 1

h sin @ cos4' 0 y (2.11)
0 0 1 z

0 0 0 1

Elements of the Lie algebra j can be represented as:

0 -0 0 Vcos,3cos ~ 1
4 0 0 V sin 13cos -

0 0 0 Vsin '

L0 0 0 0 _

Finally, we can derive the general form of all relative equilibria:

g(t) =exp($t)9 =o

cos O(t) - sin @(t) 0 p(sin @(t) cos # + cos @(t) sin # - sin #)

sin @(t) cos 0(t) 0 p(sin4'(t) sin/ -cos4'(t) cos/# + cos/) g (2.12)

0 0 1 Vt sin'0
0 0 0 1
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where 4'(t) = t (and 4 is a constant), and we have introduced the signed turning radius

p := (Vcos y)/4.
In the case in which E = 0, and in the absence of non-conservative forces, it is relatively

easy to find relative equilibria. We have to set ( to zero, and make sure that Adg(t) (t) =
Adg(t) (o c ). From Eq. (2.8), and working in inertial coordinates, we see that the control

forces u4 R[0, 0 , -1]T must balance the weight of the helicotper me, and the centrifugal
terms -wi x mvJ (the subscript I indicates objects expressed in inertial coordinates).

Assuming, for simplicity, that the desired sideslip angle is zero, we get the following
equation for the balance of forces:

0 0 ~ 0 '

mV -os ] + m 0 + u4  sin =0,

0 1 COS#

which reduces to:

tan c -
9 9

U4 = cos #
Notice that, because of the symmetry of the system, we have set x,y,z,and 0 to zero, without

loss of generality.

The angular velocity in body axes is given by w = [0, -@ cos #, -k sin # , and the

values of the control inputs ui,u2, and u3 are found by solving the moment balance equation:

-W x JW + #( ) + T((, u) = 0.

2.3.4 General vehicle models

The symmetry group that we just derived for the helicopter, along with the relative equi-
libria, characterizes the dynamics of a very large class of human-built vehicles. Examples
include aircraft, ground vehicles such as unicycles, bicycles, cars, trailers, surface and un-
derwater vessels such as motor boats, hovercraft, and submarines. The basic assumption
in all cases is that the motion occurs through a homogeneous and isotropic medium (i.e.
constant density, no wind), and that gravity is a constant vector field. Notable exceptions
are:

" An airplane undergoing large altitude changes: In this case, since the density of
the atmosphere, and hence the handling characteristics of the airplane, change with

altitude, the symmetry group is SE(2), the group of rigid body motion at constant

altitude. The resulting relative equilibria consist of straight lines and circular arcs on

a horizontal plane.

" A sailboat: Since the dynamics of a sailboat obviously depend on the wind, and on

the relative position of the sail with respect to it, the isotropic atmosphere assumption

can not be made. The direction of the wind breaks the rotational symmetry of the

system, and the symmetry group is the group of translations R 2 (the motion of the

sailboat is restricted to the surface of the sea). Relative equilibria are straight lines,
corresponding to the different sailing points, such as broad or beam reach, close hauled
and downwind sailing.
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Figure 2-3: Relative equilibria for a sailboat.
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Chapter 3

The Maneuver Automaton

In this chapter we address the basic problem of motion planning for an autonomous vehicle,

described as a nonlinear mechanical control system, in a free environment. For the purpose

of the framework presented in this chapter, we assume that the dynamics of the systems

are completely known, and there are no external disturbances on the system. Hence we

concentrate, for the time being, with the nominal dynamics of the system; extensions for

robustness to uncertainties and disturbances will be discussed in the next chapter.

In this chapter, a new control framework for planning the motion of underactuated

mechanical control systems is introduced, which builds upon the interconnection of appro-

priately selected trajectory primitives. First we define the concept of trajectory primitive,

and define two classes of trajectory primitives that are of particular interest, and which will

form the basis of our motion planning framework. Then we define the maneuver automaton,

that is a dynamical system which outputs all possible valid interconnections of trajectory

primitives. The maneuver automaton represents a new dynamical system, whose properties

will be analyzed. Finally, we give details on the solution of optimal control problems on

the maneuver automaton, and relate such solutions to the solutions obtained from the full,

continuous system.

3.1 Maneuver automaton

The approach that we propose to reduce the computational complexity of the motion plan-

ning problem for a constrained, nonlinear, high dimensional system, is based on a quanti-

zation of the system dynamics. By quantization of the system dynamics we mean that we

restrict the feasible nominal system trajectories to the family of time-parameterized curves

that can be obtained by the interconnection of appropriately defined primitives. In this

sense, we are not introducing a state, control, or time discretization, but rather we want to

reduce the complexity of motion planning problems (including steering and optimal control

in a free or cluttered environment) by quantizing the possible "choices" to be made at each

decision step. Naturally, such quantization must preserve the desirable characteristics of

the system's dynamics, and possibly to approximate the "quality" of the trajectories that

can be achieved through the solution to the full optimal control problem.

As a consequence, the main task in developing such a framework is to define and select its

building blocks, that is, the trajectory primitives which will eventually build the maneuver

library.
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3.1.1 Trajectory primitives

The class of systems to which our approach applies is characterized by the existence of
symmetries and relative equilibria, as defined in Chapter 2. This class is very large, and
includes many systems of practical interest. As a matter of fact, the existence of symmetries
and relative equilibria can arguably be seen as one of the defining factors for the general
class of mechanical systems which go under the name of "vehicles". We can state the first
main assumption under which our framework is applicable:

Assumption 3.1 (Existence of symmetries) The mechanical control system S admits
a (non-trivial) symmetry group H C G.

As a matter of fact, the dynamics of most human-built vehicles, including bicycles, cars,
aircraft, ships, etc., under fairly reasonable assumptions (such as homogeneous and isotropic
atmosphere, constant gravity acceleration) are invariant with respect to translations, and
rotation about a vertical axis (i.e. an axis parallel to the direction of the local gravitational
field). This has a simple "engineering" explanation: vehicles are designed such that once
one has learned how to operate them at some location (e.g. in the backyard, at the driving
school, etc.), he/she can apply the same skills to operate the vehicle anywhere in the world.
In such a case the symmetry group H corresponds to H = SE(2) x R _ R3 x S 1 c SE(3).
An element h E H is completely described by a translation vector p E R3 and a heading
angle @ c S 1 .

The property of symmetry induces an equivalence relation between trajectories:

Definition 3.1 (Trajectory equivalence) Consider two trajectories, gi,g2 : [tot5] a
G. The trajectories gi and g2 are said to be equivalent on the interval [to, t5] if there exists
an element h c H of the symmetry group such that g2 (t) = hgi (t) for all t c [to, t5].

Two trajectories which are equivalent under the above definition can be transformed
exactly to one another by the (left)-action of an element of the symmetry group. Hence we
can formalize the notion of a trajectory primitive:

Definition 3.2 (Trajectory primitive) We define a trajectory primitive as an equiva-
lence class of trajectories, under the trajectory equivalence relation.

Since trajectory primitives are an equivalence class of trajectories, without loss of gener-
ality each equivalence class can be represented by a prototype, starting at the identity on the
symmetry group. The notion of symmetry thus becomes fundamental in the construction
of a "library" of trajectories.

At this point we have to address the problem of selecting an appropriate set of trajectory
primitives from among all possible trajectory (modulo a symmetry transformation) which
can be executed by the mechanical control system at hand.

We want to characterize trajectory primitives in order to

" capture the relevant characteristics of the system's dynamics,

" allow the creation of complex behaviors from the interconnection of primitives (we
want to obtain "good" approximations to optimal solutions),

* determine the minimal set of key parameters identifying the state of the system: This
is even more important for extension to multi-vehicle operations, or more complex
systems.
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3.1.2 Relative equilibria

A first class of trajectory primitives is composed of relative equilibria, or trim trajectories, as

defined in Section 2.2.1. To fix ideas, relative equilibria are steady-state trajectories of the

system, in which the velocities in body axes (i.e. as perceived by a "pilot") and the control

input are constant. Relative equilibria are strongly connected to the existence of symmetries

in the system's dynamics. In fact, these correspond to the existence of conserved quantities

and integral of motions for Lagrangian systems, through Noether's theorem [4, 87]. In the

following, we will make the following fundamental assumption:

Assumption 3.2 (Existence of relative equilibria) The mechanical control system S

admits relative equilibria.

As in the case of symmetries, most human-built vehicles do indeed satisfy Assump-

tion 3.2. Again, there is a simple "engineering" reason behind this. A relative equilibrium

corresponds to a trajectory in which the pilot/driver/helmsman can hold the control inputs

fixed, at least in the nominal case. The workload of the pilot in this case is very small

(assuming good handling qualities), and restricted to small corrections to compensate for

the effect of the environmental disturbances, such as wind gusts, bumps on the road, waves,

etc. In the absence of relative equilibria, the pilot would be required to perform continuous

corrections to the controls, even in the nominal case, probably resulting in a very high

workload.

Consider a mechanical control system on a Lie group (defined in Section 2.1.2). Its

configuration is determined by g e G, and its velocity in body axes is determined by ( E g.

The kinematics are described by a = g(, while the dynamics are described by the Euler-

Poincare equations (2.4), that we write in the form

-=(g, , u).

As detailed in Section 2.2.1, if H C C is a symmetry group for the system, then trim

trajectories are defined by the following:

" A constant control setting ii,

" a constant configuration j,

* a constant vector , with i := Ad9 j E j,

with the condition that E(g, ,u) = 0. As a consequence, any instance of a given trim

trajectory, can be expressed as:

g(t) = h(0) exp(it)p, (3.1)

where h(0) indicates the initial displacement on the symmetry group (with respect to the

initial conditions of the prototype). From the definition of relative equilibria, it is apparent

that relative equilibria are characterized by an infinite time horizon: Once a trim trajectory

is initiated, it can be followed indefinitely (it is a steady state condition).
Note that relative equilibria include trivially all equilibrium points of the system (e.g.

points for which a = 0, j 0). The simplest possible motion primitive is then represented

by equilibrium points. In a system with multiple equilibrium points, each equilibrium point

can be chosen as a trajectory primitive. In the case in which the system admits only a
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trivial relative equilibrium (i.e. a single equilibrium point), the framework we are going to
present in this chapter reduces to a version of the control quanta methodology (see Section
1.1.2).

In the general case of an unconstrained mechanical control system, the collection of
all possible trim trajectories defines, under some smoothness conditions on the system
dynamics, an m-dimensional manifold in X x U, known as the trim surface (where m is the
number of independent control inputs). When the flight envelope and control saturation
constraints are taken into account, the relative equilibria that are actually attainable by
the system are typically contained in a compact set.

It is important to remark that, given a desired velocity in body axes i, there might
exists several combinations of and ii which result in a trajectory described by Eq. (3.1).
It is a matter of design to choose the most desirable ones. As an example, a model airplane,
or a model helicopter, can usually be trimmed in forward flight at a given velocity either
upside-down or right side up.

Another interesting fact is that the set of feasible relative equilibria is not necessarily
connected, as in the case of a sail boat (with a triangular sail), which can only be trimmed
either on a starboard tack or a port tack (i.e. with the main sail either on the "left" or on
the "right" of the longitudinal axis of the boat, see Figure 2-3). Changing from a starboard
to a port tack is impossible while staying always close to equilibrium, and requires highly
unsteady maneuvers:

" Tacking: A tacking maneuver is required when it is desired to change tack moving
through the upwind direction. Since it is clearly impossible to sail directly upwind,
this transition must be performed with a quick transient.

" Jibing: A jibe is required when it is desired to change tack moving through the
downwind direction. When sailing downwind, the sail is almost completely deployed
to one side of the boat (if safe and efficient sailing is desired). To change tack, the
sail must be moved by a large angle to the other side of the boat.

Trim trajectories are at the foundation of the vast majority of control design meth-
ods. Linear control is typically based on the Jacobian linearization of a nonlinear system's
dynamics around equilibria, or relative equilibria (steady-state conditions). Moreover, the
class of trim trajectories has been used widely to construct switching control systems, in
which point stabilization is achieved by switching through a sequence of controllers pro-
gressively taking the system closer to the desired equilibrium [73, 133, 92, 26]. The ideas
of gain scheduling and of Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) system control can also be
brought into this class [119], as well as other integrated guidance and control systems for
UAV applications [53].

However, restricting the choice of trajectory primitives to trim trajectories alone has
several drawbacks. First of all there is a lack of hierarchical consistency. A dynamical
system cannot transition instantaneously from one trim trajectory to another one, since
there will always be a transient between the two. Such a selection of trajectory primitives
is appropriate for systems in which the dynamic behavior can be neglected (e.g. kinematic
systems, and aircraft models for Air Traffic Control). If the dynamics of the system cannot
be neglected, and aggressive maneuvering is desired while maintaining stability guarantees,
the transients related to switches between different trim trajectories must be accounted for.
Especially in the case in which the selection of the reference trim trajectory is carried out in
real time in a closed-loop fashion, such as in the case of autonomous trajectory generation,
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the absence of any information on the transient behavior can lead to undesirable effects, such

as collision with obstacles, the onset of limit cycles, or possibly instability of the closed-loop

system.

A second reason is related to the performance attainable by trim trajectories alone.

Switching between trim trajectories generally results in relatively poor performance, and in

"slow" transitions, as the system is required to stay in some sense close to the trim surface,

where by definition some of the derivative of the state are zero.

A last reason for which trim trajectories alone could not be an appropriate set of trajec-

tory primitives for some system is due to the fact that in some cases there could be several,

disconnected regions on the trim surface. For example, it is not possible to steer a sailboat

while staying always close to some equilibrium point. Transitions from a starboard tack to

a port tack and vice-versa are very far from steady-state conditions.

3.1.3 Maneuvers

To address the above mentioned issues and, in general, to allow the system to perform more

aggressive maneuvering, it is deemed necessary to better characterize trajectories that move

"far" from the trim surface. Even though ours can be seen as a reductive definition of what

is considered a maneuver in the common language, it is general enough to include most

of the trajectories which are executable by the system. Moreover, it is the first formal

definition leading to the construction of a framework that is amenable to mathematical

programming, and will eventually result in a significant reduction of the complexity of the

motion planning problem. The key concept here is that the formal definition of maneuver

needs to address the following points:

* When do we say that a maneuver starts?

" When do we say that a maneuver ends?

" How can we build a consistent interface between maneuvers, so that we can sequence

them efficiently?

Our answers are summarized in the following definition:

Definition 3.3 (Maneuver) A maneuver is defined as a finite time transition between

two trim trajectories.

The transition can also be from and to the same trajectory (e.g. in the case of aircraft,

acrobatic maneuvers like loops and barrel rolls can be considered as transitions from and

back to straight and level flight, and in the case of cars a lane change maneuver is a

transition from and back to straight forward motion). The execution of a maneuver can

also connect two trim trajectories belonging to disconnected components of the feasible trim

set: this is what is customarily accomplished by sailors when tacking or jibing. Finally, the

requirement that maneuvers start and end at trim trajectories does not mean that the

system must remain at equilibria: it must go through equilibria when switching from one

maneuver to another: this is required to provide a set of interfaces between maneuvers (i.e.

a "standard" set of connections).

Each maneuver is characterized by the following:

o A time duration T.
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Figure 3-1: Trajectory primitives.

" A control signal u: [0, T] -> U.

" A function # [0, T] -> G x g, describing the evolution of the system over the maneuver.

Since a maneuver has to start and end at trim trajectories, the following boundary

conditions must be satisfied:

u(O) Ustart, u(T) = Uend

0(0) =(h(0)gstart &start) , #(T) =(h(T)gend, tend)

for some h(0), h(T) E H, and with the subscripts start and end referring to the trim

trajectories connected by the maneuver. Because of the symmetry of the dynamics, the

displacement on the symmetry group, h, := h(0)-lh(T) is invariant, and is a constant

characterizing the maneuver. Hence, one of the main properties of maneuvers is the fact

that each maneuver is characterized by a well-defined time duration, and results into a

well-defined displacement (see Fig. 3-2). Even though the displacement on the symmetry

group hm can be derived from the function #, it is convenient to store this displacement

along with the other data on the maneuver.

We will not discuss here the details of how to generate the nominal state and control tra-

jectories describing maneuvers (some examples will be given later in this chapter): Several

methods can be used depending on the application at hand, the desired performance, and

the available computing, simulation and experimental resources. Among these methods, we

can mention actual tests or simulations with human pilots [105] or stabilizing controllers

(as in 3.4.2), off-line solutions to optimal control problems [21, 6], or real-time trajectory

generation methods [137].

Finally, we would like to remark that the design of the nominal trajectories, along with

the tracking control introduced in the next section, can be carried out so as to ensure

that the vehicle does not violate the "internal" constraints (1.1), that is flight envelope

and control saturation constraints [122, 123, 135]. This is possible if the flight envelope

constraints share the symmetry properties of the system's dynamics, that is if

F(x, u) = F(Oh(X), u)
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Figure 3-2: Maneuver for a 1-DOF system, transitioning between two velocity levels.

for all h C H. Thus in this sense the objective of envelope protection is ensured implicitly

by the construction of the maneuvers.

3.1.4 Maneuver Automaton definition

To discuss the details of the control architecture, recall that we have identified two classes

of trajectory primitives, namely:

" Relative equilibria (or trim trajectories).

" Maneuvers.

The control framework we propose is based on the selection of a finite number of relative

equilibria, connected by a finite number of maneuvers: such trajectory primitives will form

a maneuver library.

It should be clear by now that the control architecture will involve switching from one

trajectory primitive to another, always alternating relative equilibria and maneuvers. Such

a control system will include both continuous and discrete dynamics, thus belonging to

the realm of hybrid control. The continuous dynamics correspond to the dynamics of the

system along a trajectory primitive. The discrete dynamics correspond to the switching

between trajectory primitives, and hence to the logical state of the controller.

The discrete dynamics of such a system are well represented by a finite state automa-

ton, and can be conveniently depicted by a directed graph, as in Fig. 3-3. The nodes of the

directed graph correspond to trim trajectories in the automaton, whereas the edges corre-

spond to maneuvers. The directed graph representation is a convenient form of depicting

the discrete dynamics of the system, that is, all the possible sequences of maneuvers/trim

trajectories that the system is able to perform. However, a simple directed graph is not

enough to convey all the information contained in the automaton, since it does not show

the continuous evolution: The nodes in Fig. 3-3 are represented as sections of tubes, or

cylinders, to remind the reader of the fact that while the discrete state is stationary in one

node, the continuous dynamics keep evolving (on a relative equilibrium).
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Figure 3-3: Maneuver Automaton (simplified).

From the properties and definitions of trim trajectories and maneuvers, it follows that

the discrete state can stay indefinitely in any node, but it must traverse the edges in a very

definite time. Also, once the discrete state switches to an edge q E QM (i.e. the execution

of a maneuver is started), the only possible outcome is for the system to switch to the next

trim trajectory, after Tq seconds.

We will call such a control architecture a Maneuver Automaton:

Definition 3.4 (Maneuver Automaton) A Maneuver Automaton MA over a mechani-

cal control system S, with symmetry group H, is described by the following objects:

" A finite set of indices Q = QT U QM C N, where the subscript T relates to trim

trajectories, and the subscript M relates to maneuvers;

" A finite set of trim trajectory parameters ( , , f)q, with q E QT.

" A finite set of maneuver parameters, and state and control trajectories (T, u,#)q, with

q G QM.

e The maps Pre : QM --+ QT, and Next : QM --+ QT such that Pre(q) and Next(q) give,

respectively, the index of the trim trajectories from which the maneuver q starts and

ends.

" A discrete state q G Q.

" A continuous state, denoting the position on the symmetry group, h C H.

" A clock state 0 G R, which evolves according to 0 1, and which is reset after each

switch on q.

It is apparent that decisions can be made about the future evolution of the system only

when the system is executing a trim trajectory (that is, the discrete state is in one of the
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nodes in the graph). While executing a maneuver, the system is committed to it, and must

keep executing the maneuver until its completion. As a consequence, for motion planning

and control design purposes, we can concentrate the study of the evolution of the system

on and between nodes.

While on a trim trajectory, the state of the system is completely determined by the

couple (q, h) E QT x H: The corresponding full continuous state will in fact be given by

(hjg, eq). We will call the couple (q, h) the hybrid state of the system.

While on a node, the discrete state stays constant, and the continuous evolution is given

by g(t) = h(t)gq, that is

q =0

O =1.

At any time while in trim trajectory q, it is possible to start a maneuver p, as long as

Pre(p) = q. Once a maneuver is initiated, and executed to its completion, the hybrid state

will undergo a net change, described by the following jump relations:

q+ = Next(p)

h+ = h-hm,p
+ = 0,

with hm,p being the displacement on the symmetry group caused by maneuver p. For

completeness, we can also give the complete characterization of the full continuous state

during the maneuver p, initiated at time to as x(t) = 
4
'h(to) (#p(t - to)) (assuming that

t - to < Tp).
From the above discussion, it should be apparent that the decision variables, when

executing a trim trajectory q e QT, are the following:

" The duration of the permanence of the system in the current trim trajectory. We call

this coasting time, and indicate it with r.

* The next trajectory to be executed. We indicate the next trajectory as p E Pre-(q)*.

At this point, along with the hybrid state (q, h), we have a hybrid control variable

v := (p, r). The action of the hybrid control on the hybrid state (e.g. the evolution of the

system between two arrivals at nodes) is given by

(q, h) (Next(p), h exp(qTr)hm) .

In the following, we will indicate the action of the hybrid control with the maneuver-end

map <b : QT x H x QM x R -+ QT x H. Moreover, we will use the notation <b,(q, h) as a

shorthand for <b(q, h, v).

3.2 The Maneuver Automaton as a dynamical system

What we would like to remark at this point is that the Maneuver Automaton is in its own

right a dynamical system, with well defined state, control, and transition function. This

system evolves on what we can call the Maneuver Space.

*Here Pre- is a set-valued function such that p E Pre-
1

(q) -> q = Pre(p).
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In particular, the effect of the maneuver end map, and the maneuver-trim trajectory
switching is that of giving rise to a new, discrete "time" system, where "time" now is an
abstraction. We will indicate the state at different "times", that is after the execution of n
maneuvers-trim trajectory sequences, by square brackets, i.e.:

(q, h)[i + 1] = <b ((q, h)[i], v[i]).

Notice how one of the control inputs (namely, the coasting time T) corresponds to a physical
time duration.

The Maneuver Automaton can be seen as a consistent hierarchical abstraction of the
continuous dynamics, in the sense outlined in [103]: any sequence of trajectory primitives
generated by the Maneuver Automaton results by construction in a trajectory which is
executable by the full continuous system. We will give a deeper meaning to hierarchical
consistency in the next chapter, taking into account external disturbances.

However, we have given up all of the "nice" smoothness properties of the continuous
mechanical system to develop a formulation that hinges on discrete evolution and jump
relations. While this forces us to abandon tools based on smoothness and continuity of the
dynamical system (such as the variational approach for optimal control), nonetheless the
computational advantages of such a formulation for solving the motion planning problem
can be substantial, as will be shown in Section 3.3.

Before we proceed with motion planning algorithms, we must make sure that the new
dynamical system arising from the Maneuver Automaton is indeed well behaved, and main-
tains fundamental, desirable characteristics of the continuous model, such as well-posedness
and controllability.

3.2.1 Well-posedness

One of the first questions that arises for systems governed by differential equations with
discontinuities and jumps in the right-hand side (i.e. the derivatives of the state variables)
is the existence and uniqueness of trajectories. If trajectories do indeed exist and are unique
for any given choice of initial conditions, the system is said to be well-posed.

In our case, well-posedness is ensured by the fact that the system is piecewise continuous,
and the maneuvers are a finite set of primitives with a finite time duration (by definition).
As a consequence, in every finite time interval there is a finite number of switches, or
discontinuities in the feedback map.

3.2.2 Controllability

In this section we examine the controllability properties for the Maneuver Automaton, and
give necessary and sufficient conditions under which controllability is ensured. Let us define

first what we mean by controllability in the Maneuver Automaton case.

Definition 3.5 (Controllability) We say that a maneuver automaton is controllable if,
given any initial condition (qi, hi), and any compact set Y C H, there exists a time T such

that it is possible to find an admissible sequence of primitives steering the system to any

desired goal condition (q5, h5), with h5 c Y, in time tf < T.

In the rest of this section we will operate on a local chart on the symmetry group H. To
study controllability, we have to analyze how sequences of maneuvers, and coasting times
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along trim trajectories, affect the evolution of the system. Consider a sequence of maneuvers

and trim trajectories described by v[i]= (p, T)[i], for i = 1, . . . ,:

(q, h) [I + 1] = <bD[, o <I vi_1 , -. .4 <b1g (q, h) [1].

We want to analyze what happens if we perturb the coasting times T[i]. Since we are not

changing the sequence of discrete transitions, the final value of the discrete state q[l + 1] will

not be changed. On the other hand, the final position on the symmetry group will change.

We can focus on the relevant state and control variables by writing the following transition

function:

h[l + 1] = Mf(h[1], 6r) (3.2)

where f, indicates the sequence of nominal hybrid controls, and 6T indicates the sequence of

perturbations on the coasting times. Keep in mind that the perturbations need not be small.

The map M0 is continuous in its arguments: this is a consequence that the evolution of the

system along trajectory primitives, and trim trajectories in particular, is continuous with

respect to time. In addition, the restriction Mf (-, 0) is invertible with a continuous inverse,
and maps open sets into open sets, since it is simply a translation along the symmetry

group H. For the same reason, all controllability results we will obtain are uniform over H,
because of the symmetry of the system.

At this point, we have a new nonlinear, discrete-time system, in which the control inputs

are the perturbations in coasting times along trim trajectories. Notice that if Me(., 0) is a

fixed-point map, that is if Mo(h, 0) = h, then the system described by Eq.(3.2) is driftless.

Given a maneuver sequence D, we can define a reachable set under perturbations in coasting

times, in the following way:

Ri,(ho, < T) := h e H I h = Mj-,(ho, 6T), ( (Typ + T[i] +o6r[i]) < T .

Now we are ready to state the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1 (Maneuver Automaton Controllability) Consider a Maneuver Automa-

ton as given in Definition 3.4. The Maneuver Automaton is controllable if and only if the

following conditions are satisfied:

* The directed graph describing the discrete transitions on the automaton states is con-

nected.

" There exists a (fixed point) maneuver sequence f) (p,t) such that:

hc intRe(h, T), VT> ZTPpi] +T[i]. (3.3)

i=1

Proof: Necessity - The necessity of the first condition is easily seen. Assume that the

directed graph associated with the automaton discrete state is not connected, that is, the

set QT can be partitioned into two sets QT1, QT2 such that QT1 n QT2 = 0 and there is no

valid maneuver sequence (pl,p2,...,pi) E Q1 such that Pre(pi) E QT1, Next(pi) E QT2-

(Notice that there could be a maneuver sequence that takes the system from a trim in QT2

to a trim in QT1.) Choose qi C QT1 and qf E QT2. Then it is impossible to find any

sequence of maneuvers that satisfies the required boundary conditions.
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Figure 3-4: Automaton Controllability.

The necessity of the existence of a fixed point maneuver sequence is also easily proven
by contradiction, by breaking the problem into two steps. Assume that the system is
controllable, but there is no fixed point maneuver. Since the system is controllable, it is
possible to find a sequence of maneuvers F)1 to steer it from hi to hf in finite time, for any
hi, hf c H. After the first step is done, it must be possible to find another sequence of
maneuvers D2 to steer it from hj to hi, again in finite time. But the composition of the
maneuver sequences D1 and D2 is indeed a fixed-point maneuver.

The last step is proving that there must exist a single fixed point maneuver f) such that
the corresponding reachable set under coasting time perturbations satisfies (3.3). Again, we
will proceed by contradiction. Assume that the system is controllable, but that there is no
fixed point sequence with a reachable set with a non-empty interior. Consider a compact
set Y c H, with a non-empty interior. Since the system is controllable, it will be possible
to find a finite time T such that any point in Y will be reachable through at least one
maneuver sequence D1, of duration T, < T1 . Because of controllability (see the previous
point) , for any maneuver sequence v1, it will be possible to find a second maneuver sequence

D2 such that the composition of the two sequences results into a fixed-point sequence. Since
we assumed that there is no fixed-point sequence with a reachable set with a non-empty
interior, and any maneuver sequence maps open sets into open sets, we must conclude that
any maneuver sequence vi has a reachable set with an empty interior (or, in other words,
the reachable set has dimension less than the symmetry group H).

The number of all the possible sequences of maneuver indices p which result in a total
sequence duration smaller that Ti is finite, since each maneuver has a finite time duration,
and the number of maneuvers is finite. This, however, results in a contradiction, since it is
not possible to cover Y (a set with a non-empty interior) with a finite number of sets with

empty interiors.

Sufficiency - Assume that there is a valid, fixed-point maneuver sequence Vo, such

that Pre(7ro[1]) = Next(7ro[l]) = qo, and with a reachable set with a non-empty interior (i.e.
satisfying Eq. (3.3)). Since the discrete evolution is described by a connected graph, it is

possible to find a maneuver sequence VA that takes the system from the initial trim qj to

the trim qo; the maneuver sequence will result in a displacement hA (i.e. after its execution

the system is transferred from the initial conditions (qi, hi) to the conditions (qo, hihA)).
Correspondingly, it is possible to find a maneuver sequence yB that takes the system from
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the trim qo to the final trim qf; the maneuver sequence results in a displacement hB. The

problem of finding a finite sequence of maneuvers to steer the system from (qi, hi) to (qf, hf)

is now reduced to the problem of finding a finite sequence of maneuvers steering the system

from (qo, hihA) to (qo, hgh-i). Since we are operating on a local chart, it is possible to draw

a line from hihA to hf h 1 on the chart. If the reachable set R1Z has a non-empty interior

(which will be true for all initial conditions in H, because of the symmetry property), then

it will be possible to move along the line by selecting sufficiently small steps (see Fig. 3-4). U

Given a fixed point maneuver sequence D, we are interested in computational tests to

ensure that its reachable set has a non-empty interior. This can be checked simply by

checking for the rank of the Jacobian matrix OM(h, 6T)/&oT, computed at 6T = 0, which

must be the same as the dimension of H. However, we are also interested in studying what

happens in the case in which a new maneuver sequence, which we will indicate by iNIis

built by reiterating C a "sufficiently large", but finite, number of times N. In this case, we

get the following version of the Lie algebra rank condition [131] to check that the reachable

set RN has a non-empty interior:

Theorem 3.2 The reachable set RN(h, < T) has a non-empty interior for all T > Zl-1 T[] +
T[i] and some N > 0, if Ti > 0 for all i = 1,... , 1, and the involutive closure A, under the

Lie bracket operation, of the distribution:

span f M(h, 6T) &M(h, 6T) &M(h, 6T)

A=span .6
T2 .. ,

is such that dim A dim H.

Proof: The system h[l + 1] Me (h[1], 6r) is an invertible, locally (in the "controls" T)

analytic nonlinear discrete-time system. The result follows from the application of Theo-

rems 3 and 9 in [50]. U

In the particular case of vehicles for which the symmetry group is composed by trans-

lations and rotations about a vertical axis, we can state the following:

Corollary 3.1 (Automaton controllability for H = SE(2) x R) Assume that the sys-

tem dynamics are invariant to translation and rotations about a vertical axis, i.e. that

H = SE(2) x R is a symmetry group for the system. Then two trim trajectories q1 and

q2, described by the parameters {V1,' i1 ,7Y,1}, {V2, 42,72,32 }, along with any two ma-

neuvers connecting them, are sufficient for controllability in a three-dimensional space if

V1 2 cos7-1 # V2 V1 cos7y2, V1 2 sinyi =, V2 1isin-y2 , and V 1 sinY1 < 0 < V2 sin7y2 . More-

over, this is the minimum set of trajectory primitives which makes the automaton control-

lable.

Proof: To prove that two trim trajectories, along with two maneuvers connecting them,

are sufficient for controllability, we will show how to construct a fixed-point maneuver

sequence with a non-empty interior. Without loss of generality, assume that the initial

conditions are at the trim trajectory q = 1, at the identity on the symmetry group.

To construct a fixed-point maneuver, we proceed in the following way. Start the ma-

neuver sequence by coasting for -1 seconds along the trim trajectory q = 1, then switching

to trim trajectory q = 2, and coasting T2 seconds before transitioning back to the first trim
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trajectory. We want to choose r and r2 in such a way that at the end of this sequence the

heading is reversed, and the altitude is equal to the starting altitude. If we accomplish this,
reiteration of the above sequence will take the system back to the initial condition.

This is possible if the following linear system has a meaningful solution (that is, if the

solution is such that both ri and T2 are non-negative):

4iti + 4 2 t2 = (2k + 1)7r - AO 12 -AV21 (3.4)
Vi ti sin y 1 + V2t 2 sinY2 = -Az 12 - Az21

where we indicate with A0 12 , A'0 2 1 and Az 12 , Az 2 1 respectively the heading and altitude

changes due to maneuvers (in a body frame perspective, i.e. starting from the identity on

the symmetry group).

The system (3.4) admits a solution for arbitrary maneuvers provided that its determi-

nant is non-zero, that is

V1 2 sinY 1 7 V2 1 sinY2 .

Moreover, this solution will be meaningful (assuming arbitrary maneuvers), in the sense

that both coasting times will be non-negative, if

V1 sin y 1 < 0 < V2 sin Y2.

Without loss of generality we can assume that di $ 0, and that the sideslip angle 3 is

zero along both trim trajectories. Recalling Eqs. (2.12) and (2.11), the displacement on the

symmetry group due to the first trim trajectories and the first maneuver can be expressed

respectively as:

cos(Or) - sin( 1 'r) 0 pi sin(0iT)

hi(r) = exp(771rT) = sin( ,ir) cos( 17T) 0 pi - pi cos( ,ir)
0 0 1 Vr siny 1

_ 0 0 0 1

(where pi = vi cos Y1 /1) and

cos A4 12  - sin A0 1 2 0 AX12

h12 sin A0 12  cos A4 12  0 Ay12
0 0 1 Az 1 2

0 0 0 1]

Similar expressions hold for the second trim trajectory and maneuver. When the system

gets back to the first trim trajectory, its position on the symmetry group will be

h.(Ti, T 2 ) = hi(ri) -h12 h2 ( 2 ) h 21 . (3.5)

If we denote by 'r1 and t2 the solution to the system (3.4), we have that:

-1 0 0 Ax, ~

_ _ 7-J 2 0 -1 0 Ay '
0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1
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where:

AXs P1 sin( 171) + P2 [sin A021 - sin(AV1 2 + 4'1T1)I

-AX 2 1 cos A0 2 1 - Ay 21 sin 21 + Ax 12 cOs(171) - Ay12 sin( 1T1)

and

Ays P1 1i - cos( 171) I + P2 [cos(A021) + cos(AO1 2 + 17i)I

+Ax 21 sin A0 21 - AY21 cosAb 2 1 + Ax 12 sin( 171) + Ay12 cos( 171).

Simple algebra, or simple geometric considerations, show that reiteration of such a sequence

yields a fixed-point maneuver sequence, i.e. h,(;Fi, t 2 )2 e.

At this point, we need to analyze the effect of small perturbation on the (four) coasting

times, that is we want to analyze the Jacobian of the map M(h, 6-r) = h - h,(i + 65T1, T2 +

6T2) - h8 (ti + 6-r3 ,7F-2 + 6-r4 ) with respect to the coasting time perturbations 6T. Notice

that each of the partial derivatives &M(eH, 6r)/r6Ti is a vector field at the identity on the

symmetry group H, and hence is an element of the Lie algebra j.

In order to simplify the calculations, we can use the properties of the matrix exponential,

i.e.

OM(eH, 6T) Ohl hI- + 6T h12 - h 2 (T 2 ) hs(ri, t2)
O71 5r=O o1 T 0

0 ep (71 ) -hi(;ri)~ - M(eH, 0) = 'q1 = 771 - hi (fi) - hi(;r1)~ =qi.
T=T1

Similar considerations can be made for the other partial derivatives; In the case in which

h21 is equal to the identity (e.g. if the vehicle can transition instantaneously from one trim

trajectory to the other), we also have

&M(eH, T)

M aking ~~~4 6T us7fT e r m . , w a 72.

Making use of Theorem 3.2, we can check controllability of the Maneuver Automaton by

ensuring that the involutive closure of the distribution span{71, 772} under the Lie bracket

operation has dimension four. This is the case if

1(01 v2 cos 72 - 0 2 vI cos'1) 2 (klv 2 sin 72 - 4 2 visin Y1) # 0,s (3.6)

which is true under the first two conditions stated in the theorem.

In the general case, tedious but straightforward calculations yield that the vector fields

&M(eH, 6T)/&oTi spans the Lie algebra 0 under almost all arbitrary maneuvers, if condition

(3.7) is satisfied. In the case in which the maneuvers are such that the Jacobian matrix

loses rank, it is sufficient to repeat the same construction in this proof, but replacing 7r

by ir/m in the first equation of system (3.4) for some integer m, and considering the m-th

power of h, when constructing the fixed-point maneuver.

To prove the last claim of the corollary, we can show that any automaton with only one

trim trajectory, and a finite number of maneuvers (to and from the same trim trajectory),
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is not controllable. This is readily seen by examining the evolution of the altitude and of
the heading. We have that for any finite maneuver sequence

n

A z (vi sin -yiTi + A zi),

and

All the partial derivatives with respect to coasting times, for any maneuver sequence will
have the form [vi sin -y1, /)1]T, and give rise to a one-dimensional distribution (clearly closed
under the Lie bracket operation). This means that it is not possible to control indepen-
dently attitude and heading with only one trim trajectory in the maneuver automaton. U

Corollary 3.2 (Automaton Controllability for H = SE(2)) If the motion of the ve-
hicle is restricted to a horizontal plane (1 = 2 = 0), then the vehicle is controllable if

V 1?2 ) V26i

Proof: The proof is the same as the proof of Corollary 3.1, with the only difference that
there are no translations about the vertical axis. As a consequence, the system (3.4) reduces
to its first equation only, and the only condition needed to build a maneuver sequence h, is
that at least one of the turning rates is non-zero. The condition 3.2 translates to

1iV- 2 vi)2  0, (3.7)

which requires that the two trim trajectories have different signed turning radii. The same
requirement ensures controllability in the case of arbitrary maneuvers. U

Notice that if the maneuvers are instantaneous (i.e. the vehicle can transition instan-
taneously between two different trim trajectories), Corollary 3.2 reduces to a version of
stronger results obtained by Dubins [31] and Reeds and Shepp [108] concerning optimal
paths for kinematic cars on the plane (see also [127]). However, the author is not aware of
results similar to Corollary 3.1.

It is clear that the sets of trim trajectories in the two corollaries above would be just a
minimum set to ensure controllability: For practical applications, the set of trim trajectories
will be much richer. Notice that a ground vehicle which can only turn left with different
turning radii (as in [71]), is controllable according to our definition, even though it is not
small-time controllable [130].

3.3 Motion planning in the Maneuver Space

The hybrid control architecture lends itself to computationally efficient solutions to many
problems of interest for practical applications. The price that we must pay in using the
maneuver automaton is the sub-optimality of the computed solutions, owing to the fact
that the stored trajectory primitives do not represent the whole dynamics of the system.
However, the number of trajectory primitives stored in the automaton can be increased,
depending on the available memory and computational resources, so the sub-optimality
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gap can be reduced to a point were it is not noticeable for practical purposes. Moreover,
very often a sub-optimal solution which is computable on-line can be worth more than an

optimal solution that requires computational resources only available for off-line planning.

By the structure of the Maneuver Automaton, it is also evident that its applicability

is limited to problems in which the target state (and, to a more limited extent, the initial

conditions) correspond to trim trajectories. This is not a very limiting requirement, since

in fact most meaningful motion planning problems are stated exactly in these terms. For

example, a typical requirement for a helicopter could be to stop or hover at a certain location,
altitude and heading. The target roll angle and pitch heading, and other state variables,
are not directly specified, and will assume the values required to achieve the desired steady

hovering conditions.

3.3.1 Optimal control in a free environment

In Section 3.2.2 we have examined the conditions under which, given a Maneuver Automa-

ton, it is possible to find a sequence of maneuvers and coasting times along trim trajectories

such that the system is steered from any initial condition to any desired final condition.

Even though the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 3.1 provides a method of constructing

a trajectory satisfying the boundary conditions of Problem 1.2, the resulting trajectories are

likely to be far from optimal. Also, in practical implementations the number of maneuvers

and trim trajectories available in the Automaton will be much larger than the number of

primitives strictly needed for controllability. As a consequence, it is desirable to character-

ize the quality of the generated trajectory according to some defined cost, that is, we want

to formulate an efficient computation-based method for the solution of Problem 1.3.

Consider again the cost functional (1.2):

/tf
to (x,u) dt,

and make the following assumption:

Assumption 3.3 (Invariance of the cost function) The incremental cost -y(x, u) is in-

variant with respect to group actions on the symmetry group: -y(x, u) = '('h(x), u) Vh c H.

Examples of problems with invariant cost functions include minimum time, minimum length,
minimum control effort. A notable exception consists of quadratic cost functions in the

states: Such cost functions are invariant with respect to H only if the states which "belong"

to H are not weighted.

Based on Assumption 3.3, we can derive the following expression for the cost increment

along trajectories generated by the Maneuver Automaton. Along a trim trajectory q, we

have (with a slight abuse of notation):

= Uy(g, ,u) =(gq, q, uq) =: Yg

In the above we used the fact that g(t) = h0 exp(ijqt)jq. The cost increment along a trim

trajectory is hence a constant, depending only on the trim trajectory being executed.

Similarly, after the execution of a maneuver p we have:

IT Ty

0J=f Y( oOp() p()d 0-y(pt)upt) =
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Again, we have that the (finite) cost increment after the execution of a maneuver is a
constant, depending only on the maneuver index.

We can now formulate an expression for the cost functional (1.2) that is compatible with
the maneuver automaton structure:

nf -1

J(q[.], h[-], p[.], T[]) = 7,[ij]T[i] + Fp[il, (3.8)
i=1

with the constraint that (q, h)[nj] = (qf, h1 ) for some finite nf. Note that at this point
Eqs. (1.2) and (3.8) are equivalent, the only difference being the different parameterization
of trajectories.

Since now we have a discrete "time" system, the application of the optimality principle
leads us to a version of the Bellman's equation (as opposed to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Belmann
partial differential equation). Define the optimal cost function J*, obtained by optimizing
on the automaton structure (i.e. on the Maneuver Space). The optimality principle implies
that the optimal cost function satisfies

J*(q, h) = min 7qT + F, + J* [<b(p,)(q, h)] . (3.9)

Note that, since the trajectories generated by the Automaton are a subset of all trajectories
executable by the full continuous system, the optimal costs computed on the Maneuver
Automaton will be in general greater that the true optimal cost:

j*(qh) > J*(hjq, q)

On the other hand, the solution to the Bellman's equation (3.9) is, from the computational
point of view, much simpler than the solution of the Hamilton-Jacoby-Bellman partial
differential equation (1.7). The hybrid state space QT x H (the Maneuver Space) is much
smaller that the continuous state space G x g. For the general vehicle case (as seen in
Chapter 2), the hybrid state has dimension four - consisting of three position and one
heading coordinates - while the continuous state has dimension at least twelve. Moreover,
the decision variable set in the Automaton case is QM x R+, which is much smaller than
the continuous control set U (in the case of aircraft, usually at least four).

If the dimension of the symmetry group is still too large for computing the optimal cost
function, it can be possible to further reduce the computational complexity of the problem
by decomposing the group H in smaller symmetry groups (possibly of dimension one),
and solve the optimal control problem in each subgroup in sequence. Naturally, such an
approach would reduce the optimality of the resulting trajectory (essentially, this amounts
to working on one coordinate at a time).

If the optimal cost function P(q, h) is known, the optimal control can be computed by
solving

(p, T)* = arg min {YqT + r, + P* [<b(p,)(q, h)] , (3.10)
(Pr) f

which is an optimization problem on a discrete variable p c QM, and a continuous, scalar

variable r E R+ (and as a consequence can be solved as a sequence of scalar optimization

problems).

Thus the formulation of the optimal control problem on the "Maneuver Space" can be

seen as a trade-off between optimality and computational complexity. In the following (see

Section 3.4.1) we will further characterize this trade-off, for the time being we will proceed
with the discussion of the computation of the (sub)-optimal solution.
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3.3.2 Computation of the optimal cost

Since the dimension of the hybrid state is relatively small (in the cases we are considering,

it is never more than four, see Section 2.3.4), it is possible to apply efficient computa-

tional methods developed for approximate dynamic programming, also known as neuro-

dynamic programming [10], and reinforcement learning in the artificial intelligence commu-

nity. The main approaches to the solution of dynamic programming problems are based

on the computation of the optimal cost J* (Value Iteration), of the optimal control policy

P* : (q, h) - (p, T)* (Policy Iteration), or of the so-called Q-factors, i.e. the functions to be

minimized in Eqs. (3.10) and (3.9) (Q-learning).

We will now briefly present the basic algorithm of Value Iteration. We refer the reader

to [10], for more information and details on the Value Iteration algorithm and other com-

putational methods for approximate dynamic programming.

Value Iteration based on a greedy policy

Assume we have an initial estimate of the cost function Jo(q, h), which is an upper bound

on the optimal cost J* (q, h) (we will drop the tilde from now on, as long as no confusion

with the optimal cost for the continuous system can arise). Such an initial estimate can be

obtained from simple heuristics, by the solution of a feasibility problem (e.g. through the

construction of trajectories as in the proof of Theorem 3.1), or even be set to Jo(q, h) = 00

for (q, h) 4 (qf, hf), and Jo(qf, hf) = 0.

Starting from the initial estimate Jo it is possible to implement an iterative algorithm,
as follows. At step i a no worse approximation of the optimal cost function is given by the

following update:

Ji(q, h) = min {-Ygr + l', + Ji-1 [<b(p,7) (q, h)]}

Clearly, J*(q, h) < Ji(q, h) < Ji_1 (q, h). Under the assumption that we visit each state

infinitely often, and other technical conditions [11], this iteration would converge to the

optimal cost function J*(q, h), in the sense that, as i -* 00, sup(q,h) [Ji(q, h) - J*(q, h)] -> 0.

However, since h is a continuous variable, it is not possible to visit each state infinitely

often; moreover, storage of the function Ji(q, h), requires in general some form of discretiza-

tion.

Value Iteration with Representative States

In order to deal with the infinite cardinality of the set H, we consider a grid on H, as a

finite set of points, or representative states, hi, i = 1... K, and introduce the following

approximation architecture:

K

(q, h) =[ Ai(h) jk (q) (3.11)

where the coefficient functions are such that E=1 Ai(h) = 1, and Ai(h)) = 6oj (where oij is

the Kroenecker delta). The coefficients Ai(h) can be seen as a measure of the closeness of

the state h to the representative state hi.

In particular, we will consider a piecewise-linear approximation, built in the following

way. Choose a grid in which the representative states partition the set H into a collection

of simplexes, with disjoint interiors. Then, any state h will lie inside one simplex, with
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vertices hihi2, . . hi (where n is the dimension of H) and it will be possible to find
nonnegative coefficients Ai, such that (in local coordinates):

n+1

h = Aij hij.
j=1

Correspondingly, the approximation of the cost function at h will be given by:

n+1

J(q, h) = Ai j i (q).
j=1

Under technical conditions elicited in [10, pages 341-3641, satisfied in our case, an incre-
mental value iteration algorithm based on Eq. (3.11) will converge to an estimate Joo of the
cost function J*. A measure of the power of the approximation architecture is given by the
error E introduced by the approximation, where E = maxqh ||J(q, h) - J*(q, h)11. It has been

proven that there exists some co > 0 such that, if E < Eo, a greedy policy based on J will
be optimal [11].

The objective of the off-line computation phase will then be the construction of an
approximation to the optimal cost function, such that the on-line implementation of a
greedy policy will result in an optimal control strategy.

3.4 Examples

In this section we examine a few examples of the construction of Maneuver Automata and
their use. The first example deals with a system which is simple enough to compute trim
trajectories, maneuvers, and optimal cost from the model. The second example shows how
to construct a maneuver automaton from experimental data. The third example involves
model-based construction of trajectory primitives and computation of the approximate op-
timal cost function.

3.4.1 Double integrator

As a first example, we will look at the simplest mechanical system, namely the double
integrator. The dynamics are given by 9 = u; furthermore, we will impose the "flight
envelope" constraint ||y|| < vmax and the control saturation constraint |ul < Umax -

Trim trajectories are given by all trajectories along which u = iii = 0, and y = i, i E QT.
Maneuvers are designed as minimum-time transitions between two trim trajectories, defined
by a constant control input uij : [0, Ti) -- {sign(%g -ij)}, and Tij = |A; - , i,j E QT (see
Section 3.1.1).

Necessary and sufficient condition for controllability of a Maneuver Automaton com-
posed of a finite number of the above primitives is that there exist i, j E QT such that

<i <0.

Consider now the problem of steering the double integrator to the origin, in minimum
time. The incremental cost function is thus -y(y, y, u) = 1; the optimal control solution can

be derived by the analysis of the behavior of the system on the phase plane (y, y) (Fig. 3-5).
Introducing the switching function:

.y #+ 2+ mary for > 0
Yo(y, y - 2 uraxY-y2 + 2naxy for y< 0
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Figure 3-5: Phase plane regions for the double integrator.

we can distinguish two main distinct regions in the phase space. In the interior of the
leftmost region in Fig. 3-5, the optimal control is equal to Umax, while in the interior of the
rightmost region, the optimal control is equal to -umax. On the boundary corresponding
to the switching function, the optimal control is equal to -umax sign y. Finally, on the
boundary corresponding to the maximum velocity constraint, the optimal control is zero.

The optimal cost (minimum time to the origin) in the case in which the velocity does
not saturate can be computed as:

J*(y,) = t*(y,y) = ti(y, ) + t 2 (y,9),

where ti is the "acceleration" time, and t2 consists of the "deceleration" time along the
switching function:

t2(yy = /1/2y u*
Umax

ti(y,y) = 2(Y, 9)-

If the velocity reaches its maximum allowed value, the minimum time is given by acceleration
and deceleration times, together whit a coasting time, corresponding to the time interval
during which the magnitude of the velocity attains its maximum value. Velocity saturation
will eventually occur if the initial conditions are "far enough" from the origin . The regions
corresponding to initial conditions that will lead to velocity saturation are delimited by the
curves

A+1(y,9) (#2 
- 2mlax) ± 2fmaxy 0,

which are depicted as dashed lines in Fig. 3-5. In the leftmost region:

t ' - (y') Vmax- Vmax
2

umaxVmax Umax Umax

For initial conditions at rest, the optimal cost function is proportional to the square root

of the distance to the origin, until the point x, at which the initial conditions are such that

the velocity will reach its maximum magnitude. For initial condition farther away from the

origin, the optimal cost will increase linearly, with a slope inversely proportional to Vmax

(see Fig. 3-6).
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Figure 3-6: Minimum-time optimal cost for double integrator with initial conditions at rest.

The cost function we have computed so far corresponds to the exact solution to the

minimum-time problem on the constrained double integrator. Now we want to study what

happens if we constrain the system trajectories to be trajectories generated by a Maneuver

Automaton. To this purpose, consider first an automaton composed by the following trim

trajectories: io = 0 (rest condition), and ±i = ±Vmax (maximum velocity, in the positive

and negative directions), and minimum-time maneuvers connecting them. For initial con-

ditions sufficiently far from the origin, the optimal cost Jo for the system generated by the

Maneuver Automaton is exactly the same as the true optimal cost for continuous system J*.

However, as the initial condition gets closer to the origin, the optimal solution will no longer

saturate the velocity: thus switching among the trim trajectories in the Automaton is no

longer optimal. The effect of the quantization of maneuvers is that the system will have to

overshoot, and get far enough on the opposite side of the origin so that an additional velocity

saturating sequence composed of acceleration and deceleration maneuvers, leading exactly

to the origin, can be accomplished. Similar effects can be noticed on the optimal cost given

initial conditions at maximum velocity. The optimal cost for the Maneuver Automaton JO*
is in such cases much higher than the true cost J*; in other words, the optimality penalty

we must accept for the use of the Automaton framework is relatively very high.

Optimal selection of trajectory primitives

The question that we want to address at this point is the following. Given a maximum

number of trajectory primitives, what is the choice of trim trajectories such that the optimal

control solution on the Maneuver Automaton can approximate the "true" solution to the

maximum extent? In other words, what is the choice of primitives which minimizes J* -

J*? Conversely, we are interested in the question: Given a desired optimality gap, can

we characterize the minimum number of trajectory primitives that achieves it? In the

following we will present the solution to these problems in the simple case of the double

integrator. Even though the extensibility of the results to more general systems is not

clear at present, the results will provide some important insight in the relationship between

trajectory primitive selection and optimality.

The first result addresses the problem of finding the coarsest, countable quantization of

trim trajectories, which results in a given penalty e on the optimal cost, for initial conditions

at rest (we are considering possibly infinite, but countable, sets of trajectory primitives). By

coarsest here we mean the quantization such that the number of different trim trajectories

with velocity setting between Vmax and any Vmin c (0, vmax) is minimized.

Theorem 3.3 (Optimal minimum-time quantization) Given a tolerance e > 0 on
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the cost penalty, the coarsest trajectory primitive quantization, such that J*(0, y) < (1 +
E)J*(0, y), is given by the countable set of trim trajectories:

ipi- 1Vmax (3.12)

where:

p := 1+ 2e - 2  E2
+ E,

together with the countable set of minimum-time maneuvers between all pairs of trim tra-

jectories.

Proof: We are considering the baseline case in which the initial conditions are at rest,
i.e. q = 0, io = 0. Defining Y := ., the optimal cost function in this case is given by:

f y' for ly| < Y
J*(0 y) umax

IY _ Vmax for |yl > Y
Vmax umax

As we already know, the cost function J*(0, y) = J*(0, y) for lyI sufficiently large, that is
for ly| > Y.

Now consider the same setup, but constrain the velocity to be bounded by pVmax, with

p < 1. The optimal cost function in this case will be given by:

YI for |y| < p2 y
J,(0, y) umax

1 _ Pvmax for |y| > p2ypomax Umax-~

As it can be expected, J*(O, y) ;> J*(o, y). However, if we consider PVmax a new level of

quantization of the Maneuver Automaton trim trajectories, we have that the corresponding

optimal cost function Ji(0, y) < Jo(0, y) for lyj < Y. As a consequence, we can pick p
in such a way that Ji(0, ±Y) = J*(0, ±Y) = (1 + E)J*(0, ±Y) = (1 + e)Jo(0, ±Y). The

smallest value of p that satisfies this condition can be computed as follows:

p = + E- E2 + 2E.

Notice that this is the smallest p such that the cost j1 is always bounded above by (1+ e)J*,
for initial conditions at rest (see Fig. 3-6).

Now we can repeat the argument for the next level of quantization: since the above

expression for p we derived only depends on e, the next quantization level will be given by

2 =  P2Vmax, and each couple ij will provide an e approximation of the true optimal

cost over the interval p'Y < ly < p'-1Y. We have thus established that a logarithmic

scaling of the velocity quantization levels provides the coarsest Automaton capable of ap-

proximating the optimal cost function J* within a factor of 1 + e, from initial conditions at

rest. U

Now we would like to extend this result to initial conditions with non-zero velocity.
That is, we would like to analyze the penalty induced by the velocity quantization on the
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optimal cost, if the initial conditions are not at rest. This can be done by recognizing that

the optimal cost can be written as:

J*(yy) = J*(Oy) - ,y) (3.13)

where y' = y - 1/2 y 2 /u*(y,y). The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.13)

corresponds to the time needed to accelerate or decelerate between zero and the initial

velocity, and its magnitude is less than or equal to the optimal cost.

Since the Automaton includes time-optimal maneuvers, we also have that:

j*(piomax, y) = j*(0,y) - pma

U (p'Vmax, y)

As a consequence:

j*(piVmax,y) < (1+e)J*(0,y') P Vmax

U* (p Vmax, Y)

< (1 + E)J*(piVmax,y) + EJ*(piVmax, y) = (1 + 2E)J*(piVmax, y).

Thus, the quantization (3.12) results in a penalty on the optimal cost bounded by EJ* for

initial conditions at rest, and by 2EJ* for initial conditions with non-zero velocity.

These results, even though limited to a very simple case, do provide some interesting

insight in the nature of the optimal choice of trim trajectories, or quantization levels. When

far from the "equilibrium", and moving at high speed, relatively few quantization levels are

needed for almost optimal performance. However, as the speed is reduced, and the impor-

tance of fine motion control becomes predominant, a much finer quantization is required.

This is in accordance with the concept of "minimum attention control" [20]. In the follow-

ing, we will always choose trim trajectory based on a logarithmic quantization of the trim

parameter space, even though this is not a provably optimal choice in the general case.

One may note that the optimality of a logarithmic quantization scale for a double

integrator bears a strikingly similarity to results obtained for quadratic stability of quantized

linear systems [33], and nesting of switching sets in the so-called High Performance Bounded

control methodology [121].

3.4.2 Three degrees of freedom helicopter

In this section we will address the minimum-time control problem for the three degrees of

freedom helicopter introduced in section (2.3.2). The main motivation of this section is

to show how a Maneuver Automaton can be built from the analysis of experimental data,
together with insight in the fundamental properties of the system's dynamics. Even though

a detailed model for the system could be derived (including all aerodynamic forces and

rotor inflow modelling), the construction of the Maneuver Automaton for this system will

be carried out with the assumption that the dynamics are not precisely known, and most

of the information about the vehicle has to be derived from experiments.

As already mentioned, the symmetry group for the system is the group of rotations

about a vertical axis, H = S 1 . Correspondingly, relative equilibria correspond to constant

heading rate rotations. For simplicity of exposition, we will only consider rotations with

zero pitch angle (this measures the inclination of the arm with respect to the horizontal

plane). Moreover, for safety reason, the roll angle c5 is limited to ±30 degrees.
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Experimentally, it was found that the maximum speed of the helicopter, while maintain-

ing constant altitude, and a roll angle of ±30' is about 110' per second, which is reached

asymptotically. All velocity settings in (-110,110) are achievable in steady state, and so

the trim trajectory selection can be carried out at will in this set. As a practical maximum

velocity setting we can choose ±800 /s, which is achieved in about 16.5s and a total rota-

tion of about 8000, and then choose other velocity setting using a logarithmic scaling with

p = 1/2; this scaling would result, in the ideal case of a double integrator, in a performance

loss of e = 25%. Finally, only six velocity settings other than zero were considered, namely

(±80, ±40, ±20)0/s.

Since the dynamics are not well known, especially at high velocity regimes, the problem

of determining the full trim conditions (i.e. (g, ii)q, other than the imposed iQ) is solved

through the use of a feedback controller, designed to track steps in '; the feedback control

law used is a simplification of the control law for small helicopters detailed in Chapter 5. t

The results are reported in Table 3.1.

Index q E QT I Heading rate ?[deg/s I Roll angle #{deg]

0 0 -1
1 20 -5

2 40 -7.5

3 80 -15

4 -20 2
5 -40 4.5

6 -80 12

Table 3.1: Trim settings for the three degrees of freedom helicopter.

The maneuvers are also generated through the same feedback control law. Strictly

speaking, since the controller provides only asymptotic tracking (even if at an exponential

rate), these are not finite time transitions from trim to trim. However, for all practical

purposes it is possible to choose the maneuver termination time as the time at which the

state of the system settles to within a given accuracy (depending for example on the noise

level of the sensors).

Maneuvers were generated and recorded for each transition between trim trajectories

(and averaged over several runs). Results, in the form of the aggregate maneuver data

(T, AO) are given in Table 3.2. Note that we "unroll" the heading coordinate (we keep

track of the number of revolutions: a rotation of 3600 is different from a zero rotation); as

a consequence our symmetry group is actually R. An example of a maneuver (from -20 0 /s
to 40 0 /s is also reported in Fig. 3-7.

Once the maneuver library is available, it is desired to use it to solve in real-time

minimum-time optimal control laws. The (sub)-optimal cost function can be built through

the algorithm described in Section 3.3.2. However, in the case at hand, we can make good

use of additional properties of the Maneuver Automaton to achieve a better approximation

of the cost function.

A fact that is always true is following:

tlt is important to remark that this feedback control law is only used for the off-line generation of

trajectory primitives. While it can also be used for on-line local stabilization of the system, it is not

appropriate for the solution of minimum-time control problems.
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Figure 3-7: Example maneuver for the 3-DOF helicopter.

Proposition 3.1 The gradient of the Maneuver Automaton optimal cost function, at points
such that r* > 0, satisfies:

OJ(q, h) h
Oh

Proof: Along an optimal trajectory the total derivative dJ(q(t), h(t))/dt of the optimal
cost-to-go must be equal to the negative of the incremental cost g. Since the optimal cost
function does not depend explicitly on time, along a trim trajectory (i.e. for constant q),
we have that di/dt = J(q(t), h(t))/&h - h. But along a trim trajectory we also have that
h = hg, and g = -yq, which proves the claim. U

This can be seen a restatement of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (1.7) along a
trim trajectory of the Maneuver Automaton. However, the optimal cost-to-go function is
not continuously differentiable in the Maneuver Automaton case - it is not even continuous
- and it cannot be derived as a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial differential

equation.

The result in Proposition 3.1 is especially useful when the symmetry group is one-

dimensional, because in this case the gradient of J is completely characterized. In addition,
we can extend the result to non-isolated points on a switching surface (that is, points such

that the optimal coasting time is equal to zero, and an immediate switch is demanded for
optimality), since the gradient in such cases will be the gradient corresponding to the first
trim trajectory on which the ensuing maneuver sequence will stay for a finite amount of
time.

Using the above considerations on the gradient of the optimal cost function, and storing
optimal controls along with the optimal cost at each "representative state", or grid point, we
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Figure 3-8: Optimal cost for the 3-DOF helicopter Maneuver Automaton.

can build an approximation architecture that performs better than the general piecewise-

constant architecture in Section 3.3.2 (in the sense that the approximation error will be

smaller for the same choice of representative states). The optimal cost function for initial

conditions at rest and initial conditions at the maximum velocity trim setting are reported

in Fig. 3-8.

Based on the Maneuver Automaton structure outlined in this section, and the corre-

sponding optimal cost just computed, a real-time controller was implemented on a three

degrees of freedom helicopter. The experiment was run as follows. First of all, a take-off

phase is executed, in which the helicopter can acquire the desired state, hovering at zero

pitch angle, and zero heading (that is on the vertical of the take-off position). At t = 5s, a

command is given to hover at -90'. At time t = 12s, before the helicopter reached the pre-

viously commanded position, a new command is issued, according to which the helicopter

must hover at +3600. The reference trajectory is generated by the maneuver automaton,

and a tracking controller ensures that the the state of the helicopter stays "close" to the

reference trajectory (more details on the design of feedback controllers to integrate with the

Maneuver Automaton will be given in the next chapter). The recorded data from the exper-

iment are shown in Fig. 3-9. As it can be seen from the picture, the generated sub-optimal

trajectory is consistent with the system's dynamics, and can be followed very accurately

by a very simple controller. Very little knowledge of the system's dynamics (at least in an

analytical model) was used in generating the trajectory, and only results from experiments

formed the basis of the maneuver library. In the bottom picture is also reported the evo-

lution of the discrete state q C QT U QM (with the indices of the maneuvers available in

Tables 3.1,3.2).
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Figure 3-9: Real-time sub-optimal trajectory generation experiment for the 3-DOF heli-
copter.

3.4.3 Small autonomous helicopter

As a last application example, we consider the minimum time optimal control problem,
for a small autonomous helicopter. We will use a mixed approach in the generation of the

trajectory primitives for constructing a Maneuver Automaton.
First we will use an approximation of the helicopter dynamics to construct maneuvers.

If in the model of the helicopter presented in Chapter 2 we assume that the only input
force acting on the system is directed along a body-fixed direction, and that drag forces
are attitude-independent, the system becomes differentially flat (see also [88, 137, 62]). A
possible choice of flat outputs consists of the position and heading (that is, the position on
the symmetry group H).

Differential flatness of the system means that, given any trajectory h(t) and its deriva-
tives, we can recover completely the state and control trajectories that generate it. This can

be readily verified in the following way. Given a desired acceleration z, the corresponding
force f might easily be derived by solving:

mz= f+mg + b(±)

where e is the gravity acceleration, and b represents the drag forces, assumed to be attitude-

independent. The magnitude of f gives us immediately the amount of thrust (u4 = T)
required. Since in this simplified model of the helicopter the thrust is generated along a
body-fixed direction, the attitude of the helicopter is determined, up to a rotation about

the direction of f. However, since i/ is given (it is one of the flat outputs), the attitude can

be uniquely determined using this additional piece of informationt. By looking at up to
the fourth-order derivative of the position, we can eventually compute the required angular
acceleration, and compute the required control torques ui, u2, U3.

It is then immediate to compute the trim conditions, assigning h(t) = exp(igqt). In order
to compute maneuvers, a convenient approach is the following. A maneuver is a transition
from a trim trajectory given by the exponential of 'rj E I to a trim trajectory given by

*This is possible when away from singularities, including attitudes for which either the pitch or the roll

angle are equal to ir/2 radians. For further details, see Chapter 5
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Figure 3-10: Example geometry.

the exponential of q2 E [J. We can constrain the generated maneuver to be a piecewise-

polynomial function (spline) connecting ni and n2 in a smooth way, in the shortest possible

time (while staying within the boundaries of the flight envelope, and the actuator saturation

limits). Since the relative degree of the helicopter is four, in order to ensure continuity in

the control input, we need to impose four constraints in the boundary conditions at the

start of the maneuver, and four more at the end of the maneuver. Notice that the evolution

of q(t) is described by a spline, while in general the shape of the trajectory will be a more

complicated curve, with derivative h(t) = h(t)r(t). The search for the minimum-time spline

corresponding to each transition can be done via a simple bisection method.

In this example, we will consider an obstacle-free environment, and will consider only

trajectories in the horizontal plane. In this case the problem has an axial symmetry, and

the relevant information in the outer state vector can be reduced to the scalar quantities p

and A, that is the distance and the line-of-sight angle to the target (see Fig. 3-10).

In the example, the design trim trajectories collection is defined by:

(V, 0, y, #) C {0, 1.25, 2.5, 5,10 m/s}

x{-1,0.5,0,0.5, 1 rad/s}

x{0 rad} x {0 rad}.

Reference maneuvers are computed for transition between all trim trajectories.

An initial proper control policy, based on heuristics, can easily be derived (i.e. stop

the helicopter, turn facing the target, move slowly towards the target). Application of a

value iteration algorithm provides convergence in the evaluation of the optimal cost-to-

go to within one hundredth of a second in 15 iterations. The evaluation of the optimal

cost is carried out off-line (see Fig. 3-11), and requires computation times of the order

of one hour; the storage of the data requires about 1 MB of memory. The evaluation of

the optimal control, that is minimization of J defined in Eq. 3.9, to be done in real-time,
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Figure 3-11: Value iteration results and optimal cost function for initial conditions at hover.

requires only a few hundredths of a second on a 300 MHz Pentium CPU, and is therefore

implementable on current on-board computer systems for small aerial vehicles. Examples

of trajectories obtained by simulation are shown in Fig. 3-12. In these figures, the height

of the stems represents the velocity of the vehicle; moreover, solid lines and circle symbols

indicate transitions.
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Figure 3-12: Simulated trajectory and velocity profile, starting from a high speed turn away

from the target (left), and from high speed flight over the target. On the horizontal axes

are reported the East and North position, in meters, and on the vertical axis is reported

the magnitude of the velocity, in m/s.
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Index p e QM Pre(p) | Next(p) | Maneuver Duration T[s] | Maneuver displacement AV)[deg]
10 0 1 4.5 44.2
11 0 2 7.5 166.8
12 0 3 16.5 794
13 0 4 4 -40.72
14 0 5 7.5 -172.9
15 0 6 16.5 -793.6
16 1 0 4 37.22
17 1 2 5 143.5
18 1 3 14.5 830.4
19 1 4 6 -12.39
20 1 5 10.5 -147.6
21 1 6 16.5 -662.7
22 2 0 6 110.5
23 2 1 4 118.8
24 2 3 10.5 644.2
25 2 4 8 51.1
26 2 5 9.5 9.222
27 2 6 18 -572.1
28 3 0 9.5 381.7
29 3 1 7.5 324.3
30 3 2 4.5 257.3
31 3 4 12 320
32 3 5 15 233.4
33 3 6 22 -331
34 4 0 3.5 -30.46
35 4 1 6 -5.828
36 4 2 10 145.3
37 4 3 19 806.9
38 4 5 5 -163.9
39 4 6 11.5 -638.3
40 5 0 5.5 -115
41 5 1 9 -83.41
42 5 2 10.5 34.59
43 5 3 21 710.2
44 5 4 3.5 -107.8
45 5 6 10.5 -665.8
46 6 0 10 -386.1
47 6 1 10 -453.2
48 6 2 14.5 -238.8
49 6 3 26 523.7
50 6 4 8 -401.2
51 6 5 6 -367.1

Table 3.2: Maneuver data for the 3-DOF helicopter.
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Chapter 4

The Robust Maneuver Automaton

In this chapter we present extensions to the nominal Maneuver Automaton introduced in

Chapter 3, aimed at ensuring that the trajectories generated by the Automaton are con-

sistent with the system's dynamics, even in the presence of disturbances and unmodeled

dynamics in the system and in the environment. For this purpose, we first introduce the

notion of invariant tracking and stabilization, aimed at designing controllers in such a way

that the symmetry of the system's dynamics is preserved under closed loop control. Sec-

ond, we characterize the robustness properties of the trajectory primitives in the Maneuver

Automaton, under the action of the invariant controllers. Finally, we introduce the Robust

Maneuver Automaton, and give conditions for its consistency.

4.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter we introduced the Maneuver Automaton as a new tool to imple-

ment the dynamics of a system, which enables the development of efficient motion planning

algorithms. However, the discussion of the Maneuver Automaton was limited to the case in

which the dynamics of the system are completely known, and the initial conditions corre-

spond exactly to one of the trajectory primitives from which the Automaton is built. In real

applications, it is generally not possible to accurately model all of the forces and torques

which act on the system, and neither it is possible to set exactly the initial conditions.

Nonetheless, the effect of the disturbances on the system, as well as the effect of deviations

from the nominal initial conditions, must be accounted for: We will therefore need to exam-

ine the behavior of the system at non-nominal conditions, and make sure that the resulting

system trajectories stay in some sense "close" to the trajectories of the nominal system.

In general, this requires some form of feedback control, complementing the feed-forward,

open-loop reference input trajectory 'i(t) stored in the Maneuver Automaton along with the

reference state trajectory. Since the development of the Maneuver Automaton framework

was based on the exploitation of the symmetries in the system's dynamics, it is natural

to require the same invariance in the closed-loop system (that is, the vehicle subject to a

feedback control law).

From the modeling point of view, we can represent the effect of external disturbances,

unmodeled dynamics, and modeling errors by augmenting the control input vector u with

a disturbance input vector w, which is not available to the designer. Hence, in this chapter,

we will consider nw > 0 in the system's equations.
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4.2 Invariant Tracking and Stabilization

In the definition of the trajectory primitives, we relied on the existence of symmetries in
the system's dynamics, under control signals assigned a priori. If the control inputs are
computed as a function of the state (feedback control), the existence of symmetries is no
longer ensured. On the other hand, it is possible to design the feedback control law in such
a way that symmetries are preserved.

Given the initial conditions x0 C X, and a control and disturbance input signal (i, 0),
the nominal evolution of the system is described by xref(t) = #(,O)(t, xo). If, however, the

disturbance input is not zero, in general the evolution of the system will be such that x(t) =
(us)(xo, t) # xref (t). The same can be said even in the case in which the disturbance

inputs w are identically zero, but the initial conditions are different from x0.
To reject the adverse effect of the disturbance input or of non-nominal initial conditions,

it is possible to add to the open-loop control signal ii a (static) feedback control law K :
X x X x U -- U which, measuring the "error" between x(t) and xref(t), and relying

on the knowledge of the open-loop control ni(t) provides a suitable control action u(t)
z(x(t), xref (t), i(t)), aimed at reducing the future "errors".

Assuming that the mechanical control system S has a symmetry group H, the question
that we are interested in addresssing at this point is the following: does the closed loop
system obtained by setting u = n(x, Xref, ii) maintain the same symmetry group? Since
the Maneuver Automaton framework hinges on the existence of symmetries, maintaining
the invariance properties of the open-loop dynamics under feedback control is convenient
in addressing robustness issues of the Automaton. The problem of invariant tracking and
stabilization was introduced by Rouchon and Rudolph in [113], and is based on the design
of a control law such that the dynamics of an appropriately defined invariant state error
are made asymptotically stable.

We can define invariance for the feedback control law in much the same way as we did
for the system dynamics:

Definition 4.1 (Invariant static state feedback) A static state feedback , : X x X x
U - U is said invariant with respect to the group H if:

/(X'h(X), Wh(Xref), i) = l(X, Xref, i) VX, Xref c X, h c H, ii E U. (4.1)

It is evident from our formulation of the system's dynamics that if the feedback control
law K is an invariant static state feedback, the symmetry properties of the open-loop system
will be preserved in the closed loop (assuming no disturbances). Now the question remains
of how to design an invariant state feedback. One possible way to do this is based on the
construction of an invariant state error; if the control law is designed in such a way that
it is a function only of an invariant error (and of the open-loop control input), it can be
readily seen that it is itself invariant.

Definition 4.2 (Invariant state error) A local (resp. global) invariant state error is a
smooth map e: X x X - 2n such that, for all X 1 , X 2 G X :

" e(x1, -) and e(., x 2) are local (resp. global) diffeomorphisms on X

* e(Xi, x 2 ) = 0 if and only if x 1 = X2

* e(Xi, x2) = e (4 h(x1),' (x2))
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For a mechanical system on a Lie group, a possible choice for an invariant state error is

given by

e(X, Xref) x (ge,( - Ad 9.1 ref) (4.2)

where ge := g-fg and x is is a coordinate chart for the state manifold (G, g). The error

is hence determined by ge, that is the relative motion from the desired frame to the body

frame, and the quantity (- Ad ,-1 ref, which represents the difference between the velocity

and the desired velocity, both expressed in body frame. Other possible choices of invariant

errors for a system on a Lie group are discussed in [22]. Additional examples of invariant

error functions for other kinds of systems (including differentially flat systems) are presented

in [113].

Under the action of an invariant feedback control, the dynamics of an invariant state

error are also invariant. Notice that this means that the state error dynamics are time

invariant on a trim trajectory [53]. An invariant tracking controller is then a controller

that makes the error dynamics asymptotically stable. One possible approach for tracking

control design is based on the definition of a Control Lyapunov function V(e) on the state

error, and the computation of a control input that makes its derivative along trajectories

LeV negative definite [5, 125, 37].

4.3 Robustness characterization of trajectory primitives

The trajectories generated by the nominal Maneuver Automaton, as introduced in Chapter

3, can be regarded as reference trajectories which have to be tracked by the actual system.

In order to decouple tracking/stabilization and motion planning concerns, we want to ensure

that, for each trajectory primitive in the Maneuver Automaton, a feedback control law is

available that keeps the system "close" to the nominal trajectory. In this section we will

look at the characterization of such "closeness" for the two different classes of trajectory

primitives on which the Maneuver Automaton is built.

4.3.1 Relative Equilibria

Relative equilibria are by definition trajectory primitives which characterized by an infinite

time horizon: it is in principle possible that the system be required to stay "close" to a trim

trajectory for an indefinite amount of time. As a consequence, the robustness characteristics

of equilibrium points can be expressed in terms of invariant sets.

Recall that, on a relative equilibrium (identified by the index q E QT), the nominal

trajectory is described by Eq. (3.1):

Xref (t) - I(ho exp(qt), zq) = 'Wh(t)(zq) (4.3)

where h(t) = ho exp(qt) is the nominal position on the symmetry group.

Given an invariant state error e, the deviation from the nominal trajectory is (dropping

the explicit dependence on time of x,xref, and h):

e (X,Tref)=e (X,X'Th(Xq)) = ('1(X),:Tq) =eq (4' 1 x) h44

Under the action of a control law r, the evolution of the state error can be obtained

from the actual and nominal state flows:

# e ,)(t, eo) = e((Kw)(t, hoztq), 'hoexptq ), (4.5)
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Figure 4-1: Invariant set definitions.

with the initial state error being defined by eo = e(x(O), xrej(0)).

Definition 4.3 (Invariant set) A set M C R' is said to be an invariant set if for all

eo c M, w e W, and t > 0

,w) (t, e0) c M

Invariant sets correspond to "tubes" centered on trim trajectories, with a constant "section"

(and M corresponds to the section at the identity on the symmetry group). If a Lyapunov

function is knwon for the closed loop system, invariant sets correspond to level sets of the

Lyapunov function.

Assuming that the magnitude of the disturbance input is bounded, in general it is

possible to design a feedback control law that maintains the error bounded. In particular,
it is of interest to characterize what is the smallest invariant set to which it is possible to

reduce the error, given enough time.

Definition 4.4 (Limit set) The limit set of a trim trajectory q is the smallest invariant

set Cq associated with that trajectory.

Since the limit set can in principle have zero dimension, or require infinite time for the

system to enter it, we will also consider a practical limit set, as an arbitrary (in general

small, but finite) invariant set Qq ;2 0q. The objective of the feedback control law acting on

the automaton will be to maintain the state error within this practical limit set, whenever

the system is executing a trim trajectory.

Definition 4.5 (Recoverability set) The recoverability set Rq of a trim trajectory is the

largest set for which there exists a finite time i such that for all initial conditions eo G Rq,

and for all disturbance signals w c W, the errors enters the (practical) limit set, that is if:

# C (t, eo) q, Vt > i. (4.6)
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In general, the exact determination of the sets Rq and Qq presents a very difficult

challenge. However, often it is possible to compute conservative approximations, in the

sense that we can compute a set Rq C Rq such that for all initial conditions in Rq the

system trajectory will enter a set Qq ;;> Qq after a finite time, and stay in Qq thereafter.

Level sets of (control) Lyapunov functions are particularly well suited for this purpose.

It is obviously of interest to design a control law in such a way to have a large Rq, and

a small Qq. In the case in which the control law provides global stability, Rq will coincide

with X, and in the case in which we have asymptotic stability, Qq can in principle be made

as small as desired (in the general case, this is possible only if the disturbance signal w

vanishes, or can be measured and exactly matched by the control). However, in the design

of the Maneuver Automaton, it will be more appropriate to set the practical limit set to be

large enough to be attained "quickly", without requiring excessive settling times.

4.3.2 Maneuvers

Similar concepts, close in nature to Lyapunov stability theory, cannot be defined for the

maneuvers, since these are by definition objects with a finite time horizon. Instead we will

use a concept more closely related to Poincar6 maps.

Definition 4.6 (Image of a set) We will define the image of a set C, under the maneu-

ver p c QM the smallest set D G R 2n such that for all eo c C,, and for all disturbance

signals w E WV (supported on [0, T)),

r,(Tq, eo) c Dp.

The objective of the control law is to make the ending set Dp as small as possible for a

given starting set Cp. Notice that we are not directly interested in the transient behavior

of the system during the execution of the maneuver, as long as we can ensure that at the

end of the maneuver the state enters the set D,.

4.4 The Robust Maneuver Automaton

At this point we can extend the definition of the nominal Maneuver Automaton, given in

the previous chapter, in order to address robustness issues.

We will call such a control architecture a Maneuver Automaton:

Definition 4.7 (Robust Maneuver Automaton) A Robust Maneuver Automaton (RoMA)

over a mechanical control system S, with symmetry group H, is described by the following

objects:

" A finite set of indices Q = QT U QM c N, where the subscript T relates to trim

trajectories, and the subscript M relates to maneuvers.

e A finite set of trim trajectory parameters (t, y, ii)q, with q E QT. Define i9= Adjq 'q.

* A finite set of maneuver parameters, and nominal state and control trajectories (T, i, 4)q,
with q G QM.

" The maps Pre : QM QT, and Next : QM - QT such that Pre(q) and Next(q) give,

respectively, the index of the trim trajectories from which the maneuver q starts and

ends.
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* A finite set of control laws nq, q G QT U QM-

e A collection of invariant sets Qq, Rq, q E QT

" A collection of maneuver starting and ending sets C,, Dp, p c QM

* A continuous controller state h e H

* A discrete controller state q c Q.

* A clock state 0 c R, which evolves according to 0 1, and which is reset after each

switch on q.

4.4.1 Automaton Consistency

In order to decouple stability and motion planning concerns we must make sure that, given

any sequence of hybrid controls (trim trajectory-maneuvers sequences), the actual trajectory

of the controlled system will remain "close" to the nominal trajectory, in the presence of

disturbances. We will call this property consistency:

Definition 4.8 (Automaton consistency) We say that a Robust Maneuver Automaton

is consistent if, given any initial conditions (q, h, x)O, with initial error eo E Qq0 and any

sequence of hybrid inputs D, the following is always true:

e(x,hyq) G Qq.

In other words, a Robust Maneuver Automaton is said to be consistent if all trajectories

generated by the Automaton are executable by the system, even in the presence of distur-

bances, up to a known error bound. In this sense, a consistent Robust Maneuver Automaton

enables the implementation of robust motion planning algorithms.

In order to ensure that a Robust Maneuver Automaton is indeed consistent, we can

check for the following condition:

Proposition 4.1 (Sufficient conditions for consistency) A Robust Maneuver Automa-

ton is consistent if for all p G QM the following conditions hold:

1. Cp 2 QPre(p);

2. Dp C RNext(p);

3. Dp C_ QNext(p);

Notice that if the first and second conditions are satisfied, the third one can always be

satisfied by adequately extending the maneuvers with a "recovery phase" at the new trim

trajectory. A possible way to generate this recovery phase would be to use the controller

associated with the new trim trajectory, which is known to take the error into the invariant

set QNext(p) in finite time.
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4.5 Examples

It is apparent at this point what the procedure for "robustifying" a Maneuver Automaton

is:

1. Build a nominal Maneuver Automaton.

2. Design invariant feedback controllers for each primitive in the Automaton.

3. Compute estimates of limit and recoverability sets on trim trajectories.

4. Compute Poincare maps for the maneuvers.

5. If consistency conditions are not met, extend maneuvers by recovery times, or possibly

relax the tracking requirements by choosing larger practical limit sets.

In the following, we will give a simple example of the construction of such Robust Ma-

neuvers Automata. A more complex example, involving the design of an invariant tracking

feedback control law for a small autonomous helicopter, will be the subject of the next

chapter.

4.5.1 Double Integrator

As a first, simple example, consider again the double integrator of Section 3.4.1, with

constraints on maximum acceleration and velocity (Jul < 1 and l < 1 in non-dimensional

units). In addition, this time we will also consider the effect of a disturbance force (e.g.

drag) on the system. We will assume that the magnitude of the disturbance force, and the

resulting acceleration w, are bounded, and smaller than the maximum control magnitude:

|wJ < e < 1. The following treatment of the double integrator case, based on level sets of

quadratic Lyapunov functions, can be easily extended to higher-dimensional linear systems.

Setting x1 = y, and x2 = , a state-space formulation of the dynamics of the system is

the following:

- = , 01 x + [0](u + W). (4.7)
dt X2 .0 0 X2 1.

An invariant state error is given by:

e(x, xref) (x - Xref).

An invariant tracking controller can be derived by choosing a control cost p2 > 0 and solving

for the unique stabilizing solution of the Riccati equation:

ATP+PA - IPBBTP+I= 0,
p

with A [ 1 ], B = [0, 1]T, and setting

u= sat(uref - I BTPe)
p

with uref corresponding to the nominal open-loop control input (i.e. iref AXrej +BUref).

Simple algebra yields:

P = 2p+1 p p (4.8)
p pV2 p+1I
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Choosing the Lyapunov function V(e) = eTPe, its derivative along trajectories of the
system satisfies:

dt
d+V(e) =2eTPe = -2eTP( Ax + Bu + Bw - ref).

Assuming that the control input u does not saturate (IBTPeI < p2 (1 - luref1)), we have:

dt V -e = 2e'e + 2eTPBw < -ee + e||eI2||PB||2.

An estimate of the limit set is obtained by choosing the smallest invariant set determined
by contour levels of V. In our case, the derivative of V along trajectories of the system
is guaranteed to be negative outside the ball of radius en- = ep 2(p + 1), centered at the
origin. Hence, an estimate of the limit set is given by the level set V(e) < VQ := e2 Amax(P),
where Amax(P) is the largest eigenvalue of P; the corresponding recoverability set is the
whole space.

The magnitude of the maximum velocity error is given by P1 1 VQ/ det(P). Hence,
in order to ensure envelope protection, when selecting trim trajectories, the maximum
magnitude of the nominal velocity must be chosen so that Vmax < 1 - P11 VQ/ det(P).
The position error is guaranteed to be bounded by /P 22 VQ/ det(P), which determines the
size of the "tube" around the trajectory in the physical space.

Moreover, the maximum magnitude of the feedback control input is given by -: P22 V9-
p

Hence, if maneuvers are designed in such a way that the maximum nominal acceleration
is Umax < 1 - 4- P22 V then the invariance of level sets V(e) < VQ is preserved under

maneuvers as well (in the sense that if the maneuver start sets C, are contained in level
sets V(e) < VQ, so will be the corresponding maneuver end sets D,). This corresponds
to limiting the "aggressiveness" of nominal maneuvers to maintain the control authority
needed to keep the state error small enough to ensure the consistency of the automaton.
An alternative approach would be to design nominal maneuvers using higher acceleration
levels, and "specialized" tracking controllers for maneuvers; if needed, recovery phases at
the end of each nominal maneuver can be introduced.

As an example, assume E = 0.1, and choose p = 0.5. To guarantee "flight envelope"
protection, the maximum nominal velocity magnitude must be chosen as Vmax 5 0.8462, and
the maximum nominal acceleration magnitude as Umax < 0.6232 (if we want to maintain
the same tracking controller for all trajectory primitives). The magnitude of the position
error will be bounded by e1,max = 0.1088. An example of the actual trajectory of a system
governed by a Robust Maneuver Automaton, subject to a worst-case disturbance, is given
in Figure 4-2, together with its nominal trajectory.
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Chapter 5

Invariant tracking control design

for autonomous helicopters

In this chapter we present a control design technique for a class of nonlinear, underac-

tuated mechanical systems, based on a backstepping procedure. This class includes an

approximation of small helicopter dynamics. The need to avoid artificial singularities due

to the attitude representation is the main driver behind the control design presented in

this chapter: to achieve this goal, we will operate directly in the configuration manifold of

the vehicle. The control design provides asymptotic tracking for an approximate model of

small helicopters, and bounded tracking when more complete models are considered, and

in the presence of bounded disturbances. Since the control design method is based on the

construction of a Lyapunov function on an invariant state error, it is relatively easy to

estimate invariant sets and Poincare maps for the closed-loop system. The computation

of these estimates can be used to check the nesting conditions (4.1) for consistency of the

Robust Maneuver Automaton.

5.1 Background

In the recent past, the design and implementation of control algorithms for autonomous

helicopters has been the object of a relevant body of research, due to an identified need for

maneuverable autonomous aerial vehicles, for both military and civil applications. While

slower and less fuel-efficient than airplanes, helicopters are capable of vertical take off and

landing, hover, and in general are more maneuverable in tight spaces than airplanes. As a

consequence, helicopters are one of the best platforms for operations in urban or otherwise

cluttered environments. However, in many respects the dynamics of a helicopter are more

complicated than the dynamics of a fixed wing aircraft: A helicopter is inherently unstable

at hover, and the flight characteristics change dramatically over the entire flight envelope.

In recent papers, feedback linearization techniques have been applied to helicopter mod-

els. The main difficulty in the application of such techniques is the fact that, for any mean-

ingful selection of outputs, the helicopter dynamics are non-minimum phase, and hence are

not directly input-output linearizable. However, it is possible to find good approximations

to the helicopter dynamics such that the approximate system is input-output linearizable,
and bounded tracking can be achieved [42, 62] The feedback linearization approach suffers

from the fact that, since the attitude is usually parameterized using Euler angles, singu-

larities arise when performing some maneuvers, such as loops, barrel rolls, split-S's and
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others. A possible solution to the singularity problem is represented by chart switching
when approaching a singularity. However, this can be cumbersome in implementation, and
can lead to excessively high gains in the proximity of singularities.

On the other hand, the singularities arising in these models are artifacts due to the choice
of the attitude parameterization (Euler angles), and do not reflect any intrinsic characteris-
tic of the helicopter dynamics. The need to avoid artificial singularities due to the attitude
representation is the main driver behind the control design presented in this chapter: To
achieve this goal, we will operate directly in the configuration manifold of the helicopter.
The "tracking on manifolds" problem was presented and solved in [22] for fully actuated
mechanical systems: In this chapter we present an extension, for achieving asymptotic (lo-
cally exponential) tracking of trajectories for a particular class of underactuated mechanical
systems. An approximate model of helicopter dynamics can be shown to be in this class:
The approximation that will be used in the following is the same one that leads to feedback
linearizability, or differential flatness of the model. However, the method presented here
can deal without any modification with more accurate models, including for example simple
aerodynamic forces.

The control design will be based on a non-trivial extension of backstepping ideas [64]
to dynamic systems on manifolds. In its basic form the backstepping procedure is car-
ried out on a chain of integrators (integrator backstepping); in our case the backstepping
procedure is implemented on a dynamic system evolving on the group of rotations in the
three-dimensional space SO(3). A backstepping approach for control of underactuated, non-
minimum phase nonlinear systems was used in [39] for control of surface vessels: Our prob-
lem is more difficult since we need to control the rigid body motion in the three-dimensional

space, as opposed to the plane. A very similar, yet independently developed control design

method was presented in [83], where a backstepping procedure was implemented to control
a helicopter close to hover. However, the approach in the above paper is still partially based
on a coordinate representation, and Euler angles are used in the expression of the control
law. As a consequence, geometric singularities are not eliminated, and the system is not
able to track trajectories in which the helicopter "turns upside down" [83]. In addition to
providing a more rigorous approach to the "backstepping on manifolds" design procedure,
our formulation avoids the introduction of artificial singularities, and results in a controller
that is capable of tracking any feasible trajectory (within the limitations of the model).

In the rest of the chapter, we will first present the details of the control design method.
The fundamental idea behind the method is based on the decomposition of the dynamics
into a translational block and a rotational block. The translational dynamics, even though
underactuated, can be modelled as a controllable, linear system. This linear system is
driven by the attitude dynamics, which is a fully actuated nonlinear system, for which it
is relatively easy to track any given trajectory. The idea is to steer the attitude of the

system in such a way that the translational dynamics are stabilized. When doing this, we

must of course ensure stability of the overall closed-loop system. The design process can

be split into three parts: Control of the translational dynamics, control of the attitude,
and the backstepping procedure to construct a stabilizing (or tracking) controller for the

overall system. Since the controller design procedure will be carried out on an approximate

model, in the following section we will assess the impact of the neglected dynamics. At

that point we will be able to derive invariant sets for the closed-loop error dynamics, and
check consistency of an automaton built through the methodology presented in Section

3.4.3, augmented with an invariant control law as explained in Chapter 4. Finally we will
present and discuss some simulation examples.
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5.2 Control Design

A model of the dynamics of a small helicopter was introduced in Chapter 2. The objec-

tive of the feedback control law will be to track a smooth, feasible reference trajectory

(gef(t), re(t)) (at this point we are not limiting ourselves to trajectories generated by a

Maneuver Automaton). We will start by designing a controller for the approximate system

obtained by setting E = 0 in (2.10), and assuming that the non-conservative drag forces

b(g, () are attitude-independent (e.g. in the inertial frame the drag can be expressed as a

function of P only, i.e. -b(p)). The assumption that ei = 0 means that the control inputs

correspond to three independent moments and a force that acts in a body-fixed direction

(the rotor shaft*). We are neglecting the fact that in order to generate moments, force com-

ponents acting in directions normal to the rotor shaft are required; however, the magnitude

of these forces is small when compared to the main thrust (see also Figure 2-2).

This approximation simplifies the control design considerably: It can be shown that the

resulting approximate system is differentially flat, and hence feedback linearizable [88, 137,

62]. Even though we will not use a feedback linearization technique, the absence of unstable

zero dynamics gives an insight on the nature and the advantages of the approximate system.

5.2.1 Translational dynamics

If we consider as translational coordinates the position and velocity in the inertial frame

(p, p) = (p, Rv), the translational dynamics (2.9) can be rewritten as three double integra-

tors in parallel, subject to gravity and non-conservative, attitude-independent forces, and

driven by the force input a(R, u4 ) := Rf(u):

P= my - I6(p) + a(R, U4).

Since the translational dynamics block is essentially linear, it is easy to design a Lyapunov

function V, and a control policy Kp such that, if

a(R, u 4 ) = a(p,j) := (A k(p, P) + I) -m,

then the translational dynamics is stable, that is V,(p,jp) <; -W(p,p), where W is a positive

definite function. In other words, if we were able to control precisely the attitude, it would

be trivial to stabilize the translational dynamics. The above can be easily extended for

tracking of a reference trajectory Pref (t), by adding appropriate feed-forward terms. For

simplicity, we can use a quadratic Lyapunov function and a proportional-derivative (PD)

form for the translational dynamics control law:

/Cp(p, P) := p ref - K,(p - pref) - K (P - Pref)

where the constant gains Kp, K can be derived from standard linear control design tech-

niques, and Pref is the feed-forward term. The translational controller thus derived is clearly

invariant with respect to translations; additionally, it is invariant with respect to rotation

about a vertical axis if K, = diag(kp,h, kp,h, k,,), and Kp = diag(kp,h, kp,h, kp,,), where the

subscripts h and v distinguish horizontal and vertical gains.

If the function o(R, u4) were invertible, we would be able to use the attitude R as

a control input to the translational block. This is not the case: Imposing the condition

*Alternatively, one could consider a slightly slanted body-fixed direction, to take into account the offset

due to the tail rotor side force at hover.
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a(R, u4 ) = v determines R up to an arbitrary rotation about the direction v. However, we
can select the desired attitude Rd as the "closest" (in the sense explained below) element of
SO(3) to the reference attitude Ref for which we can find a u 4 such that a(Rd, u 4) = a(p P).
A measure of the distance between two elements R 1, R 2 of SO(3) can be derived from
the relative rotation 6R := R2 1 R1 that is still an element of SO(3) (this is an invariant
configuration error). All the elements of SO(3) (the group of orthogonal 3 x 3 matrices with
determinant +1, or rotation matrices) can be described by a fixed axis r, corresponding to
the single real eigenvector, and an angle of rotation 0, which can be derived from the complex
conjugate eigenvalues. As a measure of the magnitude of the attitude error JR, that is the
distance between the rotations R1 and R 2 , we can consider the following function [59]:

5 1
0(6R) := 1 - cos(O) = 2sin2 - - Tr(I - 6R). (5.1)

2 2

At this point, we can define the desired attitude and thrust as the solution of the following
optimization problem:

(Rd,u4d) arg min E(R- R)
(R,u)ESO(3)xR (5.2)

s.t. a(R, u) (p,

It can be verified (see the following) that a unique solution exists, and that the dependence of
(Rd, U4d) on (p, P) is smooth, excluding the sets over which Ref e3 -a(p, P) = 0. This includes
the case in which the commanded acceleration of the helicopter is equal to the gravity ac-
celeration. This singularity is inherent to the physics of the problem, and as such cannot be
avoided: it corresponds to the fact that if u4 = 0 the translational dynamics are independent
from the attitude. Moreover, in the case in which the commanded acceleration requires a
rotation of 7r/2 radians of amplitude, there are two equivalent solutions to the problem (5.2),
corresponding to U4d = ±i. Having defined the vector r := Rrefe3 x a(pA/||a(p,|2,
simple geometric reasoning t provides the following solution to the minimization problem
(5.2):

(Rot(-r, sin-'||Ir|2)Rref, ||(p, A)||2),
if Rrefe 3 -d(p, P) < 0,

(Rd, u4d) = (5.3)

(Rot (r, sin-'| r||12) Rref , -||a d(p, A)||2),

if Rref63 -d(p, P) > 0

where e3 := [0, 0, I]T, Rot(r, 0) is the rotation about the fixed axis r through an angle 9,
and - and x represent the scalar and cross products of vectors in R3 . The rotation Rot(r, 9)
is given by Rodrigues' formula:

Rot(r, 0) = 1 3 + sin 0 + (1 -cos ) 2
IIr|2 ||r|| 2

5.2.2 Attitude dynamics and backstepping control design

Once we have the desired attitude, using ideas derived from the backstepping concept [64],
we want to track Rd to stabilize the overall system. However, before we can go on with the

tBased on the fact that the smallest amplitude rotation to superimpose one unit vector onto another is
a rotation about the normal to the plane determined by the two unit vectors.
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control design, we must look at the rate of change of the objects introduced in the previous

section. First of all, we have ce5 = R TRref; accordingly, we can define 69
d := R oRd.

Furthermore, the following equalities hold:

d E(RTR) - Tr(Al'R+R b) =- Tr(QI RR + AR7'RcZ)

= - Tr (R TR( - ad)) = Skew(RTR)v. (w - wd) (5.4)

Sin Fd- (w - Wd)

where Skew(M) (M - MT), the operator (-)v is the inverse of the "hat" operator (i.e.

Sv x u = Su, Vu C R 3 , and S is a skew 3 x 3 matrix), and Pd, 6 are respectively the fixed

axis and rotation angle of the attitude error R TR, obtained by

cos5= Tr(R R)-1 sin = Skew(RTR)v.

We can finally rewrite Eq.(5.4) as

d
9e(R 'R) = v8- (w - w),

having defined Ve := sin id = Skew(R T R)v. The quantity W - Wd is an invariant attitude

rate error (as defined in Chapter 4).
Now we are ready to state the following result

Theorem 5.1 (Tracking for the approx. system) Given a smooth, feasible state tra-

jectory xre5(t) = (gre5(t), re5(t)) for a rigid body under the action of the forces in Eq.

(2.10), with ei = 0,i = 1... 4, there exists a static, invariant feedback control law under

which the system state x(t) tracks the reference trajectory xre5(t). Tracking convergence is

almost globally asymptotic, and locally exponential.

Proof: We will prove the above statement by actually building a tracking control law.

Define a candidate Lyapunov function by adding to V, terms that penalize the attitude

configuration and velocity errors. Such a candidate Lyapunov function is the following:

V V(p,p) + ko9 (RT'R)

1 (1712 1)(5.5)

+ (| + ku lu4 - U4dl2 + (5.5

where
U4d RTx~V

S =W -wa - -' Rd (i x VPp)
ko cos(0/2)

i 4 - 624 d kV, - Re3,

and
(R + Rd)e3I I (R + Rd)e

3112'

Computing the time derivative of V, with the definition of Rd and U4d given in (5.2), we

get

dV
< -W<(p,j3) + Vpl4(p,,P)(u4dRde3 - u4Re 3 )

dt

+ koVe - (Wv - Wd) + 71) + ku(U4 - U4d)(U4 - il4d) + .
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We can make the above negative semidefinite by imposing:

-knq - kOV9 (5.6)

-k((-ku(u 4 --u 4d) (5.7)

where k,, ko, k(, ku, are all positive constants. Noting that

VPV - (u4dRde3 - u 4 Re 3 )

= -VPV, . 2u4d sin (r x F) + (u 4 - u4d)Re3l

= koV 9( -W + Wd) + k(u 4 -U 4d)( -iL4 + il 4d),

we get
dV
dt < -W (p,p) - k ||rl||2- k (I 1|||| < 0.

The time derivative along system trajectory of the Lyapunov function V is hence negative-
semidefinite, for all initial conditions such that V(xo) < ko (which guarantees that 0 < 7r/2).
Asymptotic stability can be inferred from LaSalle's principle. To prove local exponential
stability, augment the Lyapunov function (5.5) with a cross term

Vcross = x [V - TI + (u4 - U4d)(I

where x is a small positive constant. The time derivative of the cross term, under the
control law (5.6) can be computed as

d [kovI012 kV0 + dV 7
djVcross x - k 8 dt

-ku(U4 - U4d)2 - k((u 4 - U4d)( + (i64 - 64d)(]

Moreover, it is possible to find positive constants Ci, c2 so that we have the following bounds:

dy8
dt - IIrH/ + c1||V e|| |||2 IP I ,

and

(i4 - 64d)( (2 + c2||P||2(

where P := [p-pref, p-pref]T . For sufficiently small x, and error vector 6 := [P, VE, r/, U4
U4d, (]T, the derivative of the augmented Lyapunov function Vtotai := V + Vros is negative
definite, and it is possible to find a A > 0 such that itotai < -AVotaI, which proves local
exponential stability. The explicit expression for the control torques u [ui, u2, u 3 ]T, and
the control force second derivative i4 are given by

u4 = 4d - k(( - ku(U4 - U4a) + k (VPV-

W =wX Jo -#(,(+ J kI- kTF+

4 u~~d- Rd (t X V pp+7-ko cos(0/2) )
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U
To the author's knowledge, the above control law is a new result, providing asymptotic

tracking for a class of underactuated mechanical systems on SE(3). While based on the

control design framework presented in [22], the new control law provides asymptotic tracking

for a broader class of systems. The class of systems for which the control law is applicable

comprises vehicles modeled as rigid bodies subject to one force in a body-fixed direction,
and three independent torque components. The main advantage of (5.2.2) is the absence of

artificial singularities, deriving from attitude parameterizations, like Euler angles. The elim-

ination of geometric singularities has been accomplished through an over-parameterization

of the outputs: We need to fully specify the reference attitude that we want to track. In

order to achieve asymptotic tracking, we need the full trajectory to be feasible, and the

reference attitude has to satisfy the constraints represented by the system dynamics. On

the other hand we can also specify an unfeasible attitude reference trajectory: In that case

we will not be able to achieve asymptotic tracking for the whole state. However, we can

guarantee that the system trajectory will be such to asymptotically track the position ref-

erence, and the attitude will be the closest (in the sense of Eq. (5.1)) element in SO(3) to

the reference attitude that ensures the feasibility of the trajectory. The only requirement

needed is that this unfeasible reference attitude must differ from the actual feasible attitude

by less than 7r/2 radians. As a final remark, notice that imposing (5.3) is equivalent to re-

quiring that a body-fixed vector (e.g. a camera line of sight) be pointed as close as possible

to a specified direction. Yaw tracking only ensures that the projection on a horizontal plane

of the body-fixed vector points in a specified direction.

5.2.3 Tracking for the actual model

So far, we designed a controller to achieve asymptotic tracking of a reference trajectory

for the approximate system. The dynamic terms neglected in the approximation appear as

perturbations in the nominal model. A first question that arises is about the controller's

behavior on the actual system, and in the presence of bounded external forces |Fe| 12 < Ae,

like for example those arising from uncertainties in the aerodynamics, or from wind gusts.

We want to analyze the robustness properties of the control law given in Eq. (5.2.2),
in order to construct a consistent automaton, as defined in Chapter 4. Assume that the

reference trajectory Xref(t) = (greM(t), ref(t)) is feasible for a rigid body under the forces

in (2.10). Note that if we replace the nominal thrust direction in body axes e3 with the

actual thrust direction as obtained from Eq. (2.10), the control laws (5.2.2) will give exact

tracking for initial conditions on the reference trajectory, and no external disturbances.

Since the unmodeled forces Fu are a function of the control, given in Eq. (2.10), that is a

smooth function of the states and the reference trajectory, we have that, in a compact set

R := x E X, V(x, xef) < V, we can characterize the effect of the neglected coupling as:

||IFull12 <_ Au + E |16||2

where 6 is the state error vector = [P - Prefi - pref, V , 7, U4 - u 4 , (]T. Also, it will be

possible to write W(P, Pref) < a2||P||j. We have the following:

Theorem 5.2 (Bounded tracking for the full model) Given a reference trajectory Xref(t) =

(gref(t),ref(t)) for a rigid body under the action of the forces in Eq. (2.10), there exist

sufficiently small e, A = Au + Ae such the control law defined in Section (5.2.2) is such

that for all initial conditions in R the state x(t) achieves bounded tracking of the reference

trajectory Xref (t).
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Proof: If we compute the time derivative of the Lyapunov function Vt0 ai under the effect
of the disturbance forces, we get

4
total - AVtotai + VpV(Fe + Fu) <

_ AVtotai + 31|6||2 (,A + E||1||2) <

-(A - OEp) Vtotal + OA v/p1total

where pL is such that ||6|$ pVtotal. Define the set

Q { x E X | Vtotal (X, Xref) < ) (5.8)
(A - #3Ep

If E < A/(#p), 1 total is negative semi-definite in the set R \ Q. Note that this, to be of

any significance, requires that A be small enough that Q C R, that is p _ < V.

Finally, notice that if A = 0, the control law for the approximate system is asymptotically

stabilizing for the actual system. E

It turns out that the values of E for small helicopters are such that the conditions in the

above theorem are satisfied (see simulation results in Section 5.3).

The set defined in (5.8) is an invariant set for all feasible trajectories, as long as the

controls do not saturate (in the design of the invariant tracking control law, we did not take

control saturation into account). As such, a Maneuver Automaton built on the approximate

system of Section 2.3.3, including for example the Automaton in Section 3.4.3, can be made

a consistent Robust Automaton by augmenting all of its trajectory primitives by the control

law (5.2.2), and the invariant sets (5.8).

5.3 Simulation examples

In this section we show some simulations obtained for the tracking control law for point

stabilization, trim trajectory tracking, and for tracking of "aggressive" maneuvers that

cannot be handled in a straightforward manner by coordinate-based controllers because of

singularities in the attitude parameterization.

The first example is a stabilization problem. The helicopter starts at hover with non-

zero position coordinates, and we want to hover at the origin, heading due North. In

Fig. 5-1, 5-2 we show the response of the approximate system and of the actual system

in the two cases of "normal" attitude and inverted flight. Note that in order to obtain

noticeable differences between the behavior of the approximate model and of the actual

model, we had to multiply the Ei values for a typical model helicopter by a factor of 10.

The application of the controller designed for the approximate system to the actual system

(with exaggerated coupling terms) gives very good results. As expected, the response of the

approximate system is identical in the two cases (up to a rotation of 180 degrees). However,
we notice the typical "undershoot" of non-minimum phase systems in the response of the

actual system in the inverted flight case . The helicopter model used in this paper is known

in the literature as being non-minimum phase, where the zero dynamics can be represented

as undamped oscillators, of the form # = -k sin#. We notice the non-minimum phase
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Figure 5-1: Point stabilization example.
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Figure 5-2: Point stabilization example -- inverted flight.
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Figure 5-3: Trim trajectory tracking.

behavior when the attitude of the helicopter is such that the zero dynamics evolve close to

the unstable equilibrium point.

A third example, in Fig. 5-3, is about tracking a trim trajectory, in this case a climbing

turn. Again we see satisfactory performance, even though we notice that tracking a time-

parameterized trajectory could require excessive control effort and flying aggressiveness.

Maneuver tracking techniques [41, 53] could be profitably used in this case, but we will not

pursue this direction here.

As a fourth example, we will consider a loop, that is a maneuver that is "difficult" to

execute if the tracking control law is formulated in terms of Euler angles, or other singular

parameters. To handle the singularity, one could switch coordinate charts, but this is

likely to result in discontinuities in the control input or other undesirable behaviors, not

to mention the increase in the complexity of the control software. Another option would

be to relax the tracking problem to perform attitude tracking only during the maneuver,
and switch back to a position tracking control law at the end of the maneuver. However,

this could result in considerable deviations from the nominal path. Our control law, on

the other hand, is capable of tracking the loop maneuver in a very smooth fashion, even

when starting with a considerable initial error, as can be seen in Figure 5-4. Notice that

the helicopter tracks both the reference position and the reference attitude (i.e. it actually

performs the loop).

As a last example, in Fig. 5-5 we consider tracking a trajectory that performs a transition

to inverted flight. This maneuver, in the case in which continuous controls are required,
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Figure 5-4: Loop tracking example.

must go through the singularity at T = U4 = 0, since the thrust will be positive (upwards

in the body frame) in the initial condition, and negative (downwards in the body frame)

in the inverted flight condition. In the example, attitude control was shut off when IU4d1

was smaller than a preset value Tmin. However, the increment AV between across the

singularity can be made arbitrarily small, for example by reducing Tmin, at the expense of a

larger required control authority. As a matter of fact, the rotor thrust can be changed very

quickly on helicopters , since the kinetic energy stored in the rotor can be used to provide

very fast commanded thrust responses. Hence the requirement of having a continuous

thrust history can be relaxed. In the transition to inverted flight maneuver that we are

considering, we are close to the singular condition only for a short period of time, during

which we cannot guarantee that V < 0. This is the reason for the relatively large deviations

from the reference trajectory in the second half of the maneuver (following the singularity).
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Figure 5-5: Maneuver tracking example.
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Chapter 6

Motion Planning in a Dynamic

Environment

In this chapter we will present a general-purpose motion planning algorithm for high di-

mensional nonlinear systems, evolving in complex, dynamic environments. While in the

previous chapters we dealt with the generation of trajectories for nonlinear systems, satis-

fying a number of "internal" constraints, such as those deriving from the system's dynamics,

flight envelope and control saturation constraints, in this chapter we will also address the

presence of "external" constraints, such as avoidance of obstacles and threats, and other

constraints which are not directly related to the vehicle and its dynamics.

The chapter is organized as follows: First, the problem we want to address is discussed,

along with the assumptions on the environment and the available information. Second, we

introduce the main building block which will be used for exploring and evaluating trajec-

tories: an optimal control law is assumed to be available, for an obstacle-free environment.

Third, the proposed randomized algorithm for motion planning in a dynamic environment

is presented and discussed, and its performance is analyzed. Finally, the performance of

the randomized algorithm is demonstrated on a ground robot example, and on problems of

specific interest to the aerospace community, including small helicopter maneuvering in a

cluttered environment, and spacecraft attitude slewing.

6.1 Problem Formulation

In this chapter we address Problems 1.4 and 1.5. The main difference of these problems

with respect to the steering problems can be found in the presence of the obstacle avoid-

ance constraints (1.3) and the integral constraints (1.4) along with the flight envelope con-

straints (1.1). While the latter share the symmetry properties of the system's dynamics

(i.e. F(x,u) = F(Qh(x),u)), the former do not. As a consequence, a dynamic program-

ming formulation such as the one presented in Section (3.3.2), which places the bulk of the

computations on an off-line processing phase, is not suitable for this case. While in principle

the problem can still be posed in a dynamic programming formulation, an estimate of the

optimal cost function has to be recomputed every time the target point or the environment

change. In Chapter 3, the optimal cost function was only dependent on the relative displace-

ment on the symmetry group; one of the consequences of the presence of obstacle avoidance

constraints is the fact that now the optimal cost function will be a function both of the

initial conditions and of the final conditions (and not only of the relative displacement).
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In addition, the simple fact that the obstacle avoidance constraints (1.3) are time varying
(i.e. the obstacles are moving), translates into hard real-time requirements for the motion
planning algorithm, even under a perfect information assumption (stated below). This is
a consequence of the fact that the feasibility of the computed solution with respect to the
obstacle avoidance constraints has to be checked on (state,time) couples: the solution must
be a time-parameterized trajectory, where the time "tags" are of fundamental importance.
Because of the finite computation times in physical systems, the motion planning has to be
carried out starting from initial conditions at some time in the future (i.e. we need a lead
time). If the motion planning algorithm is too late in delivering the solution to the vehicle,
that is, if the computation time exceeds the allowed lead time, the late solution is in general
not guaranteed to be feasible.

In the following, we will assume that all the obstacle avoidance constraints are available
a priori, that is, the present position and the future motion of all the obstacles are perfectly
known*:

Assumption 6.1 (Perfect knowledge of the environment) All the obstacle avoidance
constraints are available a priori.

This is admittedly a limiting assumption, since in most practical applications it is not
possible to know in advance the motion of the obstacles, especially if the "obstacles" are
actually other vehicles, moving according to their own control laws and goals. However, for
the time being we will concentrate on this problem, which is already extremely challenging.

Before continuing with the discussion of the motion planning algorithm, we need to
introduce some notation. We will say that a couple (x, t) is collision-free if it satisfies the
obstacle avoidance constraint (1.3). A curve [ti,tf] D t -4 x(t) is said feasible if it is an
integral curve of the system dynamics given the initial condition xi = x(ti) , that is if it is
possible to find a control input signal u such that x(t) = tu(t, xi), and if the flight envelope,
obstacle avoidance, and integral constraints are satisfied for all times t e [ti, tf]. Given
an initial condition (Xi, ti), we say that (x, tjf) is reachable from (xi, ti) is it is possible to
find a feasible trajectory connecting (Xi, ti) to (xf, tj). We define the reachable set R(xi, ti)
as the set of all couples (x, t) which are reachable from (xi, ti). Accordingly, given a set
S c X x R, we define:

R (S) :=U R (X, >.
(x,t)ES

The motion planning problem now becomes the problem of finding a feasible trajectory
from the initial condition (xi, ti) to the desired target xf. A motion planning algorithm
is complete if it returns a feasible solution if and only if there exists some tf such that
(Xf, tj) e R(xi, ti), and returns failure otherwise. As we did in the preceding chapters,
we will limit our discussion to problems in which the final conditions correspond to a
relative equilibrium for the system; as such, the final conditions are effectively parameterized
only by the final position on the symmetry group H. Moreover, we will limit the feasible
trajectories of the system to a compact subset of the state-space X, and hence a compact
subset of the symmetry group H. This can be done easily through the introduction of a
"confinement" constraint of the form (1.3). The motivation for such a requirement derives
from the necessity of generating uniform distributions of target equilibria on the symmetry
group.

*Alternatively, we can also consider conservative bounds on the current and future position of the obsta-
cles, at the cost of increased conservativeness of the computed solution.
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Finally, we will assume that the state space X can be decomposed into the product

Y x Z, with Y = H. Given a set S c X, we define p(S) as the volume of the canonical

projection of the set S on Y.

6.2 Obstacle-free guidance system

This section introduces the main element used to formulate our motion planning algorithm.

Our algorithm presupposes the existence of a closed-loop architecture that enables the

guidance of the vehicle from any initial conditions to any target location at rest (or at any

other desired relative equilibrium). Thus, rather than working with an "open-loop" system,
as presented in earlier publications [71, 65, 45], our basic dynamical system is a closed-loop

one.

While, admittedly, finding such a guidance law is per se a very difficult problem, it

also has been the object of an enormous amount of work over the past century: In many

cases efficient, obstacle-free guidance laws may be computed analytically [6, 21]. This is

the case of system with linear dynamics with a quadratic cost. It also includes numerous

cases of aerospace interest such as double or triple integrators with control amplitude and

rate limits. In addition, many of these problems, although they may not admit closed-form

solutions, may be solved numerically via the approximate or exact solution to an appropriate

optimal control problems (see Chapter 1 for a brief discussion and references). Advances in

computer power, combined with appropriate plant simplifications (such as the introduction

of the Maneuver Automaton model outlined in Chapter 3) make it possible in many cases

of practical interest to compute and store an approximate expression for the optimal cost

function J*(x, xf)t, using for example iterative methods [10].

If the optimal cost function J*(x, xf) is known for all initial and final conditions, then

it is relatively easy to recover the optimal control policy as a (feedback) policy ir(x, rf)

that returns at each time instant the control input that minimizes the total cost-to-go to

the target [11]. The feedback policy 7r can be thought of as a function of the state x,
parameterized by the destination equilibrium point xf.

The solution to an optimal control problem in the free space thus provides us with a

control policy ir that ensures that the system is driven towards a target relative equilibrium

(or a neighborhood thereof) in finite time. Moreover, the optimal cost function provides a

meaningful measure of the "distance" between the initial conditions and the target.

Along with the optimal control law in an obstacle-fee environment, we assume the

availability of a simulator of the system, that is a function that is able to predict the

evolution of the closed-loop system, and generate the corresponding (space,time) trajectory.

Such a simulator can be easily developed from the knowledge of the system's dynamics and

of the optimal control law.

6.3 Motion planning in the presence of obstacles

The motion planning algorithm in the presence of obstacles is based on the determination

of a sequence of random "attraction points" xr, and the corresponding control laws 7r(., x,),

tBecause of the symmetry of the obstacle-free problem, the optimal cost will actually be a function only

of the relative displacement between x and xf; in Chapter 3 we assumed, without loss of generality, that

zy was at the identity on the symmetry group. Now we will explicitly retain the dependence on the final

condition.
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that effectively steers the system to the desired configuration while avoiding obstacles.
In this way, the obstacle-free solution to an optimal control problem forms the basis for
the problem of motion planning in the presence of obstacles. Such an approach casts the
location of the equilibrium configuration as a function of time as a "pseudo-control" input
for the system. Since the actual control inputs can be computed from the knowledge of the

optimal control policy 7r(-, xr), this means that the low-level control layer (the layer actually
interacting with the vehicle) and the high-level, guidance layer are effectively decoupled,
while at the same time ensuring full consistency between the two levels. In other words,
the output of the guidance layer are control policies, not reference states or inputs. As a

consequence, unlike earlier randomized motion planning approaches, the motion planning
algorithm can be run at a rate that is much slower than the rate required for the low-level

control layer.

Note also that the ideas outlined above in a probabilistic roadmap setting can be seen as a
motion planning technique through scheduling of Lyapunov functions, where the Lyapunov
functions are defined to be optimal value functions J*(-, Xr) While the concept is not
entirely new in control theory [73, 26, 92], to the author's knowledge, this is the first
application to motion planning in a workspace with moving obstacles. A fundamental
difference can also be seen in the fact that in our algorithm the ordering of Lyapunov
functions is performed on-line, whereas in the references the ordering was determined a
priori. In other words, in [73, 26, 92], there exists a partial ordering of the Lyapunov
function, that is established a-priori: the system is driven through the attraction domains

of a pre-established sequence of Lyapunov functions that draws the state closer and closer
to the origin. In our algorithm, such a sequence is computed on-line.

Imposing that the motion plan be constructed as a sequence of local optimal control

policies, steering the system towards a sequence of attraction points, limits the class of
possible motion plans which are output by the algorithm. Hence, the motion planning
algorithm we are going to present will not be complete, in the sense that it is not capable

of generating all possible feasible trajectories for problem 1.4. On the other hand, we can
analyze the completeness of the motion planning algorithm with respect to the class of
trajectories it is able to generate.

Given the control policy 7r, we say that a point (xf, t1 ) is ir-reachable from (xi, ti) if the
closed-loop evolution of the system, under the control policy 7r(-, xj), with initial conditions

(Xi, ti) is such that a feasible, collision-free trajectory is generated, through (xj, tf) (or
a neighborhood thereof). The -reachable set R,(xi, ti) is thus defined as the set of all
(state,time) couples which are ir-reachable from (xi, ti); this set is bounded from below
(in the sense of time) by a manifold with the same dimension as the symmetry group
H, embedded in the larger space X x R (see Fig. 6.3). Accordingly, we can define the

ir-reachable set of a set S as:

R, (S) :=U 7Z,(X,t>.

(x,t)ES

In the following, we will consider a weaker notion of completeness, limited to trajectories

which can be generated by the application of a sequence control policies, from the initial

conditions.
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X.

H

Figure 6-1: Visualization of R, (xi, ti) and its projection on the symmetry group H. The

cone represents R(xi, ti).

6.3.1 Overview of the algorithm

The basic idea of the algorithm is the following: starting from the initial conditions (xi, ti),
we incrementally build a treel of feasible trajectories, trying to explore efficiently the reach-

able set R(xi, ti).

At each step, we will add a new branch (edge) and a new milestone (node) to the tree.

For this purpose, we have to address two points:

" Which node do we want to expand?

" In which "direction" shall we explore?

The first incremental randomized motion planning algorithm was recently introduced

by LaValle and Kuffner [72], based on previous work by Kavraki, Svestka et al. [57], with

the name of Rapidly Exploring Random Tree (RRT). In the original RRT, the answers to

the above questions were provided (roughly) in the following way:

" Pick a configuration xr at random, and choose the node to expand as the closest (in

the sense of a Euclidean distance) node currently in the tree.

" Then apply a constant input for a time t in such a way that the final point is moved

as close as possible to xr.

If the resulting trajectory is feasible, then it is added to the tree. The above procedure

is iterated until one of the nodes of the tree is "close" enough to the target point xf.

1A tree is a directed graph, with no cycles, in which all nodes have several outgoing edges, to each of

which corresponds another node, called a child. A child node can in turn have several other children. All

nodes (excluding the root) have one and only one incoming edge, which comes from the parent. The root

has no parent. A common example of a tree is the directory structure in a computer file system.
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While the RRT algorithm proved to be extremely efficient in many difficult problems, as

reported in [71, 72, 65], it could not be appropriate in the general case of a dynamical system.

Selecting the control inputs according to a greedy policy on the Euclidean distance could

result into instability for the dynamical system (it essentially amounts to pure proportional

feedback). Also, only a probabilistic completeness proof is available. Even though it is

guaranteed that the probability of correct termination of the algorithm converges to one as

the number of iterations increases, there are no indications on how fast this convergence

will occur. Moreover, in a dynamic environment case, this approach may fail altogether, as

the following simple example shows.

Example 6.1 (RRTs and moving obstacles) Consider a simple one-dimensional, kine-

matic system (i.e. the control input is the velocity of the system), and assume that the

magnitude of the velocity is bounded. The dynamics of the system are described by the ODE

= u with |u| < 1. Assume that the initial conditions are at x = 2/3, the desired desti-

nation is at x = 0, and that the control policy 7r derives from the solution of a minimum

time optimal control problem. The workspace is bounded between 0 and 1. Finally, assume

that at x = 1/3 there is an obstacle, which is removed at t = 1/2. The reachable space is

depicted in figure 6-2. Applying the RRT algorithm in this case would result in a tree with

milestones lying only inside the marked square, thus resulting in an incomplete planner.

t

1/2

1/3 (

x,=0 1/3 x,=2/3 1 x

Figure 6-2: One-dimensional dynamic environment example.

In Hsu, Kindel, et al. [45] a different approach was introduced, based on the following

main steps:

* Choose the node to be expanded at random.

* Apply a random control input for an interval oft.

The algorithm has been proven to be probabilistically complete, even in the presence of

moving obstacles. Moreover, its proponents were able to prove performance bounds on the

algorithm, provided that at each iteration the reachable set of the set of current milestones

(nodes in the tree) is explored uniformly. This is clearly not accomplished in the general
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case by the two steps outlined above: A random selection of the inputs from a uniform

distribution does not necessarily result into a uniform distribution on the outputs (the

location of the new candidate milestone). Moreover, a uniform random choice of the node

to be expanded does not result in a uniform exploration of the reachable set of the tree,
since the reachable sets from each of the nodes overlap and can have different volumes. As

a consequence, the exploration mechanism considered in the proof was not the one outlined

in the two steps above, but was instead assumed to be the output of an idealized procedure,
denoted as IDEAL-SAMPLE. The random selection of nodes and control inputs was used as an

approximation of IDEAL-SAMPLE in the practical implementation. Moreover, the complete

randomness of both the main steps in the tree construction results in the generations of trees

which appear to lack in "sense of purpose", and do not appear to explore very efficiently the

free configuration space (efficient exploration was, on the other hand, the main advantage

of the RRT algorithm).

To address these problems, we advocate the fact that the optimal cost function in

the obstacle-free environment provides the most appropriate information to address both

the issues of node selection and trajectory generation. Using the optimal control function

and the corresponding optimal control policy, we will indeed be able to implement an

IDEAL-SAMPLE procedure, and achieve the performance bounds in [451. The key ideas are

the following: the correct measure of "distance" is the optimal cost-to-go, and the optimal

input can be derived from the associated optimal control policy. Moreover, the optimal

(feedback) control policy can be seen as the inversion mechanism which translates the

uniform distribution in the output space (i.e. the location of the newly generated candidate

milestone Xr) into the corresponding distribution in the input.

In our algorithm we proceed as follows:

* pick a configuration Xr at random, and try to expand all the nodes in the tree in

sequence, in order of increasing cost J*(Xi, Xr) (i.e. starting from the closest node,
using the measure of distance provided by J*(-, x,)).

" Apply the optimal control policy ir(-, x,), until the system gets to Xr (or a neighbor-

hood of x,).

As it can be easily recognized, the above steps correspond to the steps in the RRT

algorithm, with two fundamental differences: at each iteration, we try to connect the new

candidate milestone in turn to each one of the nodes currently in the tree, before discarding

it as unreachable from the current tree (in the original RRT only the closest node was tested

for reachability). The RRT criterion of testing the closest node translates into the heuristics

of testing the nodes in ascending "distance" order. The second main difference is that the

optimal cost function in the obstacle-free case is used as a measure of "distance", both in

the selection of nodes to expand, and in the computation of the optimal control.

In the next subsections we will discuss more in detail the components of the motion

planning algorithm, and how they fit together.

6.3.2 Data structure

First of all, we will discuss briefly the element that characterize each node (also referred to

as milestone) and each edge (or branch) in the tree.
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Name Domain

State X

Time R+
CumulativeCost R+

LBCost R+
UBCost R+

IntConstraint Rnf

NChildren N

Table 6.1: Information stored at the tree nodes.

Data stored at nodes

The main piece of information stored for each milestone consists of the predicted (state,time)
couple that will be attained if the chosen motion plan includes the node at hand; this can
be computed by integrating over time the equations describing the dynamics of the system.

Moreover, at each node in the tree we can store data used to compute estimates (lower
and upper bounds) on the total cost of motion plans including the node. The total cost of

a trajectory (assuming the cost functional is additive, of the form (1.2)) can be split into
an accumulated cost and a cost-to-go. The accumulated cost will in general be available,
through book-keeping: it is a consequence of decisions made in the past. The cost-to-go is,
on the other hand, much more difficult to compute.

However, we can easily compute a lower bound on the cost-to-go: this is given by the
value of the optimal cost, in the absence of obstacle. The cost in the presence of obstacles

can not be lower than the obstacle-free cost, since the presence of obstacles translates into
additional constraints on the problem. If, on the other hand, the optimal trajectory,from
the current node to the target, computed in the obstacle-free case, results in a collision-free
trajectory even in the presence of obstacles, it is clearly still an optimal trajectory.

The upper bound on the cost-to-go is a priori unknown; as a matter of fact, we don't even
know before starting the computations if the problem is feasible or not. As a consequence,
we have to initialize the upper bound on the cost-to-go to the symbolic value of infinity.
However, if the optimal trajectory from the node to the target is collision free, then the

corresponding cost clearly gives an upper bound on the cost-to-go. For a node that can
be connected to the target by an optimal trajectory, the lower bound and upper bound
coincide. Methods for updating the upper bound on the cost will be discussed in Section
6.3.7.

If we have integral constraints of the form (1.4), we store at nodes the corresponding

value of the integral. As a final piece of information, for each node we store the total number

of other nodes which are part of its offspring. See Table (6.1) for a summary of the data

stored at nodes.

Data stored at edges

While nodes in the tree represent "states" of the system along trajectories, edges can be

thought of as representing "decisions" taken in the construction of the motion plan.

As a consequence, the main pieces of information to be stored at edges are the parame-

ters identifying the control law implemented in the transition, namely the next (randomly

generated) equilibrium point xr.
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Name Domain

Target H

IncrementalCost R+

Table 6.2: Information stored at the tree edges.

As a convenience for book-keeping purposes, we can store the incremental cost incurred

along the edge. In other words, this corresponds to the difference in the accumulated costs

at the edge destination node and at the edge source node.

A summary of the information stored at edges is reported in Table (6.2).

6.3.3 Initialization

The first step in the algorithm is the initialization of the tree. The first node, which will

become the root of the tree, contains the initial conditions, projected at some point in the

future, which depends on the amount of time which will be allocated to the computation

of the motion plan. As an example, if the vehicle at the initial time to is at position xo,

moving at constant velocity vo, and we devote 0 seconds to the computation of a motion

plan, the root node must be set at (xo + vo6, to + 0).

The accumulated cost at the root node can be set to zero (all decision variables will have

effect later in time, so there is no point with starting with a non-zero value). The lower

bound on the cost-to-go can be computed as the value of the optimal cost function from

the root state. In order to set the upper bound, we an attempt to reach the target state

xz using the optimal control law 7r(-, zf). If the resulting trajectory is collision free, the

optimal motion planning problem is evidently solved, and the algorithm can return with

the optimal solution. Otherwise, the upper bound is set to the symbol oo (i.e. it is not yet

known whether or not the motion planning problem admits a feasible solution or not), and

the tree-building iteration is entered.

6.3.4 Tree expansion step

The main function to be performed at each step in the iteration is the expansion of the tree.

The expansion is aimed at adding new nodes, or milestones, to the tree, in such a way that

the volume of the reachable space of the tree is increased rapidly.

At each iteration, a new random target configuration x, is generated, from a uniform

distribution. Notice that this requires that the motion planning algorithm concentrates on

a compact subset of the configuration space. This limitation can be the result of an obstacle

avoidance constraint (such as in the cases in which the vehicle moves within an enclosed

environment), or can be artificially imposed by limiting the distance the vehicle can stray

from the initial and final points. We also recall that target configurations are assumed

to correspond to trim trajectories for the vehicle; in particular, we will concentrate on

equilibrium points (i.e. hovering for rotorcraft). This is not a requirement on the planner,

but rather depends on the availability of an appropriate optimal control law in the obstacle-

free case.

Given the new random candidate milestone x, , we have to check whether or not it

is in the ir-reachable set of the current tree. In order to do this, we apply the control

policy 7r(-, X,) starting from the (state,time) initial condition of each node in the tree,

until a feasible, collision-free trajectory which reaches x, (or a neighborhood) at time t, is
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generated. If no such a trajectory is found, then clearly x, is not in the r-reachable set of
the current tree, and is discarded. Otherwise (and pending the safety check discussed in the
next section) the new trajectory segment is added to the tree, as well as the new milestone

(X, t).
It is easy to see that the function outlined above does indeed result in uniform sampling

of the ir-reachable set of the current tree (i.e. it is an implementation of an IDEAL-SAMPLE
procedure on the symmetry group H). The new candidate milestone x, is generated from
a uniform distribution on H, and a thorough test is carried out to check whether or not it
is in the 7r-reachable set of the current tree. The feedback control law 7r(-, x,) is used as the
inversion mechanism that provides the appropriate inputs at each instant in time so that
eventually the system will approach uniformly distributed milestones.

The order in which the milestones currently in the tree are checked is as yet left un-
specified. A random ordering is acceptable. However, some performance improvements are
obtained in simulations (see Section 6.5) if 7r-reachability of the random candidate mile-
stone x, is tested from tree nodes in a more efficient way. Typically, in randomized motion
planning algorithms, most of the time is spent in checking trajectories for collisions with
obstacles, and methods are sought to reduce the number of collision checks [15].

Exploration heuristics

Before a feasible trajectory is found, the emphasis of the algorithm is on exploration, that
is on the addition on new milestones to the tree which enlarge its reachable set. To enhance
exploration, while keeping the number of collision checks to a minimum, it can be convenient
to sort the nodes in ascending order of "distance" from Xr, where as a measure of distance
we use the value of the optimal cost function in the obstacle-free case J*(-, x,). At the
cost of the additional computation time required by the sorting of the nodes (and by the
evaluation of "distances"), reachability is tested first from the nodes that are "closer" to the
candidate milestone, and hopefully more likely to provide a collision-free trajectory. This
will result in a lower number of calls to the collision-checking routine (e.g. a routine that
evaluates G(x, t) along newly generated trajectories). This exploration heuristics is very
closely related to the RRT algorithm , with the only difference that potentially every node
in the tree is tested during the expansion step, whereas in the RRT algorithm only the
closest node is tested.

Optimization heuristics

Once a feasible trajectory has been found, the focus of the search shifts from exploration to
the optimization of the computed trajectory. To enhance the quality of the new additions
to the tree, we can sort the nodes in ascending order of total cost to reach xr. This total
cost consists of the accumulated cost up to the generic node (xi, ti), plus the cost to go from
Xi to Xr, i.e. J*(Xi, xr). At the cost of the computation time required to sort the nodes,
reachability is tested first from the nodes which will provide the "best" trajectory to the

new milestone. This will hopefully result in a better quality of the computed solution. This

optimization heuristic is most appropriate when a feasible solution is already available.

As a last detail, every time a new node is added to the tree, the children counter of all

the nodes on the path from the new node to the root of the tree must be increased by one.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for the function EXPAND-TREE(Tree).

1: Generate a random configuration xr

2: sort the nodes in the tree according to the desired heuristics [random I exploration

optimization].

3: for all nodes in the tree (in the order established at the previous step) do

4: Generate a trajectory to x,, using the control policy 7r(-, Xr).

5: Check the generated trajectory for satisfaction of the obstacle avoidance constraints

6: if the trajectory is collision-free then

7: return generated trajectory

8: end if

9: end for

10: return failure

6.3.5 Safety check

Due to the fact that obstacles are moving, checking the absence of collision point-wise in

time could not be enough. If we assume bounded accelerations, the reachable set of any

collision-free point can be made arbitrarily small (e.g. a point a distance d in front of an

obstacle moving with velocity v is collision free, but will not be such d/v seconds in the

future). In order to ensure that the tree being built does not include such dead-ends (i.e.

milestones with a very small reachable set), before adding a new milestone to the tree we

check for its safety over a time buffer T. We will call T-safety the property of a milestone

of being collision-free over a time r. Accordingly, we will say that a point (xf, t1 ) is (7r, T)

reachable from (xi, ti), and belongs to the set 7'(xi, ti) if it is 7r-reachable, and T-safe.

The r-safety check can be carried out on the predicted evolution of the system at the

relative equilibrium corresponding to the new milestone. If possible, and practical, the time

buffer T can be extended to infinity. This is the case, for example, for static environments.

Otherwise, r should be chosen "long enough" that the successful computation of another

motion plan is very likely. Assuming that the initial conditions are r-safe, the T-safety check

ensures that the same safety properties are maintained along the computed motion plan.

In the case in which T = o the r-safety check translates into hard safety guarantees for the

whole motion plan. In cases in which safety cannot be ensured over an infinite time horizon,

T-safety only ensures that the algorithm will always have at least T seconds to compute a

new solution.

6.3.6 Improving performance

As it can be easily recognized, the tree expansion step outlined in Section 6.3.4 above

generates trajectories consisting of jumps from equilibrium point to equilibrium point5, and

as such is unlikely to provide satisfactory performance, in terms of the cost (1.2).

However, and building upon previous ideas [73, 26, 92], performance may be restored

by realizing that the available guidance policy may not only steer the vehicle from equilib-

rium state to equilibrium state, but from any state to an equilibrium state. This suggests

introducing the following step: consider the tree at some point in time and a newly added

milestone to the tree (which we will denote as a primary milestone). A secondary milestone

SOr in the general case, from a relative equilibrium to the same relative equilibrium, in a different location

on the symmetry group
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Figure 6-3: Example of generated roadmap (projected on X).

is defined to be any state of the system along the path leading from the parent node in

the tree to the newly added milestone. We can split any newly generated edge into n > 1

segments at random; the breakpoints will be the secondary milestones, and the endpoint

is the primary milestone. Because the vehicle is in motion along the path, the secondary

milestones are likely to be at points in the state space that are "far" from the equilibrium

manifold.

Note that all secondary milestones, by construction, have a r-safe primary milestone in

a child subtree (see Fig. 17), and hence are themselves r-safe.

6.3.7 Update on the cost-to-go estimates

Each time a new milestone is added to the tree, a check is made to see if the final target

point is in its 7r-reachable set. In other words, we try applying the control policy 'r(-, Xj)

to each newly generated milestone. In the case in which this results in a feasible, collision-

free trajectory, we have found sequence of milestones, and control policies, which steers the

system from the initial conditions to the final target point along a feasible, collision-free

trajectory, and hence the feasibility problem 1.4 is solved.

However, we might be interested in looking for the best possible trajectory satisfying the

feasibility problem, and eventually try to approximate the solution of the optimal motion

planning problem 1.5.

With this purpose in mind, every time a new feasible solution is found, the estimates of

the upper-bound on the cost-to-go of the affected node in the tree are updated. The affected

nodes are those in the path from the newly added node to the root. As a consequence, in

order to update the upper bound on the costs we climb the tree backwards towards the root:
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Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code for the function UPDATE-COST-ESTIMATES (Tree, node, target).

1: node.LowerBound <- J* (node.x, target.x).

2: Generate the obstacle-free optimal trajectory to xj, using the control policy

r(-, target.x).

3: Check the generated trajectory for satisfaction of the obstacle avoidance constraints

4: if the trajectory is collision-free then

5: node.UpperBound <- node. LowerBound.

6: while node z Tree.root and node.Parent.UpperBound > node.UpperBound +

node.incomingEdge.cost do

7: node. Parent. Upper Bound <- node.UpperBound + node.incomingEdge.cost

8: node <- node.Parent

9: end while

10: return success

11: else

12: node.UpperBound <- +00.

13: return failure

14: end if

at each step we compare the old upper bound at the parent node with the upper bound

on the cost following the newly found trajectory. If the latter is smaller that the old upper

bound, we update the bound and reiterate from the parent. Otherwise the procedure stops

(there is another subtree of the parent which presents a lower upper bound on the cost).

6.3.8 Tree pruning

The upper and lower bounds on the cost to go stored for each tree milestone may be

profitably used for pruning the tree and speeding up computations. Recall that the lower

bound coincides with the optimal cost-to-go in the obstacle-free case, and the upper bound

is equal to the cost of the best trajectory from the milestone to the destination of if this

trajectory has been found, or +oo otherwise.

Every time a new feasible solution is found, the upper bounds on the cost-to-go may

be updated by climbing the tree backwards along that feasible solution towards the tree

root. While performing this operation, it is also possible to look at all the children of the

node being updated. If the lower bound on the total cost-to-go for such a children (plus

the cost of the corresponding edge) is higher than the upper bound on the cost-to-go for

the current node, the corresponding subtree can be safely removed, as it cannot possibly

provide a better solution than the one which has just been found.

The end result of such a process is the removal from the trajectory tree of all the prov-

ably bad candidates for the "optimal" solution. The trajectory tree, following this pruning

process, contain a smaller number of nodes, thus improving the overall computational effi-

ciency. However, it must be kept in mind that tree pruning can only be carried out once a

feasible solution has been found, and is of no help before that happens.

6.3.9 Real-time considerations

A significant issue arising from the usage of randomized algorithms for path planning is

the distinct possibility of driving the system towards a dead-end due to finite computation
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times. The notion of T-safety was introduced in Section 6.3.5 to prevent such situations to
develop.

The r-safety of the generated plan derives from the fact that all the primary milestones
are by construction r-safe, and all secondary milestones have at least one primary milestones
in their sub-tree. Maintaining safety guarantees in the face of finite computation times is
particularly important, since the algorithm itself has no deterministic guarantees of success.
In the sense outlined above the algorithm will always produce safe motion plans, even in
the case in which a feasible trajectory to the target set has not been found.

The time available for computation is bounded by either 0, or by the duration of the
current trajectory segment. When the time is up, a new tree must be selected from the
children of the current root. If there are none, since every primary milestone is -r-safe,
the system has at least T seconds of guaranteed safety, available for computing a new tree

(secondary milestones always have at least one child). If the current root has children, then
two cases arise:

" At least one of the children leads to the destination through an already computed
feasible solution. If there are more than one such feasible solution, the solution with
the least upper bound on the cost-to-go is chosen.

" No feasible solutions have been computed yet. In this case there is no clear indication
of the best child to explore. Maintaining the same approach at the basis of the
algorithm, the child to descend can be selected randomly, according either to a uniform
distribution, or to a distribution weighted on the total number of primary milestones
in the sub-children of each tree. In the latter case the selected tree is likely to cover
a bigger portion of the reachable set.

6.3.10 Complete algorithm

The flow of the algorithm then proceeds as follows. After the initialization of the tree, a
loop is entered, until the target has been reached. As the very first step in each iteration
of the loop, an attempt is made to join the current root (the "initial conditions"), to the
target configuration, using the optimal control law computed for the obstacle-free case. If
the attempt is successful, an optimal solution has been found, and the algorithm terminates
successfully.

Otherwise, an inner loop is entered, which tries to expand the trajectory tree. At each
iteration of the inner loop, a random configuration is sampled, and an attempt is made,
through the EXPAND-TREE function, to join a node in the current tree to the new candidate
milestone. If this is possible, and results in a T-safe trajectory (i.e. the candidate milestone
is in the (7r, T) reachable set of the current tree), then the generated trajectory is split up
into a number of segments, which are added to the tree as new edges, and the corresponding

endpoints, which are added to the tree as new (primary or secondary) milestones.

From the newly generated milestones, an attempt is made to reach the final target. If

successful, this attempt allows the update of the upper bound estimates on the cost-to-go
on the tree nodes. In this case, the tree can be pruned to eliminate nodes in the tree which

are guarantee to be bad candidates for further exploration (since they cannot improve on
the quality of the solution already computed).

This iteration is carried out until the time allowed for computation has elapsed. This
time is given by the time duration of the edge of the tree that is currently being executed,
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Algorithm 3: Pseudo-code for the motion planning algorithm.

1: Initialize Tree with the initial conditions at time to + 0.
2: loop

3: if UPDATE-COST-ESTIMATES(Tree, root, target) = success then

4: Terminate with success

5: end if

6: repeat

7: newTrajectory =EXPAND-TREE(Tree)

8: if newTrajectory # failure and newTrajectory is T-safe then

9: Split newTrajectory and generate primary and secondary milestones

10: for all new milestones do

11: UPDATE-COST-ESTIMATES (Tree, node, target)
12: end for

13: Prune tree

14: end if

15: until Time is up

16: if Tree.root.UpperBound < oo {Feasible solution found} then

17: find the child of root which gives the least upper bound on the cost-to-go

18: Tree.root <- best child

19: else if Root has children then

20: Choose a child according to a random distribution, weighted with the number of

children in each subtree

21: else

22: propagate root for a time 0 in the future {If 0 < -r this can be done a large number

of times}
23: end if

24: end loop

and is therefore not a priori fixed. Note that the iteration can be preempted with no adverse

consequence on the algorithm.

At this point, if at least one feasible solution had been found, the subtree of the root

corresponding to the least upper bound on the cost is chosen. If no feasible solution has

been found yet, a subtree to descend is chosen randomly from a distribution weighted with

the total number of milestones in each subtree. If the current root has no children, a new

root is created, which corresponds to the predicted root state at some time in the future

(this time interval being the computation time allotted for the next main loop iteration).
The rest of the tree is deleted and removed from memory, since it contains only tra-

jectories which can no longer be reached (since it is not possible to go back in time). The

main loop iteration is then repeated.

6.4 Analysis

This section aims at analyzing the behavior of the algorithm, proving probabilistic com-

pleteness and obtaining performance bounds. This requires additional definitions and as-

sumptions about the environment characteristics. The remainder of the section presents the

concepts supporting most of the available results about algorithms based on probabilistic
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roadmaps. New definitions are needed to adapt previous results to the motion algorithm
presented in this chapter, in particular to account for the closed-loop dynamics, and to
better characterize the assumptions about the dynamic environment.

Assumptions on the environment

First of all, we require that for all T-safe equilibrium points the (7r, T)-reachable set is not
"too small", taking into account also computational delays. This property corresponds to

the E-goodness of a static workspace [56]. The planning environment (as defined by both

the workspace and the control policy) is said to be (e, T)-good if, for all sets S,-O c Y of

(-r - 0)-safe equilibrium points, the following holds:

p(07r;(S~r-O)) >.

The proof of algorithm performance relies upon the following properties, which will be

assumed to be true for the system under consideration.

Let #3 be a constant in (0,1]; define the /-lookout of S c _ as

#3-lookout(S) := {p E Slp(R'(p) \ S) > Op(R(S) \ S)} (6.1)

We require that the dimensions of the 3-lookout of any set should not be "too small";

this property is called (a, ,3)-expansiveness [46]: Given two constants a, # in (0, 1], the

environment is said (a, /)-expansive if for all sets S c F the following holds:

p(#-lookout(S)) > ap(S). (6.2)

Algorithm performance

Consider the initial condition (xo, to), and assume it is an equilibrium point (if not, generate

a primary milestone using the algorithm presented in the previous section). Define the end-

game region E c H as a region such that all equilibrium points contained in it can be

connected without collisions to the desired destination xf using the policy r(-, xf), for

all times t. Then, if the environment is (a,/3)-expansive, and the desired destination xf is

contained in the reachable set Z(xo, to), it can be shown that the probability of the algorithm

returning a feasible trajectory connecting xo to xf approaches unity exponentially fast. The

results that will be presented in the following are based on Hsu et al. [45], with a few minor

modifications to address the usage of the policy 7r in the exploration process, as opposed to

random, piecewise constant inputs.

First of all, we need to characterize the expected number of look-out points in a tree.

We have the following:

Lemma 6.1 (Number of look-out points [45]) In a tree with r milestones, the proba-

bility of having k look-out points is at least 1 - k exp (-a( [I).

Proof: First of all, cut the number r of milestones to an integer multiple of k, and call

it iF. Naturally, we have that the probability of having k lookout point in the original tree

is greater than it is on the reduced tree; moreover < k [r/kj. Now we can split the i mile-

stones in k sequences of equal length. The probability of having k lookouts points is greater

than the probability that each and every one of the sequences contains a lookout point.
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Since the EXPAND-TREE function samples uniformly in the space, each milestone in the se-

quence is a look-out point with respect to the preceding set milestones with probability a,
and the probability of the i-th sequence to contain no lookout points is at most (1 - a)f/k.

Hence the probability that at least one of the k sequences does not contain any lookout

points is at most k(1 - a)r/k. From the negation of this event, we get the probability of

having a lookout point in each sequence, that is at least 1-k(1-a)/k > 1-k exp(-ar/k). I

The following step is to quantify the size of the (7r, T)-reachable set given the presence

of at least k lookout points in the tree:

Lemma 6.2 (Size of reachable set) If a sequence of milestones contains k lookout points,
the volume of its (7r,-r)-reachable set is at least 1 - exp(-k).

Proof: Let us look at the volume of the complement of the reachable set. If the sequence

of milestones does not contain any lookout point, then the size of the unreachable set is at

most 1. Each time a new lookout point is found, the size of the unreachable set is reduced

at least by a factor (1 - ),7 by definition of lookout point. Hence after k lookout points the

volume of the unreachable set is at most (1 - r)k < exp(-#k), and the result follows. U

Theorem 6.1 (Performance of the randomized algorithm [45]) A sequence of r (pri-

mary) milestones contains a milestone in the end-game region E with probability at least

1 - ', if:
k 2k 2 2

r > - In - + In - (6.3)
a -y p(E) -y

where k := (1/#) ln(2/p(E)).

Proof: Split the sequence of milestones into two sub-sequences of ri and r2 milestones, re-

spectively. If the number of milestones in the first sequence is greater than k = 1/13 log(2/p(E))

then the (7r, r)-reachable set of the first sequence has an intersection of volume at least

pt(E)/2 with the end-game region E. Let us call event A the event that the number of

lookout points is greater than k. This event occurs with a probability at least:

Pr(A) 2 1 - e--k. (6.4)

If we want to make this probability at least 1 - -/2 we need:

k 2
ri > - log -.

Assume that the intersection of the (7r, r)-reachable set of the first sequence of milestones

with the end-game region is Vol E/2. Then the probability that at least one of the milestones

in the second sequence will be in the end-game region (event B) is at least:

Pr(B) > 1 - e r2 pE/2 (6.5)

In order to make this probability at least 1 - -y/2 , we need:

2 2
r2 >_ 2 log -

p(E) -y
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If events A and B occur, then one of the milestones in the complete sequence is in the
endgame region. We have that, if r > r1 + r 2 :

Pr(A A B) = Pr(A)Pr(B) > (1 - 7/2)2 > 1 - _, (6.6)

which proves the result. U

To our knowledge, the algorithm presented in this chapter is the first one to which
Theorem 6.1 fully applies, with the definitions and under the assumptions given earlier in
this section, since the (7r, T)-reachable set is indeed uniformly sampled. In some sense the
most significant contribution of this chapter is to propose to shift the search for reachable
milestones from an open-loop process, whereby exploration is done by randomly sampling
the controls available to the system to a closed-loop process, whereby the exploration is
done by randomly (and uniformly) sampling the milestones, and the obstacle-free guidance
system then chooses the controls leading the vehicle from its current state to that milestone.
In this sense the guidance law can in fact be interpreted as a practical implementation of
the ideal inversion mechanism proposed in [45].

Moreover, we are able to recover, by sorting nodes according to "distance", the levels
of performance shown in practice by RRT algorithms. As a consequence, we are able to
achieve the probabilistic completeness and the formal performance bounds in a dynamic

environment proven in [45] for an idealized procedure, and at the same time we can exploit
the rapid exploration capability of RRTs: in this sense the algorithm presented in Section

6.3 recovers all the best properties of its predecessors.

The performance bounds that can be obtained for this algorithm establish only its the-
oretical soundness, but cannot be used for obtaining an explicit estimate of the probability
of successful termination, since a, #, and e cannot be computed easily for non-trivial envi-
ronments. However, the result in Theorem 6.1 establishes the theoretical soundness of the
algorithm. An interesting fact is that the computational complexity (in terms of conver-
gence rate of the probability of correct termination) does not depend on the dimension of
the state space, or on the number of obstacle directly. Instead, it depends on parameters
that in some sense quantify the "geometric complexity" of the environment.

Note also that using secondary milestones does not adversely impact the main results
on probabilistic completeness (when evaluated on the number of primary milestones) , since
they can only increase the (7r, T)-reachable set of the whole tree. In addition, secondary mile-
stones have been found to help the convergence of the algorithm when close to the endgame
region, and enhance the overall quality of the resulting trajectory (i.e. the trajectory is
"faster", or in general less expensive with respect to the assigned cost).

6.5 Application Examples

In the next sections we present three examples which show the power and the flexibility of

the proposed algorithm. We consider first a linear system, then a system endowed with a

control architecture patterned after the hybrid control structure described in Section 3.1.4,
and finally a dynamic system which evolves on the rotation group. All algorithms have

been implemented in (soft) real time on a C++ on a Pentium II 300 MHz machine running

Linux, using the LEDA library [141, 93]. Comparisons will be presented on the computation

times required by the following variations of incremental randomized planners:
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Algorithm A : Only one node, chosen randomly from the current tree, is tested for ex-

pansion at each EXPAND-TREE step. This corresponds roughly to the algorithm in

[45].

Algorithm B : Only one node, chosen as the "closest" one to the candidate milestone,
is tested for expansion at each EXPAND-TREE step. This corresponds to the RRT

algorithm [72], with the difference that the obstacle-free optimal cost-to-go is used to

compute "distances".

Algorithm C All nodes are tested, in random order.

Algorithm D All nodes are tested, in increasing order of "distance". This corresponds

to the full-fledged implementation of the algorithm in Section 6.3.

The inputs are always chosen according to the optimal control policy in the obstacle-free

case. Random control inputs are not appropriate for most of the dynamical systems we are

considering, since they could lead easily to instability (for example, a helicopter is an open-

loop unstable system). If distances are measured according to the optimal cost function in

the obstacle-free case, a greedy search for the control generation (as in the RRT algorithm)

does provide the optimal control. Moreover, in all cases any additional computation time

available after the first feasible solution is found is used to optimize the solution.

The statistical data are referred to a data set of one thousand simulation runs for each

example if not otherwise specified.

6.5.1 Ground robot

In this section, we are interested in minimum time motion planning for a planar system

with equations of motion
2( + i = i6.7)

X2 + X2 U2-

The magnitude of each control ui and u2 is assumed to be bounded by Umax. Although

this system model is quite simple, it is a good representation of the ground robots used by

Cornell University team to win the RoboCup-2000 contest [30, 52]. The following control

law is adapted from the same references.

Minimum-time, minimum-energy control law

For any one axis, let the initial position and velocity be xo and vo; the final (equilibrium)

conditions are characterized by a desired final position Xf and zero velocity. The minimum

time maneuver from origin to destination for each of the degrees of freedom (assuming a

general maximum control intensity Umax) is a bang-bang control law [21] given by

u(t) =U for 0<t<ti (6.8)
u(t) = -U for ti < t < ti + t2.

The sign of the initial control value U can be determined through the switching function:

._ fo - Xf + Vo - Umax log(1 + VO/Umax) for vo > 0 (6.9)
X 0- Xf + V0 + Umax log(1 - V0 /Umax) for vo <0 (

If the initial conditions are such that A0 > 0 then U = -Umax, and U = Umax otherwise.
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The time length of the two bang-bang segments can be determined as follows:

t1 = t 2 - C/U

t2 = log(1 + '1 - exp(C/U)(1 - vo/U))

with C = xo + vo - xz.

The policy 7r used to control the vehicle described by (6.7) is then defined as follows:
Considering the two degrees of freedom xi and X2 , the "slowest" axis is determined first,
and the corresponding time optimal control is applied. Let t* be the minimum time

corresponding to that axis.

The other, fastest axis is then controlled using a minimum "effort" solution, by solving

the minimum time problem using the equations (6.8), with U = tYUmax, and by iterating

over the parameter - E (0, 1) until tmin = t*nin-

Fixed and moving spheres

The randomized path planning has been tested in several examples, including cases with

both fixed and moving obstacles, and in general proved to be very fast and reliable.

The first example involves navigating the ground robot through a set of obstacles rep-

resented as spheres in the configuration space, as shown in Fig. 6-5. In the tests, both fixed

spheres and spheres moving at a constant random speed were considered, with no significant

statistical difference in the data sets. The pictures reported in the following only depict the

fixed sphere case (for ease of representation).

This example was very easily handled by the randomized algorithms. A feasible solution

was found by all algorithms in less than 20 ms in 50% of the cases, with no significant

differences in performance. A feasible solution was found by all algorithms in all test cases.

A summary of the average time required to find the first feasible solution tfeas and its

standard deviation is reported in Table 6.3.

The cost of the trajectory that is eventually executed has been analyzed. In this example,
the lower bound on the cost is 11.3 seconds (this is the cost of an optimal trajectory in the

obstacle-free case; note that there does not exist a unique optimal trajectory, but many

trajectories minimize the cost). In all cases but for Algorithm 2 an optimal trajectory was

found in at least 50% of the test cases. On average, the cost of the solution was less than

5% higher than the lower bound, showing that the algorithms do indeed provide a solution

that is almost optimal. In this scenario the algorithms A and C, relying completely on

randomization (as opposed to RRT-like heuristics) seemed to fare better than the others. A

summary of the average cost of the solution tf provided by the algorithms and its standard

deviation is also reported in Table 6.3.

Examples of the traces of trajectory trees computed during simulation runs are reported

in Figure 6-5. In the figures the heavy line represents the trajectory that is eventually

executed (i.e. the best computed solution), while the lighter lines represent the other

trajectories (edges) in the trajectory tree. The little squares represent primary milestones,
and the little circles represent secondary milestones. Milestones which can be connected to

the target by the obstacle-free optimal control law are filled in a darker color.

In this case the environment is "open" and all the randomized algorithms can achieve

extremely high levels of performance, even in the presence of moving obstacles.
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Algorithm Average(tfeas) [ms] St. Dev. (tfeas) [ms] Average(tj) [s] St.Dev. (tf) [s]
A 17.68 10.10 11.52 0.29

B 16.34 7.93 12.03 0.68

C 18.12 10.01 11.55 0.31

D 17.3 8.57 11.86 0.55

Table 6.3: Ground robot moving amidst fixed spheres: simulation results.

Time to compute first feasible solution [ms] Cost of the computed solution (s]

Figure 6-4: Ground robot moving amidst fixed spheres: histogram of the computation times

required to find a feasible solution (left) and of the cost of the computed solution (right).
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Labyrinth

In the second example the robot must navigate a maze composed of rectangular walls. The

robot starts from the bottom left corner and must go to the top right corner in a square

domain (see Figure 6-7). This problem is much more difficult than the previous one, since

now the environment has a very low expansivity (i.e. the environment presents several

relatively "narrow passages"). This results in much longer times required to compute the

first feasible solution: for this example, computation times are of the order of one second

for most of the algorithms. However, in many cases Algorithm A took a much longer time

(i.e. 30 seconds on average) to find a feasible solution, and the robot never reached the

target in the allotted time of one minute. This is a consequence of the fact that algorithm

A, while complete, can be quite inefficient in the exploration of environment with narrow

passages. The best performance was obtained with algorithms C and D.

Sliding Doors

In the third and last example the robot must go through moving openings in two walls. The

walls are 40 meters apart, and have "doors" 10 m wide. Both the walls slide along their

longitudinal axis according to a harmonic law. The frequencies of the two oscillations are

0.5 rad/s for the wall at the bottom, and 0.25 rad/s for the wall at the top of the picture.

The amplitude of the harmonic motion in both the cases is 40 meters, yielding a maximum

door velocity of 20 m/s, twice as much as the maximum velocity of the robot.

This scenario was expected to be a difficult challenge for the randomized planners:

however, most of the algorithms were able to deal with it quite effectively. Algorithm A

was slow in finding a feasible solution (it took an average time of over 40 seconds), but the

quality of the resulting plans was consistently good. Algorithm C and D were again the

best performers, finding a feasible trajectory within a few seconds. Moreover, the average

cost of the plans generated by Algorithm C is within 22% of the lower bound on the optimal

cost, that is 11.39 seconds.
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Algorithm Average(tfeas) [s] St. Dev. (tjes,) [s] Average(tj) [s] St.Dev. (tf) [s]

A 30.47 29.39 - -

B 2.329 9.10 11.18 1.31

C 0.89 0.78 9.44 0.96

D 0.70 0.6 11.03 11.03

Table 6.4: Ground robot moving in a maze: simulation results.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Time to compute first fesible solution [a]

8 9 13 16 19 22 25 28 31

Cost of the computed solution [a]

Figure 6-6: Ground robot moving in a labyrinth: histogram of the computation times

required to find a feasible solution (left) and of the cost of the computed solution (right).
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Algorithm Average(tfeas) [s] St. Dev. (tfeas) [s] Average(tj) [s] St.Dev. (tj) [s]

A 42.67 27.25 14.95 6.47

B 14.53 25.68 18.78 5.96

C 3.12 13.16 13.87 5.54

D 1.29 8.43 17.35 5.88

Table 6.5: Ground robot moving through sliding doors: simulation results.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0. 0.8 07 0.8 0.9
Time to compute first feasible solution [s]

10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46
Cost of the computed solutions[a

Figure 6-8: Ground robot moving in through sliding doors: histogram of the computation

times required to find a feasible solution (left) and of the cost of the computed solution

(right). The openings in the wall are shown at the position at the moment in which they

are crossed by the robot.
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6.5.2 Small autonomous helicopter

One of the prime motivations for the development of the algorithm presented in this chapter

is the path planning task for a small autonomous helicopter.

This section presents simulation results for a test case involving a small autonomous

helicopter. The simulations rely upon a fully non-linear helicopter simulation, based on

the model presented in Section 2.3.3 and in the references therein. The motion planning

algorithms operating on the nominal maneuver automaton structure presented in Chapter

3 are complemented by a tracking control law as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 to ensure

tracking of the computed trajectory.

The planner was tested using the same scenarios as for the ground robot examples. The

output of the simulations was scaled, in such a way as to provide a meaningful comparison

of the two cases. The cost function used in all the examples is the total time needed to go

to the destination. The initial conditions are at hover, heading due East (i.e. to the right

in the pictures).

Fixed and moving spheres

The first example involves navigating the helicopter through a set of fixed spheres. As in the

case of the ground robot, this example was very easily handled by the proposed planners:

the average time required for computation of a feasible solution is of the order of a few

tenths of a second (see Table 6.6).

Labyrinth

The second example involves navigating the helicopter through a maze of fixed walls. This

example proved to be the extremely difficult for all of the algorithms under consideration:

a reason for the poor behavior can be seen in the fact that the maneuvering capabilities of

the helicopter inside the maze are very limited.

Within a simulation time of two minutes, Algorithm A did not find a feasible trajectory

in 71% of the cases, Algorithm B in 58% of the cases, and Algorithms C and D in 52% and

53% of the cases, respectively.

Sliding doors

In the last example the helicopter must go through moving openings in two walls (see

Fig. 6.5.2).The walls are 40 meters apart, and have "doors" 10 m wide. Both the walls

slide along their longitudinal axis according to a harmonic law. The frequencies of the two

oscillations are 0.5 rad/s for the wall at the bottom, and 0.25 rad/s for the wall at the

top of the picture. The amplitude of the harmonic motion in both the cases is 40 meters,
yielding a maximum door velocity of 20 m/s, twice as much as the maximum velocity of

the helicopter.

This scenario proved to be very challenging for the randomized planners. Algorithm A

failed to find a feasible solution within two minutes in the totality of the simulations run

(one thousand). Algorithm B did better, finding a feasible solution within two minutes in

10% of the cases (in which the feasible trajectory was found extremely quickly, in about 2.5

seconds). Algorithms C and D on the other hand always succeeded in finding a solution,
even though it took about 50 seconds on average. The total cost of the solutions found was

slightly above one minute on average.
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Algorithm Average(tjeas) [s] St. Dev. (tfeas) [s] Average(tj) [s] St.Dev. (tf) [s]

A 0.365 0.390 16.44 2.30

B 0.117 0.060 18.36 3.59

C 0.181 0.124 17.05 2.58

D 0.183 0.132 17.26 2.42

Table 6.6: Helicopter moving amidst fixed spheres: simulation results.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.7
Time to compute first feasible solutions[]

0.8 0.9 10 13 18 19 22 25 28 31 34 37
Cost ot thre computed solution [s]

Figure 6-10: Helicopter moving amidst fixed spheres: histogram of the computation times

required to find a feasible solution (left) and of the cost of the computed solution (right).
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Algorithm Average(tfeas) [s] St. Dev. (tfeas) [s] Average(tj) [sI St.Dev. (tf) [s]

A 106.24 33.62 118.70 15.13

B 72.19 56.52 85.40 18.07

C 75.22 48.48 82.87 18.70

D 70.49 53.55 81.30 19.62

Table 6.7: Helicopter flying inside a maze: simulation results. If

exceeded the allotted time of 120 seconds, the value of 120 seconds

in the statistics.

70 -
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ime to compute firs feasible solut [a]

the computation times

was taken into account

70 80 90
Cot of the computed olution [a)

Figure 6-12: Helicopter flying inside a maze: histogram of the computation times required

to find a feasible solution (left) and of the cost of the computed solution (right).

Figure 6-13: Ground robot moving in a labyrinth: trajectory tree traces. Algorithm B (left)

and Algorithm D (right).
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Algorithm Average(tfeas) [S] St. Dev. (tfeas) [s] Average(tf) [s] St.Dev. (tf) [s]

A -

B 108.26 35.58 118.04 28.78

C 48.89 42.33 64.83 25.79

D 52.44 38.51 68.18 32.59

Table 6.8: Helicopter flying

times exceeded the allotted

account in the statistics.

through sliding doors: simulation

time of 120 seconds, the value of

results. If the computation

120 seconds was taken into

0 20 40 c p 80
lime to compute 0irs feasible soution [a)

20 40 80 so
Cost of ft computed eolution [a)

Figure 6-14: Helicopter flying in through sliding doors: histogram of the computation times

required to find a feasible solution (left) and of the cost of the computed solution (right).

The openings in the wall are shown at the position at the moment in which they are crossed

by the helicopter.
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Discussion of the results

From the analysis of the simulation results, both in the ground robot example and in the

helicopter example, we can conclude that, all the tested algorithms perform equally well

in "simple" cases, with very open environments. As the difficulty of the test scenarios

increases, it is apparent that algorithms C and D (two versions of the algorithm proposed

in this chapter) performed better than algorithms A and B, both in terms of computation

time required to solve the feasibility problem, and in terms of the quality of the computed

solution.

While algorithm A does have probabilistic completeness guarantees in the case of dy-

namic environments (as opposed to algorithm B, which does not), it suffers from inefficient

exploration, as it can easily be recognised from Figure 6.5.1.

Algorithm B, while performing well in static environments, shows its limits in the case

of dynamic environments (in fact, it is not probabilistically complete in this case). This

algorithm is characterized by a very efficient exploration of the workspace: however it tends

to get locked in the first computed trajectories which, even though "close" to the objective,
could not result in feasible trajectories to the target. It is believed that this is the reason

of the behavior noted in the case of the helicopter flying through sliding doors.

Algorithms C and D provided the best results among the algorithms tested. Even

though the performance characteristics are very similar, algorithm D seems to find the first

feasible solution in a shorter time than C. The reason for this can be found in the fact

that by sorting the nodes in order of increasing distance from the candidate milestone,
the efficient exploration characteristics of RRTs are recovered, while ensuring probabilistic

completeness and exponential convergence to one of the probability of correct execution,
even in a dynamic environment. On the other hand, algorithm C generally resulted in

solutions with a lower cost: this can be seen as another effect of the fact that RRT-like

algorithms tend to get locked in the first solutions they compute, and do not explore other

options.

6.5.3 Spacecraft Attitude Motion Planning

As a final example, an additional possible application of the motion planning algorithm

presented in this chapter is briefly introduced. A key enabling technology that could lead

to greater spacecraft autonomy is the capability to autonomously and optimally slew the

spacecraft between attitudes while operating under a number of celestial and dynamic con-

straints. For example, when planning a spacecraft slew maneuver, great care has to be

taken in order to protect sensitive science or navigation sensors (e.g. telescopes, star track-

ers) from direct exposure to the Sun and other bright bodies. These constraints can be

pointwise in time, or they can be cast as integral constraints (e.g. constraints deriving from

thermal control). The task of finding an attitude trajectory that meets all the constraints

is a challenging one: in fact, attitude maneuver planning has traditionally been performed

on the ground.

The motion planning algorithm outlined in this chapter can be applied directly to the

problem of spacecraft slewing: We can identify the configuration space G as the rotation

group SO(3); in the case in which we can model the spacecraft as a rigid body, the space Y is

the three-dimensional linear space of angular velocities expressed in body fixed coordinates.

The guidance policy 7 can be chosen from several approaches that have been proposed for

designing obstacle-free attitude control policies. In this example, an obstacle-free attitude
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control laws derived by Bullo and Murray [25] was used. This guidance law provide a
large set of attraction for equilibrium points, and is appropriate for the case in which the

spacecraft is equipped with reaction wheels, providing independent torques on three axes.

Assume that the objective of the (obstacle-free) guidance law is to slew the spacecraft

to an attitude Rd, with zero angular rate. The guidance law is based on the definition of

a Lyapunov function composed of an term penalizing the attitude error R5'R, and a

term penalizing angular rates:

V(R,w,Rd) = RT R + 1w Jw.

The derivative of the above function can be made negative definite in a set such that

V(R, w, Rd) < 2, by setting the control moments as follows:

u = Skew(R R)v - w, (6.11)

where Skew(M) := 1/2(M - MT), and the notation (-)v indicates the inverse of the "hat"

operator introduced before.

It is important to remark that the control policy outlined in Eq. (6.11) is not optimal

with respect to any meaningful cost: as a consequence, it is not possible to lower-bound

the cost-to-go, and tree pruning cannot be performed in this case. Moreover, the control

law is not globally stabilizing. When generating milestones, an additional constraint to be

satisfied will then be the requirement that the tree node being expanded lie in the in the

domain of attraction of the candidate milestone [91].

The formulation of obstacles, and the "collision checking" function used to ensure fea-

sibility of a planned trajectory, can be easily extended to include a wide range of pointwise

in time constraint checking. Moreover, the fact that the algorithm involves building a tree

rooted at some initial condition, allows easy implementation of integral constraints, by

simple bookkeeping at the tree nodes and edges.

In the following example, the case of a deep-space spacecraft, cruising in the space

between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, is considered. The spacecraft carries a telescope

with a fixed boresight in body axes. In exactly the opposite direction is the boresight of

a star tracker. In order to protect the optics, the telescope boresight cannot be less than

20 degrees off the Sun, whereas the star tracker boresight must stay at least 40 degrees

away from any bright object, including the Sun, as well as the Earth, Mars, and Jupiter.

An attitude slew is commanded, for which a direct path would result in a violation of the

constraints. A feasible solution was found by the proposed algorithm in about 1.1 seconds

on average (standard deviation 0.6 seconds). An example of a planned trajectory is depicted

in Fig. (6.5.3).
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Figure 6-16: Attitude motion planning example: trace of the trajectory tree, for the

boresight of the star tracker. The solid circles represent constraints for the star tracker, the

dashed circle represents the constraint for the telescope.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis we have presented a set of tools which can be used together as a full package
to build a complete, consistent and integrated guidance and control system for autonomous
vehicle motion planning.

The guidance and control framework presented in the dissertation is based on a computa-
tional approach, which relies on a relatively expensive off-line computation phase to provide
the capability to compute almost optimal control laws in real-time. Moreover, the proposed
framework builds on the fundamental characteristics of the vehicle's dynamics to achieve a
high level of computational efficiency, in terms of the trade off between performance loss
and computational tractability.

In this chapter we will first summarize the tools presented in the dissertation, and then
present some ideas for further research.

7.1 Summary

In Chapter 2 we have introduced a framework for the study of mechanical control systems.
In particular, we focused on mechanical control system which evolve on Lie groups. We
have then looked closely at the concepts of symmetries and relative equilibria, which are
among the fundamental properties of the dynamics of many mechanical control systems,
especially vehicles.

In Chapter 3 we have introduced the main core of the framework proposed in this dis-
sertation, the Maneuver Automaton. The Maneuver Automaton is introduced as a new
dynamical system, which can model, exactly and in a consistent fashion, an important sub-
set of the dynamics of the vehicle. This is achieved through a quantization of all feasible
trajectory, and the selection of a finite number of "trajectory primitives". Two classes of tra-
jectory primitives are identified as trim trajectories (or relative equilibria) and maneuvers.
The dynamical system arising from the controlled switching from one of these primitives
to another is shown to provide a very attractive alternative to traditional representations
of the dynamics, based on differential equations, when computational efficiency is sought.
In particular, the solution of optimal control problems is discussed. Moreover, some insight
into the trade-off between the complexity of the Automaton and the optimality of the gen-
erated trajectories is provided. Examples on several systems, both academic examples and
aerospace vehicles are presented and discussed. In particular, in this chapter the process

of constructing a Maneuver Automaton model for the approximate dynamics of a small
autonomous helicopter is discussed.
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In Chapter 4 we provide indications on how to extend the nominal Maneuver Automaton

model to provide consistency with the system's dynamics, in the presence of disturbances,
uncertainties. The concepts of invariant error, and invariant tracking are introduced. This

leads to the definition of invariant sets on trim trajectories and Poincar6 maps on maneu-

vers, and to the derivation of sufficient nesting conditions to ensure the consistency of the

Automaton, which hence becomes a Robust Maneuver Automaton. A simple academic

example is presented.

In Chapter 5 the precepts of the previous chapter are used to construct an invariant

tracking controller for a small autonomous helicopter model. The tracking controller is able

to provide asymptotic tracking almost globally, for all feasible trajectories of the helicopter.

The proposed control law improves on other available tracking control law for the same

system because it avoids all artificial singularities introduced by minimal attitude repre-

sentations, thus allowing smooth tracking of acrobatic maneuvers. Moreover, the tracking

controller provides bounded tracking in the presence of bounded disturbances; based on the

estimates invariant sets, it is possible to construct a Robust Maneuver Automaton, taking

into account the terms in the helicopter dynamics which were neglected in Chapter 3.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we present a general algorithm for motion planning in a dynamic

environment (i.e. an environment characterized by moving obstacles). The algorithm is

applicable to all dynamical systems (including Maneuver Automata), for which an opti-

mal control law is available, in an obstacle-free environment. By relaxing the deterministic

completeness requirement on the algorithm in favor of probabilistic algorithm, computa-

tional tractability is achieved, while maintaining formal performance guarantees (albeit in

a probabilistic sense). The main contribution of this chapter are the introduction of the

optimal obstacle-free control law as a means to direct exploration and provide a measure

of "distance" between configurations. This allows the resolution of technical problems in

the randomized motion planning literature, and results in better overall performance of the

algorithm. It is shown how the use of an optimal control law in the obstacle-free case is

helpful in looking for (sub)optimal solutions. Moreover, real-time implementation issues

are addressed. Even in the case of finite computation times, it is shown that under certain

conditions the algorithm always provides safe (collision-free) solutions, even though a fea-

sible trajectory leading to the target has not been found yet. Examples on a wide range of

systems of interest to the aerospace community are presented and discussed, showing the

advantages of the proposed formulation.

7.2 Future directions

In this section we will present some ideas for extension of this work to other problems.

7.2.1 Robust replanning versus robust tracking

In Chapter 4 we have provided the conditions under which a Maneuver Automaton can be

made robustly consistent. In other words, we have provided the conditions under which

the problem of motion planning on the nominal dynamics, as represented by the Maneuver

Automaton, can be decoupled from the problem of robustly tracking the generated reference

trajectory.

In this sense the motion planning algorithm applied to the Maneuver Automaton results

into a robust motion planning algorithm: the generated trajectory can be tracked to within

some known bounds, even in the presence of bounded, worst-case disturbances.
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However, in several cases it might be convenient to replan the trajectory based on the
current state, and on the disturbance history. Disturbances are not always "worst case",
but can instead be helpful. For example a tail wind might allow higher speeds during the
cruising phase of an aircraft mission: trying to slow down to track the "nominal trajectory"
is likely to be waste of resources.

A possible way to implement a replanning capability in the Maneuver Automaton struc-
ture is to introduce a "pseudo-control" q, which can smoothly change the nominal position
on the symmetry group h. For example, during the execution of a trim trajectory, with
initial conditions (q, h), the action of such a pseudo-input would be that of changing the
evolution of h from h = hq, to h = h(?7q +q,). The objective of the pseudo-input would be
that of "pushing" the nominal trajectory towards trajectories with a smaller cost, while at
the same time ensuring that the physical state stays inside the invariant sets of the updated
nominal trajectory. This corresponds to "bending" the pipes describing the invariant sets
about trajectory primitives, and leads us to the next point.

7.2.2 Maneuver flexibility

A limitation of the Maneuver Automaton framework in its current state is that the ma-
neuvers are very rigidly defined, both in terms of nominal trajectory, and perhaps more
importantly in terms of "commitment" required from the control system.

In order to reduce the "rigidity" of the maneuvers in the library, maneuvers can be

augmented by a set of parameters describing the actual implementation of the maneuver.
Such parameters could, for example, dictate the "level of aggressiveness" of the maneuver.
Other parameters could represent the effect of varying environmental conditions (e.g. air

density) on the nominal profile of the maneuver.

If we call the parameters A, the control decision process will then become an optimiza-

tion over A as well (and hence we see that the computational complexity of the control
computation will grow). However, optimizing over a finite set of parameters describing

some aggregate effect on the outcome of the maneuver, still results in a relatively easy
optimization problem.

Another limitation of the current structure of the Maneuver Automaton is that, once
a maneuver has been initiated, it cannot be aborted. Indeed, the option of aborting a
maneuver can be extremely valuable, especially in an unknown or uncertain environment,
and in the presence of threats. The difficulty here is that in order to maintain the maneuver
automaton consistency, checks must be made to ensure that the system can switch from the
trajectory primitive being executed, to some other primitive while staying inside invariant
sets. In order to choose the optimal maneuver to be executed next, it is important to
identify all possible switch destination, associated with the allowable displacement on the
symmetry group.

In order to avoid an excessive number of checks, at the expense of storage space, a

set of possible switch destination can be encoded for each sample point in a maneuver

nominal trajectory. Another alternative is to provide pre-computed "branching points"

along maneuvers (this amount essentially to increasing the number of maneuvers). Clearly,
these suggestions increase the capabilities of the vehicle, but at the same time they increase

the computational complexity of the motion planning problem to be solved on-line: this

is another example of the trade-off between performance and computational tractability

that is at the basis of the Maneuver Automaton design. It would be interesting to research

alternative approaches, or possibly improvements on the Maneuver Automaton structure,
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that allow this kind of flexibility with a relatively small increase in the complexity of the

related motion planning algorithms.

7.2.3 Sensor-based motion planning

A very strong, and possibly limiting, assumption on the randomized motion planning algo-

rithm introduced in Chapter 6, is the assumption of perfect information on the environn-

ment. We needed this assumption in order to make sure of the future feasibility of all the

branches in the trajectory tree.

If this assumption is not granted, every time new information is available, the affected

branches in the trajectory tree must be either checked again for feasibility, or discarded

altogether.

As a matter of fact, since the algorithm is in practice very fast and efficient, it is possible

possible to recompute the whole motion plan every time new information is available.

Early investigation, conducted by the author on the Robocup testbed developed at

Cornell University [30], showed that cold restart of the motion planning algorithm is not

advisable, since it can result in random wandering of the robot before a complete, feasible

solution to the target is computed. This suggests that some information about previous

runs of the motion planning algorithm should be carried over to the following runs (warm

restart).

In order to reuse the whole trajectory tree, all of its branches must be checked for

feasibility again: this can be very expensive from the computational point of view. A better

choice seems to be the use as a seed for the next motion planning iteration of only the "best

trajectory" in the tree, chosen according to the criteria in Section 6.3.9.

7.2.4 Multiple vehicle operations

The problem of designing autonomous systems becomes even more challenging, and poten-

tially rewarding, when it is desired to coordinate several independent vehicles, communi-

cating over a network with limited bandwidth and/or reliability.

Formation flight

A first problem involving multiple vehicles consists of formation flight. Flying in close

formation can be beneficial for fixed-wing aircraft because it allows the reduction of the

negative effect of the finite aspect ratio of wings, by reducing the induced drag on the

aircraft following the leader of the formation (this is the reason why most migratory birds

fly in formation).

Close regulation of the relative position is needed to avoid crashes, and reap the benefits

of the induced drag reduction. Moreover the leader must avoid maneuver which cannot be

executed by the formation as a whole without the risk of collisions.

An augmented version of the Maneuver Automaton could be beneficial in addressing this

problem: an Automaton whose trajectories represent feasible trajectories for the formation

as a whole would be clearly beneficial in devising good reference trajectories. Moreover,

by providing definite bounds on the position errors of all the aircraft in the formation,

the risks of collisions can be mitigated. Last, since the Maneuver Automaton provides a

very compact representation of the state of all the vehicles in the formation, it can be very

attractive in situations were communication capabilities are limited.
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An interesting problem would also be the combination of a Maneuver Automaton for the
whole formation and Maneuver Automata for each individual aircraft. Conditions should
be given on the compatibility between the two kinds of Automata, and on the requirements
in the switching between the two (corresponding to the action of joining/splitting from the
formation).

Multiple vehicle coordination

A possibly even more interesting topic would involve the coordination of several vehicles,
considered as separate and independent entities (as opposed to the formation, which can
be seen as a single entity, with many degrees of freedom). Each of the vehicles would have
to gather information, process it, and come up with decisions on actions to perform.

In order to coordinate with other vehicles, it is important to communicate plans and
intentions to other vehicles, possibly over a bandwidth limited or unreliable wireless net-
work. The Maneuver Automaton framework can be appropriate, as a means to increase the
semantic value of the symbols that are transmitted over the network. With a very small
sequence of maneuver indices and coasting times, any vehicle can encode a possibly very
complicated plan for future actions, and accordingly receive the intentions of other vehicles.
The current state of each vehicle can be communicated by transmitting just the trajectory
primitive index and the current position on the symmetry group. Since the Maneuver Au-
tomaton evolution is asynchronous, it is required to send updated on each vehicle's state
only when necessary, and not at a constant rate.

7.2.5 Optimal selection of trajectory primitives

In Section 3.4.1 we examined the problem of optimal selection of trajectory primitives for
a very simple mechanical system. While the simple result does provide some insight, it
would be interesting to research more general cases. In particular, it would be interesting
to study the optimal quantization of kinematic systems on Lie groups, as a first step toward
the analysis of mechanical control systems on Lie groups.
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